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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

 

Maize, Quetzalcoatl, and Grass Imagery: 
 

Science in the Central Mexican Codex Borgia 
 

by 

 

Helen Ellis 

Doctor of Philosophy in Art History 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015 

Professor Cecelia F. Klein, Chair 

 

Before the Spanish-led defeat of the Aztecs in 1521, manuscripts were ubiquitous in 

Mesoamerica. Regrettably very few survive. One of them is the Aztec (Eastern Nahua) Codex 

Borgia painted in the Late Postclassic period (ca. 1250–1521 CE). Many of its 76 pages include 

maize imagery in polychrome. The plant appears amid gods of fertility hovering above naked 

females; associated with Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind; and rendered to look strikingly similar to 

grass. The questions I address in this dissertation relate to the significance of maize, 

Quetzalcoatl, and grass depictions. What does maize imagery convey? Why did the Nahua 

venerate a god of wind? How is maize related both wind and grass? 

Until now, scholars of the Codex Borgia have generally assumed that it records 

information used in divination, astronomy, and farming. What has not been considered is the 

possibility that it reflects scientific information about plants. I contend that maize imagery 
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studied against the scientific record on plant domestication indicates that it does. Scientists have 

demonstrated that Central Mexicans were brilliant at manipulating plants, and had by 

approximately 6,000 BCE, through genetic selection, transformed a common grass into the 

maize plant. The result was a symbiotic relationship between maize and humans. Amerindians 

cared for the plant, continuing to manipulate it to become the modern crop, ultimately spread 

throughout the world, completely dependent on humans for reproduction. 

Scholars have lamented that indigenous people failed to make a record of their scientific 

achievements. I argue that maize and related images in their extant artifacts reflect those 

accomplishments. My research strives to shed light on the Codex Borgia, its imagery, and the 

ways in which indigenous people of Mesoamerica recorded scientific information. Specifically, 

my dissertation shows with substantial scientific, ethnohistoric, and iconographic evidence that 

the Nahua understood plant sexuality, that wind was the primary means of plant reproduction, 

and that the common grass they held in great esteem was the progenitor of maize. My 

dissertation seeks to establish that the Codex Borgia’s imagery shows the cultural importance of 

maize to the Nahua and that it was rooted in scientific understanding. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Maize (corn)1 imagery appears throughout the Codex Borgia, and in other screenfold2 

manuscripts painted by Central Mexican artists during the Late Postclassic period (ca. 1250–

1521 CE).3 The Codex Borgia is an Aztec (Eastern Nahua) manuscript painted in the Puebla-

Tlaxcala region and currently conserved at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. In the Late 

Postclassic period, the Nahuatl-speaking Aztecs4 were the dominant group in the Central 

Mexican basin. Their capital, Tenochtitlan, was located at the site of modern-day Mexico City. 

The Aztecs rose to power after approximately 1335, extending their influence eastward to 

Nahuatl speakers living to the east and south of Tenochtitlan in what are today the states of 

Puebla and Tlaxcala, as well as to the areas of modern-day Oaxaca, Guerrero, Veracruz, 

Campeche, Yucatán, and coastal Central America. Of the Aztec pervasive influence in 

Mesoamerica, the sixteenth-century chronicler Diego Muñoz Camargo, a noble Tlaxcalan 

mestizo (i.e., of indigenous and Spanish descent), said that Nahuatl was spoken as far away as 

Nicaragua.5 

A staple of the Mesoamerican diet was maize. The Nahuas depicted maize in different 

media and honored it in the numerous feasts celebrated throughout the year. In the Codex 

Borgia, for example, maize is depicted: bearing a striking resemble to grass on page 20, where 

Tlaloc, the Aztec god of rain, pierces it with a huictli (coa,6 or hoe); prominently amid gods of 

fertility and naked females on page 28; emerging from the buccal mask of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, 

the god of wind, on page 36 and the mouth of Macuilxochitl, the god of games and pleasure, on 

page 48; on the roof of a building housing a copulating couple on page 51, and in Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl’s headdress on page 60. 
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What is the meaning of this and other maize images in this manuscript? In the Codex 

Borgia, maize is closely associated with themes of sexual reproduction. Maize is also linked to 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind, one of the most important creator gods in Mesoamerica, 

who was associated with sustenance, sexual reproduction, and abundance. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl 

wore a duck’s beak buccal mask, one of his most recognizable features from which, according to 

the Nahua, he blew wind. Why was wind so important, and what does it and sexual reproduction 

have to do with maize? Finally, why is it that in the Codex Borgia, the maize plant looks very 

much like a wild grass that the Nahua called malinalli7? 

Scientists, particularly biologists and archaeologists, have demonstrated that the people of 

Central Mexico were brilliant plant experts. As will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 3, 

the consensus among scientists today is that over 8,000 years ago, indigenous people in the 

Balsas River Basin in southwest Mexico first began manipulating a wild grass currently known 

in the scientific literature as teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis), converting it into the modern-

day maize (Zea mays L.) plant. The result was a symbiotic relationship between maize and 

humans. Maize changed humans forever, turning them into agriculturists and ultimately 

sustaining life in advanced civilizations with densely populated cities. Humans also changed 

maize forever, domesticating it to become the modern plant ultimately spread throughout the 

world, which produces far more nutrition than its wild progenitor but is completely dependent on 

humans for reproduction. 

Consequently, maize was an important crop to the people of ancient Mexico, and their 

relationship to it was special. Maize is described as “precious, our flesh, our bones” in Book 11 

of the Florentine Codex, the Franciscan Fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s twelve-volume 

encyclopedic oeuvre, containing a treasure trove of ethnohistoric information on the Nahua 
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collected between 1547 and 1577.8 Pre-Columbian9 Mesoamericans, including the Nahua, 

routinely cultivated and manipulated the maize plant to produce cobs with a range of 

characteristics. The Nahua said of a strain of maize that they cultivated, and which yielded cobs 

with blue husks and white kernels with red interiors: “I honor it. I desire it. I venerate it, esteem 

it. I consider it with respect. I prize it.”10 

For the Nahua, the maize plant became a symbol with deep cultural meaning. When 

maize was depicted in a work of art, it communicated a number of complex, intertwined, and 

widely understood concepts. Thus maize imagery in Nahua art connotes far more than a crop, 

just as the image of a cross conveys far more in Christian art than the letter “T” (for which 

someone unfamiliar with Christianity might mistake it), and the image of Statute of Liberty 

conveys far more in the United States than a tall woman with stark features holding a book. 

Relating maize imagery in the Codex Borgia to the scientific and ethnohistoric record reveals 

that the manuscript contains empirical information pertaining to the plant’s biology, sexual 

reproduction, and genetic origin. I contend that at their core, Nahua philosophy and religion are 

rooted in science and that images of maize, grass, and Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl in the Codex Borgia 

reflect scientific principles. 

My approach consists of an iconographic evaluation of maize and related imagery in the 

Codex Borgia combined with ethnohistory and science. Understanding the biology of the plant as 

well as the history of its origin and subsequent manipulation, I contend, is key to unlocking 

meaning in the Codex Borgia’s maize imagery. There are three scientific principles that are 

critical to my analysis. First, the maize plant has male and female parts and reproduces sexually. 

This, I argue, explains why maize imagery is linked to themes of reproduction and male-female 

coupling (Chapter 3). Second, wind plays a critical role in the pollination, and therefore, the 
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reproduction of plants, which I argue calls for a fundamental reexamination of the role of 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind, in Nahua thought as well as an explanation for his 

associations with maize, agriculture, plenty, sustenance, reproduction, sexuality, and pregnancy 

(Chapter 4). Third, indigenous people domesticated a common grass converting it into the maize 

plant. This, I argue, explains why the images of maize and grass in the Codex Borgia are 

virtually indistinguishable, and why the Nahua venerated what to us appears to be a common 

grass (Chapter 5). In sum, I contend that images of maize, grass, and Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl in the 

Codex Borgia convey scientific information. 

I do not intend to suggest that processes such as the manipulation of a common grass and 

the reproduction of the maize plant are presented systematically in the Codex Borgia. Such is not 

the nature of Aztec historical recording, and that would be an anachronistic manner of presenting 

information. Instead, my dissertation seeks to demonstrate that beyond recording only cultural 

and religious information, the Codex Borgia also reflects scientific aspects of the plant’s 

domestication, manipulation, and reproduction. 

Before the Spanish-led defeat of the Aztecs in 1521, Mesoamerican artists painted 

screenfold manuscripts that are works of tremendous historical and cultural significance as well 

as superb artistic beauty. Regrettably, very few survived the destruction related to the conquest. 

The extant manuscripts are an invaluable resource for understanding pre-Columbian Mexican 

indigenous life, but the information contained in them is presented exclusively in the form of 

painted images and calendrical glyphs, without alphabetic writing to elucidate to modern-day 

scholars what the imagery represents (see Chapter 3 for discussion of calendrical glyphs). Father 

Toribio de Benavente, widely known since the sixteenth century as Motolinía, who was officially 

chosen in 1523 by the Spanish Order of the Franciscans to be one of the first twelve friars to 
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travel to Mexico and conduct missionary work, discusses the nature of Nahua writing and the 

type of information indigenous manuscripts recorded as follows: 

These books were written in symbols and pictures. This was their way of writing, 
supplying their lack of an alphabet by the use of symbols. . . . Some things, 
pertaining to ancient times and the fixing of the succession of the lords who took 
possession of and ruled over this great land, have been gathered and explained by 
their figures. . . . They related in figures the achievement of victory and the 
conduct of wars; the succession of chief lords, weather conditions and noteworthy 
signs in the heavens; and general epidemics; at what time and under which lord 
these things occurred.11 
 

As Elizabeth Boone explains, in the Central Mexican manner of recording information, “The 

goal was not to fix a spoken text by providing phonetic details but to formulate and store 

complex information through conventional images.”12 In the early colonial period, indigenous 

painter scribes, European friars, and conquerors, compiled a particularly rich body of 

ethnohistoric documentation on the Nahua. This record includes extensive chronicles as well as 

manuscripts painted by indigenous artists that feature imagery accompanied with explanatory 

glosses in Spanish, Nahuatl, Latin, and/or Italian. These sources, which were painted and/or 

written from precedent (see Chapter 1), are very useful in elucidating the pictographic 

information in pre-Columbian manuscripts. Although the imagery in pre-Columbian manuscripts 

is initially confounding, generations of scholars have used a variety of sources, methodologies, 

and theories to analyze and interpret it. With this dissertation, I join that effort. 

The body of scholarly work on the Codex Borgia is substantial and includes discussions 

of its materials; issues pertaining to its provenience; the cultural milieu that produced it; and 

interpretation of the iconography of specific figures, pages, or sections. Several facsimile 

editions, the first published in 1831 and the latest in 2008, most accompanied by commentary, 

make the Codex Borgia one of the most accessible and analyzed of all Mesoamerican 

manuscripts.13 In addition, archaeological excavations undertaken throughout the twentieth 
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century unearthed material culture (e.g., polychrome pottery and mural painting) featuring 

imagery strikingly similar to that in pages of the Codex Borgia, stimulating studies on 

provenience that discuss the manuscript as being part of a group, genre, or style.14 A seminar and 

conference sponsored by the pre-Columbian Studies Program at Dumbarton Oaks in 1982 

expanded our understanding and encouraged additional work on these issues. More recently, 

scholars have begun to analyze the cultural milieu that produced screenfold painted manuscripts. 

Workshops held at Tulane University in 2001 and 2002, and a conference sponsored by the pre-

Columbian Studies Program at Dumbarton Oaks in 2006, which produced in 2010 a volume 

edited by Gabrielle Vail and Christine Hernández, have animated discussions of the cultural 

exchange between Maya and Nahua societies during the Postclassic period.15 

 Until now, scholars of the Codex Borgia have generally assumed that it “records 

almanacs used in divination and astronomy.”16 What has not been considered is the possibility 

that the manuscript records scientific information on plants. This dissertation offers new insights 

into pre-Columbian art that challenge established paradigms and will hopefully drive scholars to 

pursue new sets of questions and avenues for further research. My research departs from the 

prevailing consensus regarding the manuscript’s primary purpose. The opinion that the messages 

encoded in the Codex Borgia largely pertain to divination and astronomy has been advanced and 

accepted by generations of scholars, beginning with the pioneering commentary on the Codex 

Borgia by the Jesuit Father José Lino Fábrega in the 1790s.17 It has continued unabated, for the 

most part, up to the present. This interpretation was inspired by early colonial accounts written 

mostly by sixteenth-century friars, who focused on the roles of divination and astronomy in 

Nahua society. The friars’ accounts may well have been influenced by their own views—and the 
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prevailing views of Europeans at the time—regarding divination. As the historian Robert 

Westman explains: 

The burgeoning late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth-century heavenly print 
literature, directed to learned elites and ordinary people alike, was 
overwhelmingly preoccupied with astrologically driven anticipations of the 
future, sometimes coupled with powerful apocalyptic fantasies that the world 
would soon come to an end.18 
 

I do not deny that some divinatory messages may be encoded in the Codex Borgia and other pre-

Columbian Central Mexican manuscripts. However, studying the manuscripts solely from this 

perspective obscures additional meanings and messages contained in these documents. For 

example, one unintended consequence of this approach is an undue emphasis on calendrical 

symbols thought to encode divinatory messages, and a corresponding lack of attention to the 

accompanying images. 

 One notable exception is Eduard Seler’s pioneering work conducted more than a century 

ago. Seler is himself a proponent of the view that the messages in the Codex Borgia largely 

pertain to divination and astronomy. However, he conducted an iconographic analysis of the 

Codex Borgia that has proved to be a cornerstone in the study of Mesoamerican manuscripts in 

general, and in this regard his influence remains to this day unparalleled and unabated. 

Nevertheless, Seler’s work is flawed in certain respects. As Henry Nicholson points out, Seler 

held onto “some dubious pet theories,” evident in his interpretations of Nahua myth, which show 

“his over-enthusiastic acceptance (after 1907) of the lunar school of mythological interpretation 

of Ernst Siecke.”19 

Indeed, part of the problem with Seler’s conclusions regarding the imagery in the Codex 

Borgia is that they are heavily informed by Indo-European20 religious studies and astral 

mythology.21 “Indo-European” refers to the languages (e.g., Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek) and 
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cultures (e.g., Indian, Roman, Greek, Celtic, and Germanic) that began to develop from a 

common origin approximately six millennia ago. These cultures had remarkably similar 

pantheons (e.g., the Jupiter “Father Sky” in Rome was Zeus in Greece and Dyaus in India) and 

myths (e.g., the story of the flood). Linguists today concur that Indo-European “legends of the 

founding of cities or the origins of a people are often based on cosmogonic myths,” and that the 

“basic wording of myth,” the analysis of which helps in identifying common roots, is “often 

exceptionally stable.”22 So committed was Seler to the application of Indo-European culture for 

his analysis of Nahua art and myth that he believed that European civilization could have 

influenced Mesoamerica even before the conquest.23 

 More recently, Anthony Aveni, Elizabeth Boone, Christine Hernández, Susan Milbrath, 

Gabrielle Vail, and others have begun to venture out of the divinatory paradigm. For example, 

although Boone argues that the Codex Borgia and the rest of the Borgia Group screenfolds24 are 

divinatory manuscripts, she concludes that the eighteen-page narrative section spanning pages 29 

through 46 of the Codex Borgia presents a Nahua “cosmic narrative of creation.”25 In this 

dissertation, I build on the work of these scholars to offer a brand new interpretation of the 

images of maize, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, and malinalli grass in the Codex Borgia. 

The knowledge and skill of the people of ancient Mexico in the areas of botany, biology, 

chemistry, agriculture, and related sciences were extraordinary. There is, in both the scientific 

record and early sixteenth-century accounts, substantial and incontrovertible evidence that pre-

Columbian indigenous peoples of Mesoamerica domesticated a large number of plants and 

achieved breakthrough discoveries from empirical observations of, and experimentations with, 

plants, trees, and other elements (e.g., minerals) from the natural world. By 1521, indigenous 

groups in Mesoamerica had successfully domesticated and routinely manipulated not only maize 
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(centli or tlaolli) but also chile (chilli), tomato (tomatl), beans (etl), squash (aiotli), vanilla 

(tlilxochitl), chocolate (cacaoatl), rubber (olquauitl to extract ulli or olli), and a host of other 

lesser known species of plants.26 One—but only one—of their remarkable achievements pertains 

to the creation of maize from teosinte, a grass that produces miniscule spikes or cobs with two 

rows of six to twelve kernels, each of which is enclosed in stony fruitcases (similar to those in 

nuts). In contrast, the maize plant produces large cobs with about twenty rows of close to five 

hundred kernels enclosed in soft glumes. While the creation and subsequent genetic 

manipulation of maize is the best-known example of ancient Mexicans’ understanding of plants, 

experimentations with a wide variety of other plants as well as trees endemic to this region led to 

quite remarkable discoveries and scientific advances, including, for example, the process of the 

vulcanization of rubber. 

In 1999, Dorothy Hosler, Sandra Burkett, and Michael Tarkanian published a report of 

their chemical studies of rubber artifacts recovered from an archaeological Olmec site in lowland 

Veracruz called El Manatí, which contained material dating from ca. 1600–1000 BCE.27 Using 

early colonial reports describing how indigenous chemists created rubber; modern-day 

observations of rubber processing in Escuintla, Chiapas; and chemical analyses of rubber balls 

(ullamaloni) recovered from archaeological Olmec sites, Hosler et al. have demonstrated the 

various manners in which pre-Columbian rubber was processed to achieve the properties desired 

(e.g., pliability).28 Pre-Columbian Mesoamericans made rubber more pliable and elastic by 

heating the latex extracted from the Castilla elastica tree and mixing it with the juice of Ipomoea 

alba, the morning glory vine. In 2011, after further investigating the chemical properties of 

Mesoamerican rubber and analyzing early colonial sources that report of an extensive use of this 
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product in Aztec society, Michael Tarkanian and Dorothy Hosler, of the Department of 

Materials, Science, and Engineering at MIT, concluded: 

During a period of 3,500 years before Goodyear’s discovery, the Olmec, Maya, 
Aztec (Mexica), and other Mesoamerican peoples were employing rubber and 
latex in medicines and rituals, for rubber balls . . . and for sandal soles. . . . The 
inhabitants of ancient Mesoamerica were . . . chemical engineers. Over time, the 
technology was perfected to produce rubber with specific mechanical properties 
through chemical manipulation.29 
 
I bring attention to this example to show that Mesoamericans achieved a high level of 

sophisticated scientific knowledge regarding the uses and manipulation of plant material. María 

Portuondo explains that the term “science” may be used to describe the sixteenth-century work 

of Spanish cosmographers in the New World, with the caveat that “we are using the word 

anachronistically but also as an expedient way of referring to a group of quite distinct ways of 

producing knowledge.”30 But as Portuondo reports, sixteenth-century Spaniards used the term 

“ciencia” (science) to describe empirical practices in various fields. For example, Alonso de 

Santa Cruz (ca. 1505–67), a royal Spanish cosmographer, declared: “I dedicated myself to 

learning the sciences of astrology and cosmography.”31 In this dissertation, I follow Portuondo’s 

use of the words “science” and/or “scientific” to describe the significant empirical advances 

achieved by pre-Columbian Mesoamericans. 

 My research and analysis reveal that pre-Columbian Central Mexicans had a profound 

understanding of the biological processes of a significant number of plants they manipulated, and 

that maize imagery in the Codex Borgia reflects this knowledge. Despite the scientific record and 

the known cultural significance of maize to the people of pre-Columbian Mesoamerica, to date 

no art historical study has focused on the maize imagery in indigenous artifacts. In contrast, 

scholars in other disciplines have examined pre-Columbian maize imagery not to discuss 

divination or religion, but to extract botanical and other scientific information. For example, 
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archaeologists have analyzed Classic period (ca. 300–900 CE) pottery decorated with stylized 

and naturalistic maize imagery by Zapotec and Moche artists working in pre-Columbian Mexico 

and Peru respectively. The biologist Paul Mangelsdorf proposed that studying the naturalistic 

impressions of maize in pottery would be useful in determining the most likely place of origin 

for the domestication of maize.32 Some of the images are impressions created from molds made 

with real maize cobs, which as Mangelsdorf explains, “are almost as useful as actual prehistoric 

ears in showing us the size and shape of the ears and of their kernels.”33 

 More recently, Mangelsdorf’s student Mary Eubanks studied Zapotec and Moche pottery, 

using the representations of maize in relief, which she calls “ceramic facsimiles,” to identify 

botanical races of the plant and to examine evidence of contact between those two 

contemporaneous civilizations.34 She remarks that the reliefs “duplicate the external morphology 

of the botanical specimen in detail” and that “the external characters of the ear provide the basic 

data for identification of the races of maize depicted on the pottery.”35 Eubanks is a biologist, but 

her work represents a groundbreaking endeavor in the humanities as well because she analyzes 

maize impressions in clay to discuss scientific concerns regarding the plant’s origin and 

evolution. Other scientists, among them George Beadle, Duccio Bonavia, Alexander Grobman, 

John Staller, and Paul Weatherwax, and Garrison Wilkes, in their quest to clarify certain aspects 

of the origin and process of domestication of maize, have also considered extant pre-Columbian 

and early colonial sources that shed light on the history of the plant in Mesoamerica.36 

Nevertheless, Eubanks’s work stands alone in her analysis of material culture to reconstruct 

some aspects of the story of maize by virtually extracting, via her thorough analysis of maize 

impressions on pre-Columbian urns and effigy jars, the indigenous voices of Mesoamerican and 

Peruvian scientists who genetically manipulated the plant.  
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 A comparison of the way scholars approach the study of the origin and development of 

agriculture in the New World to how their counterparts in the Old World approach it indicates 

that Amerindian artifacts bearing maize imagery have not been adequately studied. In the New 

World, with limited exceptions (including those discussed above), these artifacts have not been 

considered useful in reconstructing the history of the origin and development of maize. In 

contrast, as Terence Brown, an expert on the development of agriculture in the Old World 

observes, those studying the European case focus on social context, including a thorough 

examination of material culture. 

 Part of the reason for the difference is that in the Old World, scholars largely agreed from 

the beginning that each crop had a single origin and had been domesticated only once. In the 

absence of a significant debate regarding the origin and process of domestication, scholars turned 

to analyze the overall social context in which agricultural development occurred, and the social 

consequences of that development. Accordingly, discussions of the development of Old World 

agriculture have been dominated by debates regarding the material culture and human migrations 

that ensued in Europe as a result of agriculture during the so-called “Neolithic Revolution,” a 

term coined by V. Gordon Childe in the 1930s.37 Because of the perceived connection between 

technology and agriculture in Europe, Brown remarks, “it was, perhaps, inevitable that Old 

World agriculture would become looked on, conceptually, as part of a broader social transition, 

and that the inherent importance of this transition would become linked, at least in the mind of 

the layman, to the guns, germs, and steel of the modern day.”38 

 In contrast, studies of New World agriculture, for much of the past century, have been 

dominated by issues regarding the origin and domestication of maize: where the wild grass was 

first domesticated and determining its exact identity, as well as whether domestication occurred 
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once or several times. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, throughout most of the twentieth 

century, scientists could not agree on which specific grass was the progenitor of maize or 

whether the plant was domesticated in Central Mexico or the Andes. Although for the most part 

this debate has now been resolved, scholars studying the development of agriculture in the New 

World continue to focus primarily, if not exclusively, on the biology and genetics of the plant 

itself. This has led to advanced knowledge and research on maize that far surpasses anything that 

has been conducted on wheat and other domesticated European crops. A negative consequence 

of this focus, however, is that study of the social context of agricultural development in the New 

World lags far behind that in the Old World. As Brown states, “The study of maize archaeology 

has . . . developed with an open picture of the origins of the crop and hence without any strong 

basis for placing those origins within the social and cultural context of communities living in the 

region at the appropriate time.”39 

 My objective in discussing Brown’s insights is not to criticize the work of prior 

generations of scholars but to point out that, particularly in comparison to the work that has been 

undertaken in regard to Old World agricultural development, there is in Mesoamerican studies a 

critical gap in the scholarship that must be addressed. The socio-cultural changes that occurred as 

a result of the development of maize agriculture have not been thoroughly studied and await 

closer examination. Indeed, a movement similar to the “Neolithic Revolution” in Europe almost 

certainly occurred in Mesoamerica. In this dissertation I follow the examples of Mangelsdorf and 

Eubanks and consider objects with maize and agricultural imagery in their social and scientific 

contexts. I seek to extract cultural and scientific references encoded in the imagery. Such focus 

will help to advance our understanding of the representations of plants and related imagery in the 

Codex Borgia, and in other Mesoamerican artifacts. This kind of knowledge—as the research of 
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Mangelsdorf and Eubanks demonstrates—can be relevant in both the humanities and the 

sciences.  

 Some scholars have lamented that indigenous people failed to make a record of their 

agricultural accomplishments, often insinuating that Amerindians did not understand the process 

of plant manipulation. For example, the botanist Paul Weatherwax, a leading researcher of maize 

domestication and development, notes:  

There is no avoiding the conclusion that, regardless of his other merits or faults, 
the Indian was a good corn breeder. He has, however, failed to pass on to the 
white man any details as to how he accomplished what he did. It is probable that 
he had no idea of how he did this or that he even realized what he was doing . . . 
He observed pollen as he worked in the cornfields, often made use of it in his 
mystic ceremonies, and probably had his own ideas about its significance to the 
plant, but if he knew anything about the part which it played in the development 
of a grain of corn, he kept the information to himself. Even the simplest of 
relationships between the seed and the plant which grew from it were ordinarily 
only vaguely understood.40 
 

Wayne Smith, a leading researcher on maize’s origin and development, explains: “It was the 

Amerindians that selected and developed Z. mays,” but he adds, “they did not keep records of 

such accomplishments.”41 I argue, in contrast, that pre-Columbian Mesoamericans understood 

their ancestors’ botanical accomplishments, and also recorded that information. My goal is to 

show that maize and related imagery in Nahua artifacts refers to the same historic events 

surrounding the maize plant as the record compiled by modern-day scientists. 

Chapter 1 focuses on the Codex Borgia itself and the nature of the manuscript-making 

tradition that produced it. One of the chapter’s main objectives is to show that early colonial 

textual sources support my argument that imagery in the Codex Borgia records scientific 

information on plants. The chapter summons questions that can broaden the discussion regarding 

the purpose of painted manuscripts in Nahua society. To bring attention to the fact that Central 

Mexican manuscripts contain botanical information, the chapter opens with my analysis of an 
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image in the Florentine Codex of a Nahua horticulturist studying a manuscript. It then proceeds 

with a discussion of the prevalence of painted manuscripts in Nahua society and their widespread 

destruction in the aftermath of the Aztec defeat in 1521. The chapter continues with a survey of 

the surviving corpus of pre-Columbian manuscripts. It also explains how the Nahua used 

manuscripts and introduces some of the most important aspects pertaining to their manufacture. 

Next, the chapter presents the Codex Borgia’s known historic record (i.e., its whereabouts in 

Europe after it left Mexico and before it became part of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana), a 

thorough description of its physical aspects, and a discussion of issues pertaining to its style, 

provenience, and approximate date of manufacture. 

Because understanding the biology and history of the domestication of maize is key to 

understanding the maize imagery in the Codex Borgia, Chapter 2 turns to the story of the origin 

and subsequent evolution of the maize plant as reconstructed in the scientific fields of biology 

and archaeology. The chapter opens with a discussion of maize imagery in the Codex Borgia and 

references in the ethnohistoric record indicating that the Nahuas deliberately manipulated the 

plant to yield cobs of specific colors. Next is an introduction to the biology of the maize plant, 

noting that the plant has male and female parts, reproduces sexually, and relies primarily on wind 

to spread pollen and produce cobs. In addition, Chapter 2 presents the scientific record 

demonstrating that indigenous groups working in Central Mexico around 6,000 BCE 

domesticated a common grass and, through their genetic selection and manipulation created the 

maize plant. The biology and history of the origin of maize, I conclude, were well known to the 

Nahua. 

 Chapter 2 introduces the scientific facts that provide a foundation for the remainder of my 

dissertation: that the maize plant has male and female parts and reproduces sexually (Chapter 3); 
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that wind is indispensible in the pollination and therefore reproduction of the maize plant 

(Chapter 4); and that the domestication of a wild grass into the maize plant was accomplished by 

the ancestors of the Nahua in early Mesoamerica (Chapter 5). In addition, Chapter 2 presents 

evidence from natural histories and other chronicles discussing plants, some of which were 

compiled starting immediately after Columbus’s arrival in the Indies in 1492. Chronicles 

recording Central Mexican botanical accomplishments proliferated in the early colonial period 

because the Spanish Crown avidly sought as much information on plants as possible. These 

sources reveal that the Nahua had an advanced command of empirical knowledge about plants, 

including their origin, cultivation, and various uses. The discussion in this section of Chapter 2 

therefore stresses that far from discovering it for themselves, Europeans collected and learned 

existing scientific information about these newly “discovered” plants from indigenous peoples. 

Critical to my overall analysis of the maize imagery in the Codex Borgia is a close 

iconographic examination of page 28, which is the principal subject of Chapter 3. Page 28 is 

divided into five compartments, each featuring a male-female couple amid maize. In each 

compartment the male appears directly above the female figure. Each female wears an elaborate 

headdresses and jewels, but is otherwise naked. Her hair and femaleness thus emphasized evokes 

the silks, or female flowers, in the maize plant. Each of the male and female figures appears with 

costume elements of gods associated with sexuality, fertility, and maize reproduction. 

Significantly, Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind, the very means by which maize reproduces is 

prominently featured in the headdress of the female at the beginning of the page. 

I argue that understanding the biology of the plant is key to decoding the relationship 

between maize and the rest of the iconography on this page. In each compartment fluid emanates 

from the male’s hands flowing down to the earth and the maize plants, and from his groin 
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towards the female. Scholars have analyzed page 28 in some detail, but have not been able to 

explain the iconography. Previous studies have primarily focused on the calendrical symbols, 

and consequently largely ignore the imagery. The females, for example, are dismissed as 

“secondary” figures. However, I argue that the presence of the naked females is significant. 

In sum, Chapter 3 evaluates iconographic elements (e.g., repeating themes of male-

female couples amid maize plants) on page 28 that have remained unexplained in the literature. 

In nature, the maize plant has male (tassel) and female (silks) parts, and reproduces sexually. I 

contend that page 28’s iconography represents the biology of the maize plant. Ethnohistoric 

evidence, I argue, further indicates that the Nahua understood plant sexuality. Indigenous scribes 

reported in early colonial chronicles that the sexual act between a male and a female produced 

maize. In sum, supported with iconographic, ethnographic, and scientific evidence I argue that 

page 28 represents the sexual reproduction of the maize plant. My observations and conclusions 

do not coincide with the prevailing scholarly consensus that contends that page 28 contains 

imagery recording astronomical cycles and/or predicting rain patterns in the Puebla and Tlaxcala 

region where the Codex Borgia is thought to have been painted. 

 The Nahua venerated wind. Although it is expected that agricultural societies would 

include gods of sun and rain in their pantheons, the inclusion of a god of wind is more difficult to 

comprehend. Chapter 4 addresses what may have been so significant about wind that the Nahua 

associated it with one of their most important gods. This chapter opens with a brief discussion of 

Quetzalcoatl, whose name, as we will see, indicates that he was part bird and part serpent, and 

presents ethnohistoric evidence that the Nahua simultaneously regarded him as a historic figure 

(Quetzalocoatl or Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl) and as a creator god in command of wind 

(Quetzalcoatl or Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl). Because the importance that the Nahua accorded to wind 
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in relation to pollination has not been considered in the literature, Chapter 4 calls for a wholesale 

reevaluation of Quetzalcoatl’s significance. 

 Quetzalcoatl was associated with creation and featured prominently in Nahua history. 

Chapter 4 will address why images of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl appear prominently with plants in the 

Codex Borgia. I argue that Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl was associated with themes of creation, 

sexuality, pregnancy, plenty, plant reproduction, sustenance, and the development of agriculture, 

precisely because of the role that wind plays in disseminating pollen, and thus in the 

reproduction of maize and other plants. Chapter 4 begins with an introduction of the scholarship 

to date on Quetzalcoatl. Although it is extensive, much of it focuses on the debate regarding 

whether he was an actual historic figure with little examination of his association with wind and 

agriculture. Scholars generally consider Quetzalcoatl’s role in the creation and procreation of 

maize to be a mythological construction. Overemphasizing the importance of divination and 

myth within the Mesoamerican cultural milieu carries the risk of portraying Mesoamerican 

societies as overly concerned with what Westerners consider to be magic and superstition, rather 

than knowledge of real-world facts and science. 

The chapter continues with a reevaluation of images and textual sources pertaining to 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s role in agricultural endeavors, particularly the reproduction of plants. For 

example, this chapter analyzes Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s associations with pollinating birds, 

feathers, flowers, and bones, which are iconographic elements in his headdress. It also addresses 

why, in the eighteen-page section spanning pages 29 through 46 of the Codex Borgia, he is 

depicted flying from page to page and in association with plants. I argue in Chapter 4 that the 

Nahua thought of Quetzalcoatl in his guise as the god of wind playing a much larger role in 

botanical and agricultural endeavors than is recognized in the existing scholarship. 
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Understanding the practical but significant role that wind plays in the reproduction of maize 

begins to explain why the Nahua held a god in the guise of wind in such great esteem. The 

chapter ends with a discussion about the frustration of the Spanish friars in their proselytizing 

efforts in Central Mexico. The friars could not understand how the Nahua were capable of 

grasping complex scientific concepts about nature but were so mistaken in believing that 

elements including wind and rain caused plants and nourishment to appear rather than 

recognizing the well-established fact, known throughout the Christian world, that God creates all 

sustenance. 

 In Chapter 5, I turn to the depictions of a grass that the Nahua called malinalli or broom 

(because they were made of grass), and argue that these convey scientific and historic 

information regarding the origin of maize. Some images of malinalli grass include bones and 

paper banners, both of which, I argue, connote ideas of ancestry. This chapter also points out the 

noteworthy similarities between the representations of maize and those of malinalli grass in the 

Codex Borgia, which have not yet been noted or analyzed. I contend that the Nahua understood 

that a common grass was the progenitor of the maize plant. This explains the grass’s iconography 

and why in the Codex Borgia grass and maize bear a remarkable mutual resemblance. The 

etymology of the word malinalli further supports this contention. In this chapter, I show that in 

Nahuatl, the word malinalli is related to the word for rope. To the Nahuas, images and words 

related to rope evoked ideas of descent, lineage, or familial ties.  

The biological, historical, and cultural links that the Nahua knew existed between 

malinalli grass and maize explain why they accorded a common grass a privileged status. Grass 

was a prominent accouterment of their earth and fertility gods, used in rituals and official 

celebrations, and the symbol of the twelfth day sign of their calendar. During the autumnal feast 
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Ochpaniztli (Sweeping), Toci, a goddess associated with motherhood, and whose most iconic 

accouterments included a broom and grass, was ritually sacrificed and the skin of her thigh made 

into a mask that was then worn by maize, her offspring. This feast essentially recounts through 

ritual performance how grass is the progenitor of maize, a plant with grass-like qualities. I 

further contend that the striking similarities in representations of malinalli grass and the maize 

plant, when analyzed against the scientific evidence of maize’s origin and combined with 

references to grass in the ethnographic record, indicate that the Postclassic Nahua understood 

that their ancestors domesticated and manipulated a common grass, and that this is how they 

created the maize plant. 

 Chapter 5 also includes an examination of how the story of maize is interwoven with 

Nahua creation stories that were recorded in textual form in the early colonial period. Extant 

creation stories, for example those included in the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas 

and the Codex Vaticanus A, explain how the Nahua conceptualized the creation of the world as 

an ongoing process; how the world was created in a series of stages (often denoted “suns” or 

“ages”); and how the source of nourishment for humans evolved over time. As will be discussed 

in greater detail in this chapter, in the first suns or ages the source of human sustenance came 

from wild grasses related to maize called acicintli and cencocopi. These grasses progressively 

evolved, so that in the present age, humans eat maize.42 The Spaniard Fray Alonso de Molina, 

who in the 1550s began compiling a Nahuatl and Spanish dictionary in Mexico, translates the 

words acicintli and acecentli as “certain rough grasses,” and cencocopi as “resembling the maize 

plant, but is not.”43 The early colonial Codex Vaticanus A is the only source that includes images 

of the “maize-like” grasses that the Nahua reported their ancestors ate, and this chapter will 

discuss those depictions. I conclude from an iconographic and ethnographic analysis that Nahua 
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creation stories are not simply myths but reflect scientific and historic information regarding the 

domestication of a wild grass and the development of maize as well. 

 In sum, I seek to show that imagery in the Codex Borgia reflects empirical information 

about the maize plant. I argue that maize was significant to the people of Mesoamerica in ways 

that went far beyond the economic value of the crop. In Nahua art, images of maize, Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl, and malinalli grass reflect historic and scientific information about the origin, 

biology, and reproduction of the plant. This imagery, when studied against the ethnohistoric and 

scientific record of Central Mexicans’ vast knowledge of plants, indicates that the Nahua in the 

sixteenth century understood plant sexuality and the process of pollination, and that a common 

grass was the progenitor of the maize plant. Therefore, the cultural significance of maize in 

Nahua society, as depicted in their artifacts, was rooted in scientific understanding.
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Endnotes:

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 The Spanish used the term maíz (maize) to refer to the plant that the Nahua called tlaolli or 
centli and English speakers, “corn.” 
 
2 Screenfold is a Mesoamerican manuscript thus called because of its physical structure 
resembling a screen or accordion. See Chapter 1 for full discussion of this type of manuscript 
construction. 
 
3 Archaeologists have established chronological periods for Mesoamerica based on cultural 
development. Most scholars recognize the same periods—Archaic, Formative, and Classic—but 
not the exact same year ranges for each. The following chronology is adapted from Rosemary A. 
Joyce, “Mesoamerica: A Working Model,” in Mesoamerican Archaeology, ed. Julia A. Hendon 
and Rosemary A. Joyce (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2004), 15: 

8000–1600 BCE Archaic 
2400–1600 BCE Late Archaic 
1600–900 BCE Early Formative (includes Initial and Late Formative) 
900–300 BCE Middle Formative 
400–200 CE Late Formative 
100 BCE–200 CE Terminal Formative 
250–1000 CE Classic (includes Early, Late, and Terminal Classic) 
800–1521 Postclassic (includes Early, Middle, and Late Postclassic) 

 
4 The Mexican Jesuit Francesco Saverio Clavijero (1721–87) (also known by his Spanish name 
Francisco Javier Clavijero) is often credited with coining the term “Aztec,” to refer to the people 
who called themselves Mexica, a Nahuatl name used to denote the tribe once it had settled in the 
Basin of Mexico in the fourteenth century. In the nineteenth century, the French explorer 
Alexander von Humboldt popularized the term. However, “Aztec” was used in the sixteenth 
century, and derives from the word “Aztlan,” which in Nahuatl means “Place of the White 
Heron,” and is the name of the fabled Seven Caves, known as Chicomoztoc. According to 
several early colonial sources including the Codex Mendoza (1542), the Historia Tolteca 
Chichimeca (ca. 1547), and the Crónica Mexicana (1598) (the first two are painted manuscripts 
by indigenous painter scribes that include images with glosses, and the latter one is a narrative 
written in Spanish by the Aztec chronicler D. Hernando Alvarado Tezozomoc), the 
Chichimecs—the immediate ancestors of the Aztecs—left Chicomoztoc and eventually settled 
the Basin of Mexico after seeing an eagle perched on a cactus growing out of a rock, which their 
god said would mark the place where they must settle and establish a nation. See Francesco 
Saverio Clavigero, The History of Mexico. Collected from Spanish and Mexican Historians, from 
Manuscripts, and Ancient Paintings of the Indians, trans. Charles Cullen (Philadelphia: Thomas 
Dobson, at the Stone House, 1817 [1780]), 110, 148–153; Hernando Alvarado Tezozómoc, 
Crónica mexicana escrita por D. Hernando Alvarado Tezozómoc hacia el año MDXCVIII. 
Anotada por el Sr. Lic. D. Manuel Orozco y Berra y precedida del Códice Ramírez, manuscrito 
del siglo XVI intitulado, Relación del origen de los Indios que habitan esta Nueva España, según 
sus historias, y de un examen de ambas obras, al cual va anexo un estudio de cronología 
mexicana por el mismo Sr. Orozco y Berra (Mexico City: Imprenta y Litografía de Ireneo Paz, 
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1878), 223; and Alexander von Humboldt, Vue des cordillères et monumens des peoples 
indigènes de l’Amérique (Paris: Librairie Grecque, Latine, Alemande, Rue des Fossés, 
Montmartre, 1816), 1:36–37. The historian James Lockhart explains that there are “decisive 
disadvantages” in using the term Aztec because, “it implies a kind of quasi-national unity that 
did not exist, it directs attention to an ephemeral imperial agglomeration, it is attached 
specifically to the preconquest period, and by the standards of the time, its use for anyone other 
than the Mexica (the inhabitants of the imperial capital, Tenochtitlan) would have been improper 
even if it had been the Mexica’s primary designation, which it was not.” James Lockhart, The 
Nahuas After the Conquest: A Social and Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, 
Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), 1. 
 
5 Unless otherwise noted, all translations (Nahuatl, Spanish, Italian, and Latin) are my own. 
Diego Muñoz Camargo writes: “En este tiempo estaba tan pujante el Imperio de los Mexicanos y 
señoría de Moctheuzoma, que no había otra cosa en este Nuevo Mundo, que ya su Imperio y 
monarquía llegaba más de trescientas leguas adelante de Quatimalla y de Nicarahua, donde el día 
de hoy la lengua Mexicana se trata corruptamente en las provincias” (During this time the 
Mexica empire and dominion were so forceful that there was nothing else in this New World. It 
reached more than a 300-league distance beyond Quatimalla and Nicaragua where today the 
broken Nahuatl [he calls it Mexican] is spoken in the provinces). Diego Muñoz Camargo, 
Historia de Tlaxcala, ed., Alfredo Chavero (Mexico City: Oficina Tipografía de la Secretaría de 
Fomento, 1892 [1585]), 119. 
 
6 Huictli is a Nahuatl word for “digging staff” or “hoe.” According to the Diccionario de la 
lengua española, coa, which also means digging staff or hoe, comes from the Taino language. 
See “Coa,” def. 1. Diccionario de la lengua española. 23rd ed., 2014, accessed January 25, 2014, 
http://www.rae.es/recursos/diccionarios/drae. In early colonial sources the word coa is more 
widely used than huictli. For example, Diego Durán uses the word coa: “todos los instrumentos 
de labrar las tierras, como son las coas y los palos agudos con que siembran” (all the instruments 
to till the lands, such as the coas and the sharp sticks with which they plant). Diego Durán, 
Historia de las Indias de Nueva España e Islas de la Tierra Firme, ed. Ángel María Garibay 
Kintana, 3rd ed. (Mexico City: Editorial Porrúa, 2006), 1:260. 
 
7!The Nahuatl word malinalli literally means “twisted above the thigh,” and denotes a type of 
grass that although common and wild, the Nahua held in great esteem. See Chapter 5 for full 
discussion. 
!
8 Bernardino de Sahagún, Florentine Codex: The General History of the Things of New Spain, 
trans. and ed. Charles E. Dibble and Arthur J. O. Anderson, 12 books in 13 vols. (Santa Fe: 
School of American Research and the University of Utah, 1953–82), bk. 11, ch. 13, 279. The 
Florentine Codex, as Kevin Terraciano explains, consists of “three texts in one, each the product 
of a colonial process that involved both Spaniards and Nahuas.” One text is in Nahuatl, the other 
is in Spanish, and the third refers to images. Kevin Terraciano, “Three Texts in One: Book XII of 
the Florentine Codex,” Ethnohistory 57 (2010): 51–72. Furthermore, Sahagún did not work 
alone. He collected the wealth of information in the Florentine Codex with abundant assistance 
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from some of the most learned Nahua sages, painter scribes, and informants of the sixteenth 
century who helped to write and paint it.  
 
9 Pre-Columbian means before the European explorer Christopher Columbus’s arrival in the 
Indies in 1492, but it is usually used to refer to the time period before the Spanish conquests of 
Mexico and the Andes in the early sixteenth century. 
 
10 Sahagún, Florentine Codex, bk. 10, ch. 12, 42. 
 
11 Text from a letter to Count Antonio Pimentel in Toribio de Benavente Motolinía, Motolinía’s 
History of the Indians of New Spain, ed. and trans. Francis Borgia Steck (Washington, DC: 
Academy of American Franciscan History, 1951), 74–75. 
 
12 Elizabeth Hill Boone, Cycles of Time and Meaning in the Mexican Books of Fate (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2006), 33. See also Charles E. Dibble, “Writing in Central Mexico,” 
in Handbook of Middle American Indians, 14 vols., ed. Robert Wauchope, Gordon Ekholm, and 
Ignacio Bernal (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1971) 10:322–32; and Maarten Jansen, “The 
Art of Writing in Ancient Mexico: An Ethno-iconological Perspective,” Visible Religion: Annual 
for Religious Iconography 6 (1988): 86–113. 
 
13 Lord Edward Kingsborough began a tradition of pre-Columbian and early colonial 
Mesoamerican facsimile production with his nine-volume series Antiquities of Mexico (see 
volume 3 for the Codex Borgia). The facsimiles featured lithograph reproductions of artist 
Agostino Aglio’s hand-colored line paintings. Between 1896 and 1901, the American bibliophile 
and philanthropist Joseph Florimond, who held the papal title of the Duke of Loubat, financed a 
high-quality photographic facsimile reproduction, with commentaries, of eight Mesoamerican 
manuscripts, including the Codex Borgia (published in 1898). In 1976, the Akademische Druck- 
und Verlagsanstalt (ADEVA) in Graz, Austria, produced high-quality photographic facsimiles of 
the Codex Borgia and other Central Mexican manuscripts, each published in the screenfold 
format and with a commentary. Dover Publications issued in 1993 a hand-painted reproduction 
of the Codex Borgia by the artists Gisele Díaz and Alan Rodgers featuring a thorough restoration 
of much of the effaced imagery. In 2008, the Apostolic Library at the Vatican funded a facsimile 
reproduction of the Codex Borgia—an extraordinary edition of the highest quality that re-created 
the manuscript in the original indigenous screenfold format. It also featured physical aspects of 
the original that cannot be captured even with high-resolution photography (e.g., use of material 
that re-creates thickness of hide in the original, and details such as the stitching with twine to 
repair the tear on page 36/40). Juan José Batalla Rosado wrote the accompanying exhaustive 
commentary on the Codex Borgia and included the history, religion, and culture of pre-
Columbian Mesoamericans and early colonial Mexicans, as well as their manuscript-making 
tradition. See Ferdinand Anders, Maarten Jansen, and Luis Reyes García, Los templos del cielo y 
de la oscuridad, oráculos y liturgia: Libro explicativo del llamado Códice Borgia (Graz, Austria: 
Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt; Madrid: Sociedad Estatal Quinto Centenario; Mexico 
City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1993), 11–49; Juan José Batalla Rosado, Codex Borgia, El 
Códice Borgia: Una guía para un viaje alucinante por el inframundo (Madrid, España: 
Biblioteca Apostólica Vaticana, Testimonio Compañía Editorial, 2008); Boone, Cycles of Time 
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and Meaning in the Mexican Books of Fate, 1–11; and Anne Walke Cassidy, “Divination by 
Image: The Borgia Group of Pre-Hispanic Mexican Manuscripts,” (PhD diss., Columbia 
University, 2004), 68. 
 
14 John Pohl, “Themes of Drunkenness, Violence, and Factionalism in Tlaxcalan Altar 
Paintings,” Res: Anthropology and Aesthetics 33 (1998): 186–91. For discussion and 
bibliographical sources on the provenience of the Codex Borgia see Elizabeth Boone, “The 
Painting Styles of the Manuscripts of the Borgia Group,” in Circumpacifica: Festschrift für 
Thomas S. Barthel, ed. Bruno Illius and Matthias Laubscher (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

THE CODEX BORGIA AND THE MESOAMERICAN PRE-COLUMBIAN PAINTED 
MANUSCRIPT TRADITION 

 

What do we know about the manuscript painting tradition in Nahua society? Is it logical to think 

that the Nahua recorded scientific information pertaining to plants in their painted manuscripts? 

Detailed and unequivocal information regarding the pre-Columbian history, whereabouts, uses, 

and making of the Codex Borgia or any other extant Central Mexican screenfold does not exist. 

We do have, however, a substantial amount of general information concerning the Central 

Mexican manuscript-making tradition that produced the Codex Borgia. Close examination of that 

information reveals that the Nahua understood the cultivation of plants to have a scientific 

component beyond simple farming practices, and that they inscribed that information in their 

books. 

 Images showing manuscripts being used are rare in the extreme; nevertheless, the few 

extant ones are revealing. Book 10 of Fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s Florentine Codex includes a 

depiction of a horticulturist sitting with a book on his lap (fig. 1.1). In the accompanying text, the 

horticulturist is described with the phrases amoxmatini and tonalpoani, which denote wisdom 

(tlamatini), books (amoxtli), reading, and interpreting (amapoani).1 These qualities have been 

summarized in the English translation as “a knower of books.”2 Furthermore, the Florentine 

Codex differentiates the horticulturist, who is described as “a planter of seeds, a broadcaster of 

seeds,” from the farmer who is described as a “field worker” (fig. 1.2).3 The accompanying 

images show that farmers worked in the fields planting and harvesting, while horticulturists 

worked not just with plants but also with books. Indeed, the image of a horticulturist consulting a 

book demonstrates that the Nahua understood the study of plants as an intellectual endeavor, 
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differentiated from simple farming. It also shows that painted manuscripts from Central Mexico 

contain botanical information. 

Repeated references to painted manuscripts in early colonial accounts indicate that in 

Late Postclassic society (ca. 1250–1521 CE) they were ubiquitous and esteemed artifacts, 

recording history, empirical concepts, belief systems, and other types of information.4 In the 

opening lines of the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas (ca. 1531), one of the earliest 

surviving colonial texts containing information on Nahua society, the annotator unequivocally 

asserts that painted manuscripts and pictorial documentation were the primary means by which 

the Nahua recorded significant events, stating that the creation of the world is known: 

By the characters and writings that they use, and by the account of the elders . . . 
gathered before me . . . [They] brought their books and figures that according to 
their appearance, were very old.5 
 

The prologue to the Florentine Codex states that Nahua historical events are known: “because we 

have news of them by their antique paintings.”6 Bernal Díaz del Castillo, one of the soldiers who 

fought alongside the Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés during the conquest and wrote a 

voluminous book describing their experiences, specifically recounts how the Aztec ruler 

Moteuczoma7 Xocoyotzin (r. ca. 1502–20), the huey tlatoani or paramount ruler of Mexico 

Tenochtitlan, had many “books which were made of paper which they call amal [amatl],8 and he 

had a great house full of these books,” which held “the accounts of all the revenue that was 

brought to Moteuczoma.”9 

Very few indigenous manuscripts survived the destruction related to the conquest. 

Practically all appear to have been eventually sent to Europe. Some may have survived for a 

while in Mexico, perhaps hidden by indigenous peoples. Fray Diego Durán (ca. 1537–88) 
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explains how esteemed ancient “paintings” were to the Nahua. When he borrowed one of the 

surviving manuscripts from a Nahua sage, Durán says: 

He made me swear that I would return it to him. When I had given him my word 
that when I had copied it I would return it, he finally loaned it to me with so much 
ceremony and elaborate talk, and in such great secrecy, that I was astonished at 
the value he placed upon it. And I will affirm my belief that he stayed tenaciously 
with the artist until the picture was done.10 
 
Cortés’s first letter to King Charles V of Spain, dated July 6, 1519, includes a rather long 

list of valuable indigenous articles sent from Mexico to the king in Spain, among which were 

“two books which the Indians have.”11 Many sources compiled in the early colonial period report 

that government officials and Spanish priests, who immediately understood the significance of 

painted manuscripts to the indigenous ways of life, sought out and destroyed them in order to 

obliterate native religion, rituals, and belief systems.12 Those most often singled out as leaders in 

burning or otherwise destroying indigenous manuscripts for their idolatrous nature are Fray Juan 

de Zumárraga (1468–1548),13 who served as the first bishop and archbishop of Mexico from 

1527 to 1548, and Fray Diego de Landa (1524–79), who conducted missionary work in the Maya 

area beginning in 1549. Landa reports: “We found a large number of books in these characters 

and, as they contained nothing in which there were not to be seen superstition and lies of the 

devil, we burned them all, which they regretted to an amazing degree, and which caused them 

much affliction.”14 

 The indigenous peoples lamented the destruction of their painted manuscripts because 

they thereby lost numerous records of their histories and heritage. Some Spanish friars, who 

considered the manuscripts fundamental to understanding indigenous religion, and thus key to 

Catholic efforts to eradicate paganism in New Spain, also lamented this loss. Juan Bautista de 

Pomar, who in 1582 finished writing an account of the Indies commissioned by King Philip II, 
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reports that when Cortés and his soldiers entered Texcoco,15 they burned the manuscripts housed 

at the royal libraries in King Nezahualpiltzintli’s court, an event that caused their descendants to 

“weep with much grief for having been left as if in darkness without news or memory of their 

past deeds.”16 

 Voicing similar sentiments, the Dominican Fray Diego Durán wrote in the 1570s: 

Those who with fervent zeal (though with little prudence) in the beginning burned 
and destroyed all the ancient Indian pictographic documents were mistaken. They 
left us without a light to guide us—to the point that the Indians worship idols in 
our presence, and we understand nothing of what goes on in their dances, in their 
market places, in their bathhouses, in the songs they chant (when they lament 
their ancient gods and lords), in their repasts and banquets; these things mean 
nothing to us. Heathenism and idolatry are present everywhere: in sowing, in 
reaping, in storing grain, even in plowing the earth and in building houses; in 
wakes and funerals, in weddings and births (especially if the child is the offspring 
of a nobleman, when complex rites are performed).17 
 

 Like Sahagún, Durán conducted extensive interviews and research with indigenous 

informants and came to understand the breadth of information recorded in Central Mexican 

painted manuscripts. Durán had a unique perspective on indigenous culture. Although he was 

born in Seville, Spain, he was raised in Central Mexico from a very young age—“It was there 

[Texcoco, Mexico] that I lost my first set of teeth,” he clarifies—and lived there essentially his 

whole life.18 Durán understood that the destruction of indigenous records “written down, painted 

in books and on long papers” signified a tremendous loss of cultural heritage: 

These paintings recorded extensive chronicles regarding the men of the past. 
These writings would have enlightened us considerably had not ignorant zeal 
destroyed them. Ignorant men ordered them burned, believing them idols, while 
actually they were history books worthy of being preserved instead of being 
buried in oblivion, as was to occur.19 
 
In the remainder of this chapter, I briefly discuss the corpus of surviving pre-Columbian 

manuscripts. I then present information from early colonial sources relating to the many ways in 

which the Nahua used and manufactured painted manuscripts. Finally, I turn to a number of 
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topics concerning the Codex Borgia itself, including its archival record, physical aspects, style, 

provenience, and approximate date of manufacture. 

 

The Surviving Corpus of Pre-Columbian Manuscripts  

To date, only twelve undisputedly pre-Columbian Mesoamerican screenfold manuscripts are 

known. These have been classified into three main groups—the Borgia Group, the Mixtec 

Group, and the Maya Group—based on provenience and/or stylistic attributes. The Codex Borgia 

is the eponymous member of the Borgia Group, a collective name that Eduard Seler coined in 

1877 to classify five of the surviving pre-Columbian manuscripts that, he argues, share a similar 

style, iconography, and calendrical system centered on divination.20 They are: the Codex Borgia, 

the Codex Cospi, the Codex Fejérváry Mayer, the Codex Laud, and the Codex Vaticanus B.   

 Four of the surviving pre-Columbian Mesoamerican screenfolds are Mixtec: the Codex 

Colombino-Becker,21 the Codex Bodley, the Codex Vindobonensis Mexicanus 1, and the Codex 

Zouche-Nuttall. Like the Borgia Group manuscripts, the Mixtec manuscripts are painted on hide, 

and the imagery often includes glyphs that denote names, places, and/or dates. The Mixtec 

screenfolds are the only pre-Columbian manuscripts from Central Mexico that are thought to 

record historical events having to do with the concerns of the nobility of the region known as the 

Mixteca, an area encompassing parts of modern-day Oaxaca, Puebla, and Guerrero.22 

 Three of the surviving pre-Columbian Mesoamerican screenfolds are Maya: the Dresden 

Codex, the Madrid Codex, and the Paris Codex.23 Unlike their Central Mexican counterparts, the 

Maya screenfolds are painted on bark paper, not hide, and hieroglyphic writing and calendrical 

signs accompany the imagery. The Postclassic Maya painter scribes were clearly heirs to a 
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magnificent artistic tradition: the imagery in these screenfolds retains the calligraphic contour 

lines mastered by their celebrated ancestors, the Classic Maya painter scribes.24 

 There is disagreement about whether to include the Aubin Manuscript no. 20 and the 

Codex Porfirio Díaz in the Borgia Group. Both are painted on animal hide, and based on 

similarities in style and content they could be included.25 The Aubin Manuscript no. 20 is pre-

Columbian in date and features imagery similar to that in Codex Borgia pages 47 and 48 and in 

Codex Vaticanus B pages 77 and 79. However, the Aubin Manuscript no. 20 has place names 

similar to those in the Mixtec manuscripts, and consequently it is often assigned a Mixtec 

origin.26 Furthermore, it is not painted on a screenfold, but on a large square rectangle measuring 

51 x 91 centimeters, which opens flat for viewing. The Codex Porfirio Díaz is early colonial in 

date. The manuscript contains imagery similar to that in sections of the Codex Vaticanus B, the 

Codex Borgia, and the Codex Fejérváry Mayer.27 

 The Codex Borbonicus is an Aztec manuscript and at least part of it may have originated 

in the pre-Columbian period. It is painted on bark paper and contains historical, ritual, and 

calendrical information. Because of its screenfold format and painting style, which does not 

reflect the European artistic conventions exhibited in most early colonial manuscripts, some 

scholars, including Ernest Théodore Hamy, Alfonso Caso, Joyce Marcus, and Juan José Batalla 

Rosado, consider it pre-Columbian.28 Others, among them Jacqueline de Durand Forest, Karl 

Anton Nowotny, and Donald Robertson, argue that the Codex Borbonicus may be early colonial 

because of the distribution of images on each page, which they see as deliberately rendered in a 

manner that would allow the inclusion of glosses, an early colonial practice.29 In 2014, the 

Bibliothèque de l’Assemblée Nationale, Paris (where the manuscript is currently conserved) and 

France’s Fondation des Sciences du Patrimoine, partnered to fund a scientific investigation of the 
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manuscript’s materials. Using the Patrimex hyperspectral imaging system, scientists expect to 

learn later in 2015 more about when and/or with what dyes and paper (indigenous or European) 

the Codex Borbonicus was manufactured.30 

 Although Mesoamerican artists produced all of these manuscripts, today they bear the 

names of their European owners or the European institutions where they once were, or are 

currently housed. For example, the Codex Borgia is named after its former owner, Cardinal 

Stefano Borgia (1731–1804), and the Codex Fejérváry-Mayer bears the combined names of two 

former owners, Gabriel Fejérváry (1780–1851) and Joseph Mayer (1803–86). There have been 

attempts by scholars—among them Gordon Brotherston, Ferdinand Anders, Maarten Jansen, and 

Luis Reyes García—to rename some of the manuscripts to reflect their indigenous origin. 

Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García, for example, have proposed to rename the Codex Borgia the 

Codex Yaolli Ehecatl.31 I fully agree that, ideally, the name of each Mesoamerican manuscript 

should reflect its respective ethnic or geographic provenience, not its European affiliation. In the 

interest of avoiding confusion, however, I will follow convention and use their currently 

recognized European names.   

 

Central Mexican Manuscripts and Their Uses 

John B. Glass observes that “Picture writing on manuscripts of paper or animal skin is of 

unknown antiquity in Mesoamerica,” but that the surviving evidence of polychrome paintings in 

more durable media (e.g., murals and pottery) “suggests that the art of manuscript painting may 

have been practiced as early as the Classic Period.”32 After the conquest, as part of a well-

established pre-Columbian tradition—not a newly acquired one—the Nahuas continued to record 

information in books. As the historian James Lockhart states: “that the Spaniards had paper and 
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ink and used them for recordkeeping caused the Nahuas no surprise or puzzlement, for following 

a centuries-old Mesoamerican practice they had long been doing the same thing, and they 

quickly made the identification between the two traditions.”33 The Nahuas referred to their 

manuscripts as amatl (paper), amoxtli (book), or with the metaphoric phrase in tlilli, in tlapalli, 

in amoxtli, in tlacuilolli (literally, the red dye, the black dye, the book, the painting).34 The 

Spaniards called indigenous books “pinturas” (paintings), because they recorded information in 

painted images and calendrical glyphs, not alphabetic text. 

 Central Mexican “pinturas” contain information on a wide variety of subjects, including 

plants, animals, history, genealogy, astronomy, rituals, songs, religion, mapping of migrations 

and geographical features, accountings and inventories of property, tribute lists, and legal 

information on matters such as lawsuits, marriage, and land tenure. In his second of five letters 

(known collectively as Cartas de Relación) to King Charles V of Spain, dated October 30, 1520, 

Cortés explains that Moteuczoma “had fortresses garrisoned with his own people, and governors 

and officials to collect the tributes which each province must pay; and they kept an account of 

whatever each one was obliged to give in characters and drawings on the paper which they make, 

which is their writing.”35 

According to Díaz del Castillo, Moteuczoma commissioned paintings to record recent 

arrivals of Spanish ships, and then showed Cortés the paintings to demonstrate how well 

informed he was of the Spaniards’ activities. Díaz del Castillo reports that Moteuczoma told 

Cortés, “Only just now messengers have come to tell me that at the port where you landed there 

have arrived eighteen more ships and many people and horses, and they have brought it all to me 

painted on some cloths.”36 Moteuczoma had hoped that these newly anchored ships would help 
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the Spaniards leave Mesoamerica. Díaz del Castillo adds, “when Cortés heard about the ships 

and saw the picture on the cloth, he rejoiced greatly.”37 

The Spanish lawyer Alonso de Zorita, who lived in Central Mexico between 1556 and 

1566 and wrote about indigenous thought, civics, and jurisprudence, describes other common 

uses of manuscripts among the Nahua: “Parents not only reared their children with much 

discipline and care but also gave them much good advice. Indian principales [leaders] have 

preserved these counsels in their picture writings.”38 Zorita also reports, “The judges had at their 

sides scribes who were very skillful painters. These parties indicated in native characters who 

were the parties to the suit, what it concerned, and the various claims, witnesses, and the finding 

or sentence.”39  

In addition to recording information on screenfold manuscripts, Nahua painter scribes 

also painted on cotton cloth or animal hide that lay flat and formed a single “page” ranging in 

size from small to very large. Carmen Aguilera notes that although the Nahua painted on cloth in 

the pre-Columbian period, unfortunately none of these paintings seem to have survived.40 The 

Spaniards called tira, mapa, or lienzo those that were rolled, hung, or folded for storage. One 

example of the lienzo format is the pre-Columbian Aubin Manuscript no. 20 (discussed above), 

which is painted on animal hide. 

Fray Gerónimo de Mendieta, a missionary who arrived in Central Mexico in 1554, 

quickly understood how significant painted images were to the Nahuas in communicating 

information. Mendieta, like many other Catholic officials, attributed their less than impressive 

proselytizing record in Mesoamerica to the indigenous people’s inability to relate to forms of 

writing other than pictographic. He therefore advocates for the use of images, which he describes 

as providing “a mode of preaching that is very helpful to the Indians because it conforms to their 
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custom; they approach all of their affairs with paintings.”41 Mendieta explains that some Catholic 

officials had experienced some success because they 

Had a lienzo painted with the articles of the faith and another one with God’s ten 
commandments . . . and when the priests wanted to preach . . . they hung the 
lienzo . . . [and with] a rod similar to those used by the alguazil [sheriff] they 
pointed to the part they wanted to emphasize . . . And in this manner has been 
declared to them clearly and distinctly, and very much in their own custom, the 
Christian doctrine.42 
 

Mendieta even proposes that lienzos with depictions of Christian doctrine be hung in indigenous 

children’s schools to “impress it in their memories from a tender age.”43 He hopes to in this way 

avert what he perceives as rampant “ignorance,” not what could be construed as indigenous 

people’s desire to preserve and practice their own religion and culture.44 

 Fray Diego Durán’s ethnohistoric work shows that pre-Columbian books helped to 

maintain the cohesiveness of indigenous communities and way of life. He said that everything 

“was written down, painted in books and on long papers, indicating the year, month, and date on 

which each event had occurred,” adding: “also recorded in these painted documents were the 

laws and ordinances, the census, and so forth. All this was set down painstakingly and carefully 

by the most competent historians.”45 Nahua elders consulted books to instruct indigenous people 

when and how to conduct rituals. Durán recounts how the indigenous people did not hesitate to 

leave in the middle of mass if one of their elders announced the start of a certain activity related 

to their ancient customs. For example, the Nahua would not harvest the maize: 

Until the elders decide that is time to reap. I dare to swear to these things because 
in church I myself have heard the public announcement, all the people being 
present, that the time of the harvest has come. They all rush off to the fields with 
such haste that neither young nor old remain behind. They could have gathered 
the crop earlier, at their leisure; but since the old sorcerer found in his book and 
calendar that the day had come, he proclaimed it to the people, and they went off 
in great speed.46 
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When Durán reprimanded an indigenous man for partaking in the ancient feasts, he was 

told: “Father, do not be astonished; we are still nepantla,” which means in between.47 Durán, 

clearly exasperated, explains, “The native told me that since the people were not yet well rooted 

in the [Christian] faith, I should not be astonished; thus they were still neutral, meaning they 

neither kept one law nor the other, or better said, that they believed in God and at the same time 

kept their ancient customs and rites of the Devil. And that is what he meant by his abominable 

excuse that they were still ‘in between and neutral.’”48 

Spanish officials understood that books were instrumental in preserving indigenous 

traditions. Durán feared being criticized for compiling a chronicle on the Nahua because it “will 

revive the ancient customs and rites among the Indians.”49 Nevertheless, Durán defended his 

endeavor as follows: “I swear that my intention is not to instruct the Indians regarding these 

[pagan] things, because they are already well informed. They are so careful in hiding their papers 

and ancient traditions, so secretive and deceitful that they do not need an instructor!”50 

One aspect of the venerable Nahua manuscript-making tradition, however, changed with 

the arrival of Europeans. The Nahuas adopted alphabetic writing, and consequently began to 

record information in Nahuatl, Spanish, and/or Latin script. Fray Toribio de Benavente, 

Motolinía, impressed with the skill and knowledge of the Nahuas, remarks “The one who teaches 

humans knowledge that very one provided these naturals with great ingenuity and ability, which 

expresses itself in all the sciences, arts, and occupations that they have learned.”51 Motolinía 

explains that Nahua painter scribes “learned to read rapidly our Romance Castillian language as 

well as Latin in script and print . . . Writing they learned in a short period of time; in a few days 

after they were writing and they could imitate the material placed before them or the penmanship 

of their teacher.”52 In spite of acquiring this new skill, however, as James Lockhart points out, 
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“the very word ‘to write’ in Nahuatl, icuiloa, continued to be used instead of any Spanish-

influenced term.”53 Lockhart adds that icuiloa “meant both to paint and to write,” and that there 

is “no firm evidence that preconquest Nahuas made any distinction of principle between the two 

activities” and therefore “writing always remained what it had been before the conquest, one part 

of a larger communication system.”54 

Furthermore, in the early colonial period, indigenous scribes and Spanish chroniclers 

alike relied heavily on precedent, as they routinely consulted extant pre-Columbian “paintings” 

to record information with images in manuscripts and/or write chronicles. John Bierhorst, who 

translated from the Nahuatl the Annals of Cuauhtitlan (ca. 1570) and the Legend of the Suns (ca. 

1558), two of the most important chronicles compiled in alphabetic text by indigenous scribes, 

explains that these were likely written in part from pictographic sources, which served as 

“prompt books.”55 Bierhorst points out that the text of the Legend of the Suns demonstrates an 

obvious “reliance on pictures,” where 

The author speaks to us as though we were looking over his shoulder, while he 
points to the painted figures. “This sun was 4 Jaguar,” he writes; “these people . . . 
were blown away”; “here’s when . . . “; “this is when. . . .” In places the text reads 
like a sequence of captions, as though the unseen pictures could carry the burden 
of the tale.56 
 
Indeed, Nahua books were very valuable repositories of information and were relied on 

as trusted sources. For example, when Diego Durán asked a Nahua sage about details concerning 

indigenous history, the sage answered the inquiries in consultation with a painted manuscript. 

Durán explains: 

I questioned an Indian advanced in years, from Coatepec, who was considered a 
wise man in his town. This man [soon after] died of the great plague. I begged 
him to tell me whether what was written and painted there was true, but the 
Indians find it difficult to give explanations unless they can consult the book of 
their village. So he went to his home and brought back a painted manuscript, but 
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the characters impressed me more as representations of magical things than 
history.57 
 
Another important example of the use of pre-Columbian manuscripts as precedent during 

the early colonial period comes from the map-making practice that flourished in New Spain from 

1577 to 1585 in response to King Phillip II’s (r. 1556–98) fifty-question survey. These 

questionnaires were distributed among New Spain’s major constituencies and requested 

information about the region’s physical aspects and natural resources. This endeavor, known as 

the Relaciones Geográficas, produced 191 responses (only 167 are known), each of which 

consists of a map and text in a single folio, the majority executed by indigenous tlacuiloque.58 

Barbara Mundy has conducted extensive research on these documents and points out: “In the 

Relación Geográfica corpus, many of the reports coming from the cabildos [town councils] either 

mention their cache of ‘ancient pictures’ or recount histories in much the same way that they 

were graphically encoded in the pre-Hispanic period, thus indirectly revealing the presence of an 

indigenous pictorial source.”59 Mundy discusses the “experience of being trained within a 

community, of being exposed to pre-existing manuscripts” as “playing an important cultural 

role,” which she explains, “linked colonial artists to their pre-Hispanic predecessors. Thus when 

asked to paint maps—to picture the community to itself—colonial artists had a tradition to 

invoke.”60 Mundy adds that “many of the native works of the Relación Geográfica corpus have 

an almost accretive quality about them,” and that while the tradition was “always changing and 

growing,” it nevertheless “was a work in an ongoing tradition.”61 

Despite the numerous references pointing to the breadth of information recorded in 

painted manuscripts, scholars tend to unduly emphasize the use of manuscripts in soothsaying 

practices. The Florentine Codex provides two images of tonalpouque (readers of the day signs or 

soothsayers62) consulting painted manuscripts. Book 6, of the Florentine Codex, titled Rhetoric 
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and Moral Philosophy, describes the tonalpouque as “wise men” and reports that “soothsayers 

studied the day signs” to inform parents of a newborn “of what sort [good or evil] the day was 

when the baby was born.”63 In the accompanying image, a soothsayer sits holding an open book, 

speaking to a woman who faces him while holding a baby (fig. 1.3). Book 4 likewise features a 

soothsayer holding a book, here pointing to the date 10 Rabbit (fig. 1.4). In the image, the 

woman who consults him sits on a reed mat and holds a baby. Beyond the reading of day signs, 

however, the Florentine Codex does not explain how the Nahua used painted manuscripts in 

soothsaying. Anne Walke Cassidy, who argues that the imagery in the Borgia Group manuscripts 

conveys divinatory messages based on the 260-day cycle, nonetheless recognizes that: “the role 

of the painted image in 260-day count divination is not discussed at length in any source . . . It is 

entirely unclear from Sahagún’s account, and all other colonial accounts, what the precise role of 

the painted image was for the daycount specialist and client.”64 

Other images in the Florentine Codex demonstrate that the use of painted images was 

prevalent in realms other than soothsaying. For example, in Book 10 of the Florentine Codex, 

titled “The People,” a singer (cuicani) is shown using a book (fig. 1.5). According to the text, a 

good singer “lifts his voice and sings clearly. He raises and lowers his voice, and composes any 

song from his ingenuity . . . he helps others to intone; his occupation is to compose and teach 

music.”65 The singer appears practicing his craft, which, as the image shows, includes the use of 

books. Speech scrolls symbolize oral communication (speech, song, poetry, and so on) in Nahua 

iconography, and are usually depicted as if coming out of people’s mouths.66 Here, however, 

they appear surrounding the book, implying that the singer’s voice emanates from the book. This 

shows that for the Nahua, books stored information that could be accessed by those trained. In 
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the image, the man standing next to the singer is presumably there to listen, because, as the text 

informs, the singer “instructs others.”67  

The tradition of recording songs and/or information about music seems to predate the 

conquest. Book 3 of the Florentine Codex says that at the calmecac (house of learning or 

school), Nahua youth received a well-rounded education that included training in the art of 

singing “divine songs,” and that these “were written in their character books.”68 In the early 

colonial period, numerous Nahuatl songs—for example the well-known corpus Cantares 

Mexicanos (Mexican Songs) and those that indigenous informants provided for Sahagún’s 

Códice Matritense—were compiled in alphabetic text. Here is one example from the Cantares 

Mexicanos that one of the foremost scholars on the Nahuatl language, Ángel María Garibay 

Kintana, interprets to be in honor of a Spring god, either Cinteotl (god of maize) or 

Macuilxochitl (god of flowers, sexuality, and games).69 

I come to present myself inside the flowering enclosure 
Book that opens up is my drum 
Song my word, flower my thought 
This is what I produce . . .  
Already you have arrived, you sing here 
You arrive, painter of books 
Here, where is the flowering enclosure of the god 
Blue-green bird you rock 
Before the author of life . . .  
Red bud open up your corolla 
With it, it is intertwined . . . 
The flowering tree of our sustenance is already erect 
Delighting is there: its dew is drizzling 
With newly verdant songs 
It is full of precious tassels 
Here in Mexico . . . 
There only [in Mexico], in flowering Spring 
Among painted books it stands 
Among flowers it is moving.70 
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Fray Andres de Olmos, who soon after his arrival in the New World in 1528 began 

compiling information on the language and culture of the Nahua, includes in his book on 

grammar the word cuique and translates it as “master of song,” suggesting that professions in 

musical art were well established in pre-Columbian Central Mexico.71 Moreover, an even earlier 

source is Friar Toribio de Bonavente, Motolinía, who in 1524 was one of the first Catholic 

officials to arrive in the New World and compose chronicles about the Nahua. Motolinía 

observes that the Nahua “liberally recorded with symbols plainchant as well as music 

accompanied with instruments” in books.72 In his later writings (from 1536 to 1541), Motolinía 

reports: 

Bedecked in feathers and with a bouquet of roses in their hands, the Indian lords 
and chiefs perform a dance and sing in their language the songs that solemnize the 
feast which they are celebrating. The friars have translated these songs for them 
and the Indian masters have put them into the meter to which the Indians are 
accustomed. The songs are graceful and harmonious.73 
 
Book 8 of the Florentine Codex depicts a ruler sitting on a reed mat pointing to a painting 

as he discusses war strategy with one of his captains (fig. 1.6). According to the text, the ruler, 

having gathered his war captains, is using the painting to discuss crucial details of the campaign. 

The text clarifies the role of images: “Showing them the paintings [the ruler] pointed the ways 

that they were to follow, where the soldiers would go and how long it would take to get there, 

and once there where they would camp out, and he would point out the field leaders that would 

join them.”74 In the initial phase of the campaign, the ruler had commissioned the painting, 

which is essentially a survey of the land where they were about to wage war; it includes 

information about the most dangerous and most accessible paths. According to the Florentine 

Codex, during wartime “They brought paintings with all of this information, which was 

presented to the leader so that he could see the disposition of the land.”75 
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 The Florentine Codex also includes an image of a painting that a judge 

(itecutlatocahoan) uses to adjudicate a case in court (teccalli). Here, the text explains, “They 

defined and verified the complaint, they recorded it in paintings so that they might take it there to 

Tlacxitlan, where they informed the judges who were princes, so that their judgment might be 

pronounced.”76 The accompanying image does not include the scribe, but it does show the 

courthouse, the judge holding and studying the “painting,” and the litigants discussing the merits 

of the case before him (fig. 1.7). Early colonial images thus emphasize more clearly the 

importance of the use of books in areas that include the military, history, horticulture, and 

jurisprudence, not astronomy and divination. 

 

Manufacturing Pre-Columbian Central Mexican Screenfold Manuscripts 

The screenfold format is a pre-Columbian Mesoamerican construction. Strikingly and uniquely 

different from European manuscripts, whose pages are bound on the left side so the reader can 

see only two pages at a time, Mesoamerican screenfolds can be viewed in many different ways. 

Manufacturing screenfolds involved gluing together several long strips of animal hide or paper. 

These usually measured different lengths, but were of approximately the same height to form an 

even longer strip, which was then folded back and forth, accordion-like, with the creases 

dividing the long strip into “pages.” The front is called the obverse, and the back, the reverse. 

Thus, two pages, a large section, or even an entire side—obverse or reverse—can be viewed 

simultaneously. Regarding the manner of viewing Mesoamerican screenfolds, Peter Martyr 

d’Anghiera (1457–1526), a leading chronicler in the Council of the Indies under King Charles V, 

observes: “However one desires to view an open book, there will be two pages of writing and 
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below these, there will be two more; therefore, below each folio are several other folios folded 

underneath it, and this can be appreciated when a book is completely extended lengthwise.”77 

 Scholars think that pre-Columbian screenfolds typically had wooden covers attached. 

Unfortunately, of all the Borgia Group manuscripts, only the Codex Vaticanus B retains its 

original wooden covers still glued to its end pages, and these were decorated with precious 

stones. In the upper-right corner, the front cover has a round turquoise inlay still attached; there 

is also a round depression in the lower-right corner and four oval-shaped ones in the center, but 

none of these retain their original stone inlays.78 

 After a screenfold was constructed, its obverse and reverse were covered with white 

gesso chalk, the base of which was most likely gypsum, to prepare it for painting. In the sixteeth 

century, Martyr d’Anghiera explained: “When still soft, they shape and extend the pages to their 

liking, and when they are hard they cover them, supposedly with gesso or some similar 

material.”79 Scientific testing of the Codex Cospi’s coloring materials has shown that its white 

gesso cover is indeed made of gypsum.80 

Early colonial sources provide considerable information regarding the types of materials 

that the tlacuiloque (singular tlacuilo, painter-scribe) used in the manufacturing of screenfolds. 

These sources report of an astonishing variety of merchandise offered at the Nahua markets, 

where virtually every type of material artists required was available for purchase. Among the 

items repeatedly mentioned are hides of many different types of animals, paper, and a wide 

variety of dyes and pigments extracted from diverse sources in the plant, animal, and mineral 

kingdoms. About his experience at the great tianquiztli (Nahua market) in Tlaltelolco, Díaz del 

Castillo says: “We were astounded at the number of people and the quantity of merchandise that 

it contained,” and he discusses seeing dealers offering various items, including “skins of tigers 
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and lions, of otters and jackals, deer and other animals . . . some tanned and others untanned . . . 

Paper, which in this country is called amal [amatl] . . . and much cochineal81 [red dye extracted 

from insects living on cacti].”82 

 Cortés also reports about the diverse selection of materials that an artist would find 

available for purchase in a tianquiztli: “There are many sorts of spun cotton, in hanks of every 

color, and it seems like the silk market at Granada, except here there is a much greater quantity. 

They sell as many colors for painters as may be found in Spain and all of excellent hues. They 

sell deerskins, with and without the hair, and some are dyed white or in various colors.”83 In 

describing what a seller of dyes might offer at the tianquiztli, the Florentine Codex informs the 

following: 

Seller of colors, of various colors, of dyes; a man who piles [small baskets of 
color] on a large basket. He sells dried pigment, bars of cochineal pigment, 
cochineal mixed with chalk or flour, [pure] cochineal; light yellow, sky blue 
pigment; chalk, lampblack, dark blue pigment; alum, axin, chicle [chewing gum 
made from sap of trees, e.g., sapodilla], bitumen-mixed chicle, red ochre . . . a 
blue coloring made from blossoms.84 
 

 Motolinía remarks that indigenous painters extracted many of their dyes from flowers, 

which he cites as the reason why, when painters wanted to use the same brush but a different 

color, they did not hesitate to use their own mouths to clean the brush.85 Diana Magaloni, who 

has conducted pioneering research on dyes, has shown that Book 11 of the Florentine Codex 

provides a “brief but significant discussion” of how the tlacuiloque extracted pigments from 

plants, animals, and/or minerals through a very specific and scientific process.86 From such 

concise descriptions, Magaloni and other experts have successfully conducted experiments 

enabling them “to reconstruct the techniques used to make the pigments and their binders, [thus] 

producing a series of reference samples.”87  
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 Book 10 of the Florentine Codex describes the tlacuiloque’s tasks and skills concerning 

the manufacture and uses of coloring materials. The tlacuiloque would create the designs, first 

sketching the images with charcoal, which they proceeded to paint using the dyes that they 

themselves prepared.88 Accordingly, pages 38 and 39 of the Codex Borgia, for example, contain 

images sketched in black that were never painted, confirming that the figures in this manuscript 

were first rendered in black outlines. 

 Regarding the artists themselves and specific details of how they worked, only 

fragmentary information exists. Reportedly, the task of the tlacuiloque went beyond the Western 

understanding of “artist.” Durán, for example, reports that a tlacuilo’s expertise extended to other 

realms, including those of a historian or chronicler.89 A few early colonial manuscripts depict 

tlacuiloque in the process of painting manuscripts. Book 11 of the Florentine Codex, for 

example, shows tlacuiloque painting on paper or hide (the text does not specify which), each 

artist holding what appears to be a reed pen or a painting knife (not a brush), held as if it were a 

pencil (fig. 1.8).90 Another image in Book 11 shows a tlacuilo painting with a brush, which he 

evidently is using to paint broad strokes because of the long bristles and the manner in which he 

holds it (fig. 1.9). 

 Folio 70r of the Codex Mendoza features a male artist—so identified by the Spanish gloss 

“pintor” (male painter)—holding with his right hand a brush or painting knife, and with his left a 

rectangular cartouche with a symbol (fig. 1.10). Elizabeth Boone observes that this symbol 

denotes the word “day,” which here is associated with a tlacuilo because painter-scribes painted 

day signs on many of the manuscripts’ pages.91 The painter is depicted facing his son, indicating 

that it was common practice in Nahua society for painters to train their sons to become artists. 

Folio 70r also features several other professionals—e.g., a carpenter, a lapidary, a metalworker, 
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and a master featherworker—who appear with symbols of their professions while their sons, but 

not their daughters, observe. 

 The Codex Telleriano-Remensis features a female artist, who is identified by name 

(Vichiluvitli), and as the great-granddaughter of Acamapichtli (r. 1376–95), the first huey 

tlatoani (paramount ruler) of Mexico Tenochtitlan.92 She holds a painting knife or a very fine 

bristle brush (fig. 1.11). Vichiluvitli is further identified with the gloss “la pintora” (the female 

painter), demonstrating that in Nahua society at least some females pursued the profession of 

artist. 

 

The Codex Borgia and Its Historical Record 

To date, no definitive information has come to light regarding when or from where the Codex 

Borgia left Mexico, or of its whereabouts in Europe before 1795. Some have argued that it 

arrived in Europe as early as the sixteenth century, which may be the case, but there is very little 

concrete evidence supporting this view. Franz Ehrle, a prefect at the Biblioteca Apostolica 

Vaticana, writing the introduction to the Duke of Loubat facsimile edition of the Codex Borgia in 

1898, cites a story frequently repeated at the Congregazione di Propaganda Fide93 in Italy that 

the manuscript was saved from a fire during a 1762 auto de fe94 in Mexico. That is when, 

according to oral tradition, Cardinal Stefano Borgia at the Congregazione obtained the 

manuscript. 

 However, Ehrle points out that this version of events cannot be reconciled with another 

oral tradition indicating that the manuscript was under the Congregazione’s auspices before 

1762.95 Ehrle argues that the Codex Borgia must have been in Italy by the sixteenth century, 

basing his contention on the following Italian inscription found on page 68: “In queste carte sono 
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lidì de la setimana, verbi gracia dominica, lunez.”96 He suggests that a Mexican or a Spaniard 

wrote it because the inscription is written in poor Italian. Walter Lehmann, a leading linguist, 

echoes Ehrle’s argument, adding that the writing resembles the syntax and penmanship that 

would have been common in the sixteenth century for a foreigner in Italy.97 

 The first confirmed historical information concerning the Codex Borgia is a letter dated 

August 30, 1795, penned by the Mexican archaeologist Antonio de León y Gama (1735–1802) to 

Andrés Cavo (1739–1803), a Mexican exiled in Italy. This letter mentions both the manuscript 

and the commentary prepared by Father José Lino Fábrega, the first commentary written on the 

Codex Borgia. The letter reads: “I reiterate to you my gratitude for your promise to send me an 

issue of the commentary on Cardinal Borgia’s Mexican book, which I will infinitely 

appreciate.”98 Another letter penned by Antonio de León y Gama, dated July 8, 1796,99 reveals 

that Fábrega studied the Codex Borgia under Cardinal Stefano Borgia’s auspices, that the 

manuscript was by that time already being identified as “the Teoamoxtli, or Divine Book,” and 

that it was painted “on very antique deerskin.”100 In 1796 the naturalist Etienne Borson wrote a 

letter to the botanist Carlo Allioni summarizing Cardinal Borgia’s extensive cabinet of 

antiquities and natural history. In it, Borson provides brief and general information on the Codex 

Borgia including its origin (Mexico), size, and that it was painted on deerskin with images 

pertaining to “chronology,” which Fábrega was studying.101 

 The reports of how the Codex Borgia had become part of Cardinal Stefano Borgia’s 

estate are engulfed in confusion, contradiction, and vagueness. Fábrega states only:  

Among the esteemed artifacts of the ancient nations that collectively can be 
admired in Your Eminency’s rich and erudite museum, one of them is the 
Mexican Codex [the Codex Borgia]. This rare and ancient vestige from that 
nation had the great fortune of escaping the flames, as its first few charred pages 
demonstrate; and after circulating unrecognized through plazas and cabinets in 
America and in Europe, it fortunately came to Your Eminency’s possession, as 
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you had for many years already had desired to possess an artifact from that 
nation.102 
 

 Alexander von Humboldt, who studied the manuscript a few years later, in 1805, reports 

that before the manuscript became Cardinal Borgia’s possession it first belonged to the 

Giustiniani family, who owned an extensive collection of other valuable artifacts.103 Von 

Humboldt relates a rather improbable story that makes a sort of hero out of Cardinal Borgia for 

having saved the manuscript from a fire caused by the servants’ children while it was in the 

Giustiniani family’s care.104 

 Anders et al., after analyzing Fábrega’s account, conclude that Cardinal Borgia did not 

save the manuscript from a fire, as von Humboldt reports, but from a different fire “many 

centuries” ago.105 Because Fábrega reports that the manuscript “came to Your Eminency’s 

hands” without specifying from whom Cardinal Borgia obtained it, Anders et al. speculate that 

“the absence of a name or of any other precise reference” suggests that the screenfold may have 

been acquired through “an anonymous transfer, perhaps a gift from a person not worthy of 

mention, or perhaps the purchase at a marketplace, or an auction through a lowly 

intermediary.”106 But how did Fábrega obtain his information? Was it from Cardinal Borgia? If 

so, given that Cardinal Borgia surely knew how and when he obtained the screenfold in the first 

place, why was Fábrega so vague? And why had Cardinal Borgia been so interested in obtaining 

an object from Mexico, as Fábrega reports? 

 According to his friend Friedrich Münter, Cardinal Borgia regularly convened the 

greatest intellectual minds of his day at frequent gatherings at his home, where “antique artifacts 

[were] circulated and evaluated while current events were discussed.”107 Propagating the 

Christian faith across the world was the primary mission of the Congregazione, the Catholic 
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organization managed by Cardinal Borgia from 1798 to 1804. That mission may explain 

Cardinal Borgia’s motives for obtaining and studying a manuscript from Mexico. 

  In his will dated November 22, 1804, the day before he died, Cardinal Borgia left most of 

his estate to the Congregazione. But he bequeathed the Museo Borgiano in his house at Velletri 

to his brother Cavaliere Giovanni Paolo Borgia.108 After Cardinal Borgia’s death, a legal battle 

regarding ownership of the Codex Borgia ensued between the heirs of his estate and the Catholic 

Church. Reportedly, the dispute arose because at the time Cardinal Borgia died, the Codex 

Borgia was in the Palazzo Altemps in Rome, and not in his house in Velletri, where it was 

permanently conserved. The Catholic Church ultimately won the case and retained ownership of 

the screenfold, housing it in the collection of the Congregazione until 1902, when the manuscript 

passed to the collection of the Apostolic Library, where it remains to this date.109 

 

Description of the Codex Borgia 

The Codex Borgia measures approximately 1,030 centimeters in length, making it the longest 

manuscript in the Borgia Group.110 When completely folded, its nearly square pages can be 

appreciated, each measuring approximately 26.5 centimeters in width by 27 centimeters in 

height. The screenfold consists of 39 double-sided pages. Only 76 are painted. The two 

outermost pages served as the back and front covers, to which wooden panels were almost 

certainly attached. 

 Gifted artists,111 highly skilled in the art of rendering images with precise contour lines 

and painting them with polychrome washes, created the magnificent Codex Borgia.112 The 

human figure predominates in its dense imagery, although plants, trees, animals, bodies of water, 

day signs, architectural features, celestial bodies, shields, and various tools and accouterments 
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also appear prominently. The contours of the images are rendered in fine black lines, which in 

most instances are so delicate and precise that they resemble calligraphy. Such precision is 

readily apparent on virtually every page, as for example, on page 23, in the outline of the bird’s 

beak (on the left) (fig. 1.12). Other outlines are rendered with somewhat thicker lines, but no less 

precision, for example, as seen in the bold lines depicting the human figure’s legs (on the right) 

and the feathers on the outstretched wings of the bird (on the left). Sometimes lines are rendered 

in such a way that they evoke shading as in the narrow blue band at the base of the headdress on 

the figure on the right, and on the bird’s claw, where diagonal lines coming from two opposite 

directions simulate texture.  

 In painting the Codex Borgia several vibrant colors were used, predominantly red, blue, 

green, turquoise, gray, and yellow, in a variety of shades and intensities. The paint was applied 

using several techniques, creating various effects. For instance, on page 56, which features 

Mictlantecuhtli (Lord of the Underworld) and Quetzalcoatl (Feathered Serpent) in profile, sitting 

back to back, Quetzalcoatl’s beard is painted yellow and overlaid with vertical black lines, 

thereby conveying fluidity and texture (fig. 1.13). Mictlantecuhtli’s bones are not painted a 

single color, but white with large yellow circles sprinkled with tiny red dots. The bones in 

Mictlantecuhtli’s arms and legs feature what appears to be marrow, rendered as a thin oval with a 

blue-gray center spotted with tiny black dots. 

 A skilled artist (or artists) meticulously joined several leather strips to manufacture the 

screenfold. Some of the seams where the leather strips were joined are clearly visible; others are 

less conspicuous and can be detected only by very careful inspection. Physical variations and 

imperfections, which are natural in animal hides, have been left virtually intact. The seam on 

page 22, for example, is rendered even more conspicuous by the missing chunk of leather at the 
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top of the page, which in the seam takes the form of a small inverted triangle. Before gluing, the 

artist could have removed a few centimeters of the animal skin to remove this lip, but the 

protrusion was allowed to remain.113 

  Scholars have unanimously reported that the Codex Borgia screenfold is entirely of 

deerskin. Perhaps this began with Fábrega’s claim, first voiced in the early 1790s that the 

manuscript was painted on deerskin,114 which has been uncritically repeated by generations of 

subsequent scholars. Recently, Batalla Rosado points out that no scientific study has actually 

been conducted to determine the specific type of animal hide used to manufacture the 

screenfold.115 Nevertheless, deerskin was a common medium for manufacturing screenfolds in 

Central Mexico. Book 11 of the Florentine Codex says that Mesoamerican “pinturas” (paintings) 

were “painted on deerskin.”116 Therefore, future research employing non-invasive scientific 

methods may reveal whether the Codex Borgia was made specifically from deerskin, or from 

what other material.117 

 Fábrega first reported, and all subsequent scholars have accepted, that fire damaged 

portions of pages 1, 2, 74, 75, 76, and the front cover of the Codex Borgia. Since each page has 

two sides, the obverse and the reverse, the pages with the burns are the front cover/76, 1/75, and 

2/74. Each burn is of medium size, and in the shape of an inverted triangle located at the top and 

to one side of each page. Pages 75 and 76 have sustained the most loss, with almost a quarter of 

the imagery lost in each case. 

 Water or prolonged exposure to damp conditions at the Congregazione seems to have 

caused much of the effacing and discoloration present in a number of pages of the Codex Borgia. 

Cassidy contends that the Codex Borgia’s “damage matches that in the Codex Cospi exactly” 

and that a single sustained exposure to “sea water (or mineral-laden water from some other 
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source) to the same depth, for the same length of time” probably caused the discoloration in 

pages of both manuscripts.118 Batalla Rosado, in contrast, argues that the damage was likely the 

result of various pages sticking together from the humid conditions at the Congregazione, 

“producing every time the manuscript was opened the loss of various images, especially along 

the external margins.”119 It is remarkable, however, that moisture caused the reds to bleed, 

whereas the other colors virtually disappeared, either without leaving a trace or blending in with 

the reds (e.g., page 29). Water damage to other parts of the screenfold caused large translucent 

silhouettes but did not efface or otherwise damage any of the imagery or disturb any of the colors 

(e.g., pages 5 and 6). Because the water stains and patterns of discoloration in most pages of the 

screenfold are not entirely consistent with damage caused by direct contact with water or even 

from prolonged exposure to a moist environment, the cause of the damage remains a mystery. 

 Other alterations and damages to the screenfold include repairs and holes of different 

shapes and sizes. Pages 22/54 and 40/36 have repairs made with a needle and thread. The one on 

page 22/54 is on the top-right corner near the tongue of the white deer on page 22; on page 54, 

the leftover strings from the mending thread are quite visible. On page 40/36, the damage is in 

the form of a large curved gash in the lower-right corner. This repair, approximately eleven 

centimeters long, was made with a series of horizontal stitches of brown twine. The stitching was 

done after the white gesso ground was applied because the twine retains its natural color, but 

before the pages were painted, because the tlacuilo has painted directly over the twine. Several 

pages—5/71, 6/70, 30/46, 31/45, and 33/43—have holes of different shapes and sizes, in various 

places; currently there is no information regarding how the screenfold was thus altered.120 

 Pages 25 and 68 of the Codex Borgia have alphabetic text inscriptions in European 

languages that obviously were added after 1521. The inscription on page 25 reads: “Ramon 
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Rodriguez, the salaried Mexican copied on March and April, 1856. He finished on April 19 at 

9:30 in the morning.”121 Lord Kingsborough, who at the time was in the process of producing a 

black-and-white facsimile edition, hired Rodriguez, an artist, to copy the images from the 

manuscript.122 The inscription on page 68 (discussed above), states that the imagery on the page 

features the days of the week. The small rectangles enclosing day signs on page 68 include 

Nahuatl glosses indicating their respective names, but many are now severely effaced.123 

 

On the Style, Provenience, and Date of Manufacture of the Codex Borgia 

The Codex Borgia is considered to be “Mixteca-Puebla” in style, a term that George C. Vaillant 

coined in 1938 to discuss Late Postclassic Central Mexican manuscripts, pottery, and mural 

painting sharing similar characteristics, including precise lines, abstraction that nevertheless 

incorporates some naturalism, and bright polychrome washes.124 Analyzing style in the 

Postclassic period is a complex undertaking. Whereas in the Classic Period, each polity 

developed its own unique style, in the Postclassic the styles from different regions closely 

resembled one another, mostly as a result of widespread commercial and cultural exchange.125 

 Consequently, there was in the Postclassic, at least in general terms, a common style 

across Mesoamerica. Studies by José García Payón and Geoffrey G. McCafferty show that 

pottery from the Isla de Sacrificios in the Gulf Coast is “virtually indistinguishable from pottery 

found at UA-1 [Cholula, in modern-day Puebla, and one of the most important Postclassic 

economic and cultural centers],” illustrating a type of problem scholars encounter when 

examining Postclassic period style.126 Nevertheless, the effort is far from futile. For example, 

Michael Lind’s analysis of polychrome pottery from the Mixteca and the Cholula areas 
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demonstrates that thorough study of vessel shapes, types of tripod support, and styles of 

polychrome painting can reveal distinguishing characteristics of particular regions.127 

The complexity is reflected in the difficulty in finding a fitting term to denote the style 

that characterizes the Postclassic period. Several alternate names besides Mixteca-Puebla have 

been proposed, among them, codex style, Mixteca-Popoloca, Mixtec style, horizon style, and 

International Style, but there is no consensus as to which term is best.128 Eloise Quiñones Keber 

argues that the term “Mixteca-Puebla” may be more fitting than “codex style,” which affords 

manuscripts an undeserved predominance over other media.129 Noemí Castillo-Trejo rejects the 

all-encompassing term Mixteca Puebla, however, because it causes confusion when used to 

describe the great variety of pottery produced by various ethnic groups in Central Mexico. For 

example, she contends that the region in the Puebla-Oaxaca border was characterized by a 

preponderance of the Popoloca. Therefore the term “Mixteca-Popoloca,” she argues, is a more 

appropriate term to describe the pottery produced in this particular region.130 

 In terms of the Codex Borgia’s provenience, most scholars agree that the evidence points 

to a Nahua provenience, more specifically, Puebla-Tlaxcala.131 Much scholarly attention has 

focused on material culture recovered by archaeologists—in particular polychrome pottery and 

mural painting—featuring imagery similar in style and iconography to that in the Codex Borgia. 

For example, in the 1920s, Alfonso Caso and Eduardo Noguera excavated the Tizatlan murals in 

Tlaxcala, immediately noting numerous similarities with the manuscript.132 Subsequently, 

several scholars have pointed out the striking resemblance between the figures of Tezcatlipoca 

and Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli in the Tizatlan murals and renditions of the same gods on pages 17, 

21, 19, 45, 53, and 54 of the Codex Borgia.133 
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 In the 1990s, the Ocotelolco murals and a footed polychrome ceramic plate were 

excavated in Tlaxcala. Scholars noted that the polychrome imagery in the Ocotelolco murals, 

which features Tezcatlipoca, a flint enclosure, and serpents, shares close iconographic and 

stylistic similarities with imagery on page 32 of the Codex Borgia.134 John Pohl, for example, has 

discussed the similarities in the iconography and style of the Ocotelolco murals and pages 14, 17, 

21, 32 and 65 of the Codex Borgia.135 In addition, Pohl identifies the head depicted in the so-

called Ocotelolco ceramic plate (which José Eduardo Contreras Martínez argues was a dead 

Tezcatlipoca because of the face painting and the closed eye) with the male figures (black 

Maquiltonaleque) on page 47 of the Codex Borgia.136 

 The 1991 excavations in Tehuacan Viejo that unearthed the so-called Mural of the 

Chimales suggested the Tehuacan Valley, Puebla, as a likely place of provenience for the Codex 

Borgia. Edward Sisson and Gerald Lilly argue that the iconographic and stylistic elements in the 

Mural of the Chimales are very similar to imagery associated with Xipe Totec on pages 2, 24, 25, 

49, and 67 of the Codex Borgia.137 Furthermore, as Sisson and Lilly point out, in terms of 

iconographic and stylistic similarities between the Mural of the Chimales and manuscript 

imagery, “The strongest are with the Borgia and not with any of the other members of the Borgia 

Group . . . or with the Mixteca historical manuscripts.”138 

 In 1997, archaeologists excavating in Puebla, near the Universidad de las Américas 

campus, unearthed more than one hundred biconical figures that are nearly identical to those 

depicted on pages 27, 28, 37, 38, and 75 of the Codex Borgia.139 This find provided additional 

support for the argument that the Codex Borgia was painted in Puebla-Tlaxcala. What has 

become clearer from comparing the Codex Borgia with the imagery in artifacts recovered in the 

Puebla-Tlaxcala region is that the manuscript has a Nahua provenience. Cecelia Klein notes that 
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all these “iconographic paralells” seem to indicate that the manuscript may have been “painted in 

an area where the principal language was Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs.”140 In addition, 

Lori Diehl points out that pre-Columbian Aztec sculptures of the goddesses Cihuateteo, literally, 

“Divine Women” (they had died during childbirth and thus became deified) “share iconographic 

similarities with their pictorial counterparts,” for example, on pages 47 and 48 of the Codex 

Borgia and 77 to 79 of the Codex Vaticanus B.141 Diehl concludes, “the Mexica conceptualized 

the Cihuateteo in much the same way as the artists of these pictorials.”142 

 In terms of an approximate date of manufacture, scholars generally agree that, based on 

style, the Codex Borgia was manufactured during the Late Postclassic period. The most recent 

scholarship has attempted to narrow the date further, arguing that the screenfold was painted in 

the last decades before the conquest. Susan Milbrath, for example, contends that, based on the 

astronomical and seasonal events she has attempted to date, “it seems likely that the codex was 

painted between 1496 and 1519 . . . and specific celestial events . . . point to the year 1496.”143 

Through her analysis of the paint layers, Cassidy pinpoints the Codex Borgia’s date of 

manufacture to 1450–1500.144  

 

Conclusion 

Because the Nahua reported that horticulturists studied books, and for various other reasons that 

will be fully explained in Chapter 2, it is not illogical to conceive of maize and related imagery 

in the Codex Borgia as reflecting scientific information on plants. Analysis of the available 

evidence on the Nahua manuscript-making tradition indicates that extant pre-Columbian 

screenfolds can and do reflect botanical information. The physical characteristics and history of 

the surviving pre-Columbian screenfolds, along with the accounts written in the early colonial 
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period by European friars, conquerors, and indigenous nobles and scribes, provide compelling 

support for the conclusion that these manuscripts contain information that the Nahua deemed 

significant enough to record, preserve, and study. Inspecting the physical aspects of extant 

screenfolds shows that painter-scribes were carefully trained to produce magnificent works of 

art, and the care with which the paintings were executed speaks to the significance of the 

messages they reflect. Indigenous scribes used high-quality and long-lasting materials to paint 

the polychrome imagery and day sign glyphs that grace the pages of the surviving Central 

Mexican screenfolds. Moreover, the actions of both the Spanish friars and the Nahua themselves 

in the early colonial period points to the importance of the information in these documents: those 

who believed that the manuscripts contained messages that they regarded as dangerous sought to 

destroy them, and the Nahua greatly lamented the loss of the carefully crafted books that they 

routinely used. From various sources we also know that Central Mexican painted documents 

recorded information on a wide range of subjects, including horticulture, accounting, law, 

military, geography, rituals, and music. Of particular importance for this dissertation is the 

portrayal in the Florentine Codex of a horticulturist consulting a manuscript who is described as 

a “knower of books.” This provides clear evidence that at least some manuscripts contained 

scientific information regarding plants.
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primero se ensaya.” Sahagún, Florentine Codex, bk. 10, ch. 8, 29. 
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Fábrega, Códice Borgiano. Interpretación del Códice, Anales del Museo Nacional (Mexico City: 
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monumento de aquella Nación.” Fábrega, Códice Borgiano, 5. 
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Roma), Stato temporale, Eredità Borgia, tome v, p. 16. 
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templos del cielo y de la oscuridad, oráculos y liturgia: Libro explicativo del llamado Códice 
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110 The physical characteristics of the Codex Borgia that I describe here are from my studies of 
facsimiles, not the original manuscript. Other scholars have had access to the original manuscript 
and these include: Batalla Rosado, El Códice Borgia: Una guía para un viaje alucinante por el 
inframundo, 311–510; Cassidy, “Divination by Image,” 143–51; and Susan Milbrath, Heaven 
and Earth in Ancient Mexico: Astronomy and Seasonal Cycles in the Codex Borgia (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 2013).  
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onitlatlilani.” Molina, Vocabulario de la lengua méxicana, fol. 147v.  
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Borgia screenfold. Batalla Rosado, however, argues that there is an uncharacteristic adhesion 
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Nowotny, Codex Borgia (Cod. Borg. Messicano 1) Kommentar, 15; Anders et al., Los templos 
del cielo y de la oscuridad, oráculos y liturgia: Libro explicativo del llamado Códice Borgia, 39; 
and Batalla Rosado, El Códice Borgia: Una guía para un viaje alucinante por el inframundo, 
314, see also 413, 506. 
 
114 “En piel de Venado muy antiguo” (on very antique deerskin). Fábrega, Códice Borgiano. 
Interpretación del Códice, 5:1. 
 
115 “Caracterizan la misma como venado sin ningún tipo de confirmación científica” (they 
characterize it as deerskin without any type of scientific proof). He provides information 
indicating that animal hides other than deer were used in manufacturing screenfolds. See Batalla 
Rosado, El Códice Borgia: Una guía para un viaje alucinante por el inframundo, 312. 
 
116 “Pintadas enpellejos de venados.” Sahagún, Códice Florentino, bk. 11, ch. 13, fol. 247r. 
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the Florentine Codex, conducted by Piero Baglioni et al. using noninvasive and portable X-ray 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

IN TLILLI, IN TLAPALLI, IN AMOXTLI, IN TLACUILOLLI:1 
THE SCIENCE OF MAIZE AGRICULTURE 

  

Many pages of the Codex Borgia feature maize cobs painted in an array of colors. On page 24, 

for example, four cobs appear on a stylized tree accompanying the day sign Flower, the twentieth 

day sign of the Mesoamerican calendar.2 One is painted white, its kernels rendered with red 

lines; another one is painted blue with kernels sketched in black; and two are painted solid 

yellow (fig. 2.1). Page 52 features three cobs that Cinteotl, the god of maize, bears on his back. 

One of the cobs is painted white, overlaid with kernels sketched in red; one is solid yellow; and 

one is solid blue (fig. 2.2). Significantly, maize plants in the Codex Borgia are depicted with 

tassels (the plant’s male flower), and silks (the plant’s female flower), both of which are essential 

for their reproduction and genetic manipulation. On page 52, it appears that pollen—represented 

as a string made up of circles with a flower between them, one above the other—has landed on 

the blue cob’s silks (see fig. 2.2).3 Why are the maize cobs depicted in different colors? Did the 

Nahua understand that selectively crossing maize types causes the plant to reproduce specific 

traits targeted by humans? 

Maize is a unique organism. Most plants produce seeds that easily disperse on their own 

simply by falling to the ground. Not maize. As the biologist Paul Mangelsdorf explains: 

The kernels on an ear of corn cling tightly to the rigid cob, and if the ear were 
simply allowed to drop to the ground, so many competing seedlings would 
emerge that in all likelihood none would grow to maturity. The ear in its hundreds 
of modern varieties was created by human beings for human purposes through 
centuries of selective breeding; it has no counterpart anywhere in the wild, or for 
that matter among other cultivated plants.4 
 

Human selection of kernels for planting in the next season is therefore the first and most 

important moment in the life cycle of the maize plant. The evolutionary geneticists Viviane 
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Jaenicke-Després and Bruce Smith affirm: “Without humans to harvest, store, and plant maize 

kernels, the cultivated plant rapidly ceases to exist.”5 

At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States government employed scientists to 

conduct maize research and interbreeding projects to improve the plant’s productivity and obtain 

other desirable characteristics. This began a vigorous quest to learn about maize’s origin and 

genetics.6 One of the leading botanists in the Department of Agriculture in the late 1930s, James 

H. Kempton, remarked about the fully domesticated plant: 

Since the occupation of the Americas by the Europeans no real change has been 
made in corn except to discard the gaudy colors of the seeds and to establish a 
greater uniformity by the preservation of the best of the Indian’s product . . . With 
the stimulus to experimental heredity that came at the beginning of the century, on 
the rediscovery of Mendel’s principles, corn rapidly assumed a leading role as a 
subject ideally suited for the study of inheritance in plants. Had the Indian 
creators of corn anticipated such studies they hardly could have fashioned a more 
satisfactory plant. Controlled pollinations are made with the greatest of ease 
because of the separation of the sexes, the complete receptiveness of the stigmas 
over their entire length, and the vast quantities of pollen produced by a single 
plant. Common grocer’s paper bags and string are the only really essential 
technical equipment necessary to embark upon the fascinating analysis of the 
transmission of traits from one generation to the next.7 
 
Indeed, the Nahua knew how to manipulate the plant to produce cobs in a wide variety of 

colors and other genetic characteristics. In the sixteenth century, fray Diego Durán reported that 

the Nahua specifically used maize cobs with kernels in four colors—white, black, yellow, and 

purple—during a feast in honor of Xochiquetzal, the goddess of flowers.8 At this celebration, 

priests dispersed the kernels on the ground, which Durán states people rushed to collect, adding, 

“even if they could only obtain but two grains, they took and kept [those grains] with great care 

and planted them so that they could have seed of that blessed maize.”9 From this account, we can 

see that the Nahua deliberately selected seeds to plant and produce cobs with those specific traits 

that they desired. 
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In Book 11 of the Florentine Codex the Nahua discuss how they cultivated the plant: 

“Maize in the ear [is] selected for planting. The best seed is selected. . . . the very very best is 

chosen. It is shelled, placed in water. Two days, three days it swells in the water. It is planted in 

worked soil or in similar places.”10 The accompanying image depicts a man holding several cobs 

in a cotton canvas tied around his neck, while on the ground are two more cobs, and numerous 

seeds of different sizes (fig. 2.3). The speech glyph in the man’s mouth likely indicates that he is 

imparting knowledge about maize.11 According to the Florentine Codex, the Nahua harvested 

different strains of maize, including those yielding cobs with white, black, yellow, red, tawny, 

and varicolored kernels.12 The text is emphatic in describing the essential role the human 

cultivator plays in creating maize with specific traits: “I cause it to have a slender cob. I cause it 

to form first. I make it like a gourd seed. I cause it to have a slender cob. I make the cob 

slender.”13  

This process has ancient roots. Approximately eight thousand years ago, Central 

Mexicans began manipulating the wild grass teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis), thus creating 

maize (Zea mays L.).14 Maize’s domestication is widely recognized as an extraordinary scientific 

achievement with tremendous cultural and scientific significance. Through selective breeding, 

indigenous people transformed a grass, which produces tiny spikes, into a plant that produces 

large cobs (fig. 2.4). As a result, the domesticated plant yields more nutrition than its wild 

progenitor, and yet, ironically, maize cannot diversify or even survive in the wild without human 

intervention. 

An intermediate step in the development of maize is demonstrated in a photograph of the 

archaeologist Richard MacNeish’s hand holding a miniscule cob of early domesticated maize 

that he recovered in the 1960s from the Coxcatlán Cave in the Tehuacán Valley (fig. 2.5). 
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Another photograph shows maize cobs—found in archaeological contexts—of different widths 

and lengths also recovered by MacNeish from the Tehuacán Valley (fig. 2.6). In the photograph, 

the cobs are lined up next to one another for comparative purposes, literally illustrating that once 

domesticated, humans manipulated the maize plant to produce cobs of increasingly larger size. 

For example, the smallest cob (far left) dates from ca. 7,000 BCE, and the largest (far right), 

from ca. 1,500 CE;15 the latter is the time when the Nahua civilization flourished in Central 

Mexico and the Codex Borgia was painted. 

Scientific information on the maize plant, I contend, affords us significant insight into 

pre-Columbian Mesoamerican thought and belief systems that is useful in studying imagery in 

their extant artifacts. For example, understanding the science behind the maize plant’s origin, 

reproduction, and nature of its subsequent transformations helps to unlock meaning in images of 

maize, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, and grass in the Codex Borgia. Accordingly, I introduce in this 

chapter the biological, botanical, genetic, and archaeological information that supports the 

arguments I present throughout this dissertation. Chapter 2 begins with a discussion of the 

biology of the maize plant, and how fertilization and cob production occurs. Next I describe the 

collective effort of scientists in different disciplines—e.g., biology, botany, and archaeology—

that has clarified details about the origin, morphology and physiology of the plant. Last, I discuss 

the ethnohistoric record compiled in the early colonial period that reports about the sophisticated 

scientific knowledge of the Nahua with regard to plants. The chronicles from this period indicate 

that the Spaniards fully recognized that Nahua horticulturists had acquired an advanced scientific 

knowledge of plants, often far superior to that known to even the most sophisticated scholars and 

scientists of sixteenth-century Europe. 
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The Morphology and Physiology of the Maize Plant 

Maize is an angiosperm, a flowering plant that produces fruit and seeds. Angiosperms may be 

classified as either dioecious or monoecious based on their sexuality, reflected in their flowers.16 

In dioecious angiosperms, each plant bears flowers of only one sex—either male or female—and 

is, therefore, unisexual. In monoecious angiosperms, each plant bears both male and female 

flowers and is, therefore, bisexual. Maize is monoescious, or bisexual.17 

Monoecious angiosperms can be further divided into monoclinous and diclinous plants 

depending on their flowers.18 In monoclinous plants, each flower has male and female parts that 

appear together in the same part of the plant. Diclinous plants, in contrast, have separate male 

and female flowers located on different parts of the plant. Maize is diclinous: the tassel at the top 

of the plant produces pollen containing the male sexual cells, and the silks below contain the 

female sexual cells. Therefore, the maize plant is both monoecious (bisexual plant) and diclinous 

(unisexual flowers, both appearing in the same plant but in different locations). Regarding the 

effects of the plant’s sexuality on its own reproduction and genetic manipulation, biologists 

Stephen Dellaporta and Alejandro Calderon-Urrea explain that the “unisexual inflorescences 

[flowers] are the principal feature of maize that facilitates efficient hybrid seed production and 

genetic experimentation.”19 

The maize plant, like other angiosperms, reproduces through pollination, a process by 

which pollen containing male sex cells is transferred to the female parts of the plant. In nature 

there are two main types of pollen dissemination: abiotic pollination involving wind 

(anemophily) and/or water (hydrophily), and biotic pollination involving animal pollinators, for 

example, bees, birds, flies, butterflies, bats, and, often, humans.20 The structure of a plant’s 

flowers largely determines the most likely or optimal manner of pollen transfer. In the maize 
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plant, and in many other angiosperms, both modes of pollination may occur. Nevertheless, wind 

(abiotic pollination) is the primary mechanism for pollination in maize. Scientific field studies 

involving transgenic maize plants confirm that wind is more readily evident and assessable than 

insect pollinators. Christine Loos et al. report that because the maize plant is diclinous, it “is an 

ideal organism for studying and modeling pollen dispersal driven by wind born pollen 

transport.”21 Figure 2.7 illustrates the sexual reproduction of maize: wind carries pollen from 

tassels (male flowers) to silks (female flowers).22 Each individual silk receives pollen and this is 

how kernels form on the cob. Fertilization thus creates cobs containing numerous kernels (seeds) 

for human sustenance and for creating new generations of plants in the next season. 

 

The Origin and Domestication of Maize in the Modern Scientific Literature 

The domestication of maize is Mesoamerican’s most researched botanical accomplishment. 

Experiments with the plant have led to remarkable scientific discoveries, most notably in the 

field of genetics and the theory of evolution. The geneticists Edward S. Buckler IV and Natalie 

M. Stevens characterize the domestication of maize as “the most impressive feat of genetic 

modification and morphological evolution ever accomplished in any plant or animal 

domesticate.”23 They explain: 

The ability of Native Americans to transform a wild grass into the world’s largest 
production grain crop is not only the product of skillful breeding but also a tribute 
to the tremendous diversity of the teosinte genome. Years before his time, these 
ancient farmers first practiced what Darwin later preached: that selection must be 
combined with natural variation in order for evolution to take place.24 
 
In large part because of the incredible variation in maize types, throughout much of the 

twentieth century scientists debated whether the plant originated in the Andes or Central Mexico, 

and whether the plant was domesticated once or multiple times.25 In recent years, however, a 
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strong consensus has emerged on a number of points, including that the teosinte is the progenitor 

of the plant; that the grass was first manipulated in the Balsas River Basin in southwest Mexico 

by indigenous groups more than 8,000 years ago; and that the plant was domesticated only once, 

not multiple times as previously thought.26 As one of the most ardent proponents for an Andean 

origin, Bonavia himself now acknowledges, “In the case of the origin of maize there is no doubt 

that all specialists agree that it is Mesoamerican, and there is no way this position can be rejected 

with the evidence currently available.”27 

 In the late-nineteenth century, scientists did not know much about the progenitor of 

maize. The botanist Heinrich A. Schräder appears to be the first modern-day scientist in the West 

to have received teosinte seeds from Mexico; he grew them at the Goettingen Horticultural 

Academy, published about the yield of maize-like plants, and gave them a Latin name 

(Euchlaena mexicana Schrad).28 In 1875, the botanist Paul F. Ashcherson proposed that 

Euchlaena mexicana Schrad (teosinte) was an intermediate breed between the fully domesticated 

maize and the wild grass variety.29 Recognizing that teosinte grass and maize successfully 

crossed and produced fertile hybrids proved to be an important insight in the study of maize’s 

origin.30 In the 1890s, the agronomist José Segura noticed in a field in Central Mexico that maize 

and a common grass asese (now known to be a strain of teosinte) grew side-by-side and freely 

crossed to produce a fertile hybrid that he called maiz de coyote (Zea canina).31 Segura shared 

his observations with fellow scientists in Europe. By 1920, J. W. Harshberger, Guy N. Collins, 

and James H. Kempton and other scientists recognized the close genetic relation between 

teosinte and maize.32 

At the turn of the twentieth century in the United States, breeding projects designed to 

improve maize’s productivity motivated research on the plant’s genetic origin.33 Guy N. Collins, 
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the United States Department of Agriculture’s principal botanist, remarked in 1921, “before our 

recent trip to Mexico we were familiar with but two forms of teosinte.”34 Collins collected 

specimens of different strains and distributed them among plant geneticists in the United States, 

thus motivating a revolution in teosinte and maize research. Classical genetics—that is, 

observations of how selective cross pollinations affect traits passed from parent to offspring over 

the course of a few generations, similar to those conducted by the Friar Gregor Mendel (1822–

84)—were fundamental in advancing research on maize and teosinte. As Ramakrishna Wusirika 

et al. explain, “Maize and its wild relatives provide a tractable model system for both classical 

and molecular genetic research because maize and the teosintes are fully interfertile.”35 

Identifying maize’s progenitor elicited enduring, and at times contentious discussions 

throughout much of the twentieth century. The hypothesis that maize’s progenitor is teosinte is 

linked most closely to the biologist George Beadle, who began research on maize in the 1930s 

when he was a graduate student at Cornell University. He studied the homology (in biology, 

shared ancestry based on similar appearance or genes) between teosinte and maize and the 

chromosomal behavior of teosinte-maize hybrids during meiosis (cell division). In 1932 Beadle 

concluded that maize and teosinte belonged to the same genus.36 

Genetics and interfertility notwithstanding, there was an opposing view. The 

morphological differences between the grass and the domesticated plant were so remarkable that 

most scientists thought this precluded the possibility of teosinte being maize’s sole progenitor 

(see fig. 2.4). Elizabeth Kellogg, a biologist whose research focuses on the evolution of 

flowering plants, describes the difference in cob morphology as follows: “The maize ear, or corn 

cob, is a monstrosity. There is no other structure quite like it in the plant kingdom, so its origin 

has been, if not quite an abominable mystery, at least obscure.”37 In contrast to what is true of 
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most domesticated plants, there is no wild prototype that bears a ready resemblance to maize. As 

the biologist John Doebley points out, 

Most crop plants differ from their wild progenitor in a simple quantitative way. 
For example, wild tomato is merely a small-fruited version of the large-fruited 
domesticated tomato. Unlike most crops, maize has no morphologically 
equivalent wild form, and so the identity of the wild progenitor of maize was a 
topic of considerable interest in the early 1900s.38 
 

 There are two salient botanical differences between maize and teosinte: one pertains to 

plant architecture and the other to cob morphology. The maize plant consists of a single branch, a 

single tassel, and one or two cobs, each of which bears hundreds of kernels tightly attached to the 

cob, arranged in twenty or more rows (fig. 2.8). In contrast, the teosinte plant consists of several 

branches with a tassel located at the top of each branch, and each branch produces several spikes 

bearing two rows of six to twelve kernels enclosed in stony fruitcases (fig. 2.8). Doebley 

remarks: “the stunning morphological differences between the ears of maize and teosinte seemed 

[for several decades] to exclude the possibility that teosinte could be the progenitor of maize. 

However, because scientists knew that maize and teosinte crossed producing fully fertile hybrids, 

these two conflicting observations needed to be reconciled if the origin of maize was to be 

solved.”39 

 Botanists theorized that a period of a few thousand years or more would have been 

required to domesticate maize from teosinte to cause the astonishing changes in plant and 

especially fruit morphology. Kempton went as far as sarcastically remarking, “maize could arise 

from teosinte by selection just as a troupe of monkeys pounding at random on a typewriter would 

in time reproduce the works of Shakespeare.”40 Evolutionary theory postulates, scientists thought 

at the time, that changes in an organism occur in slow increments over a long period of time—

surely more than the 8,000 years that humans had been manipulating maize and teosinte—and 
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progressed from “primitive” to “advanced.”41 Scientists were troubled by the notion that teosinte, 

a more “advanced” organism that can reproduce and survive in the wild on its own, could have 

evolved into maize, which cannot. Consequently, the theory that teosinte is the progenitor of 

maize did not fit evolutionary theory, as understood at that time, on multiple levels. 

 To account for the differences in cob morphology between maize and its putative 

progenitor, Paul Mangelsdorf pioneered the theory that the plant resulted from crosses of 

different grasses including Tripsacum and an unknown strain or perhaps extinct wild maize. 

Mangelsdorf’s theory, which he presented with Robert G. Reeves in 1938, became known as the 

“tripartite hypothesis” because it involved wild maize (unknown), Tripsacum, and maize. Their 

theory postulates that teosinte is the product of Tripsacum-maize hybrids, not maize’s 

progenitor.42 Although the teosinte hypothesis had some adherents,43 for most of the twentieth 

century the tripartite hypothesis remained more widely accepted.44 

 Mangelsdorf and Reeves planted backcrosses (cross of hybrid with one parent) of maize 

and teosinte and noted that the changes between them occurred because four regions of maize’s 

genome had been affected with what they thought were introgressions from other grasses, not 

genetic mutations.45 They contended that teosinte “appears to be nothing more than Zea with a 

slight infection of Tripsacum germplasm.”46 Tripsacum and maize, however, do not have the 

same number of chromosomes. Moreover, Mangelsdorf and Reeves had to prove that the two 

plants could cross and produce fertile offspring, but, as they conceded, “Tripsacum does not 

cross naturally with maize,” and their experimental crosses produced seeds only through “a 

tedious technique and by dealing with enormous numbers,” as they described it.47 Mangelsdorf 

and Reeves admitted that the hybrids were “completely sterile,” and that “no pollen has been 

shed and so far no seeds have set, either when Tripsacum or maize pollen was applied.”48 
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Nevertheless, based on the modest success of their crosses, they theorized that Tripsacum was a 

progenitor of maize, and that the grass’s chromatin (nucleic acid in the cell nucleus that 

condenses into chromosomes during mitosis and meiosis) must have contaminated maize to 

produce teosinte. 

 Regarding where the initial domestication took place, Mangelsdorf and Reeves 

maintained that, “Peru was undoubtedly the primary center,” but that the wild maize—which has 

never been found—probably originated in the “lowlands of South America.”49 The debates 

regarding the identity of the ancestor of maize and where it took place were related. Tripsacum 

exists in both Mesoamerica and the Andes, but teosinte is native only to Mesoamerica.50 If initial 

domestication occurred in Peru, teosinte could not have been the progenitor. 

In 1939 Beadle, in response to Mangelsdorf and Reeve, argued that teosinte was the 

progenitor of maize and that a single gene mutation could indeed cause enormous changes in an 

organism.51 The “teosinte hypothesis” postulates that 1) indigenous people of Central Mexico 

cultivated and used teosinte; 2) because of sustained cultivation, mutations occurred that were 

deliberately selected by humans; 3) only a few gene mutations (geneticists now think as few as 

four or five) caused the most stunning morphological differences between teosinte and maize;52 

4) one single gene mutation was responsible for each major morphological change (e.g., one 

gene mutation caused apical dominance, another caused ear type differences, etc.); and 5) 

beginning with the very first domestication, humans selected for desired mutations in the plant.53 

Thinking the matter resolved, Beadle moved on to study other issues, and for most of his career 

he focused on genetics in general, not on maize specifically. His collaboration with Edward 

Tatum on gene behavior and the chemical events they regulate, which essentially gave birth to 

the field of biochemical genetics, earned them the 1958 Nobel Prize in Medicine. 
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 In spite of the sound basis of the teosinte theory, Mangelsdorf’s ideas became so 

influential, particularly among the general public (e.g., breeders, businesses looking to engage in 

lucrative agricultural ventures, and government agencies interested in learning more about maize 

genetics to impart among farmers) and in the field of archaeology that, as Doebley observes, “the 

tripartite hypothesis was elevated to fact” and “Mangelsdorf’s name became synonymous with 

the study of maize evolution.”54 

Archaeologists have contributed critical information regarding when and where first 

domestication occurred.55 In the United States, Richard MacNeish and Kent Flannery were the 

two leading archaeologists on maize’s origin.56 The cobs that they recovered indicate that maize 

was already domesticated and thus dependent on humans by 4,200 BCE and that the fully 

domesticated plant first produced small cobs. 

In 1949, MacNeish excavated in Tamaulipas in northwestern Mexico, and found a cave 

known as La Cueva de la Perra, where, he reports, his Mexican assistant Alberto Aguilar 

“handed me three tiny, tiny, primitive corncobs” that date from 3,000 BCE.57 From 1967 to 

1975, MacNeish worked in Tehuacán and in South America.58 In the Tehuacán Valley, he 

excavated a series of caves, among them the famed Coxcatlán and San Marcos Caves, which 

produced 23,607 maize remains including what were at the time the earliest fully domesticated 

cobs recovered archaeologically.59 Bruce Benz and Hugh Iltis recently analyzed these cobs’ 

morphology and recalibrated their date using accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS), a method 

that yields more precise information than radiocarbon dating. Their analysis revealed that the 

cobs date from approximately 3,500 BCE and that in spite of their very small size, they are the 

offspring of fully domesticated maize, not wild, as previously hypothesized.60 
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  An effort to reconstruct the history of settled life in Oaxaca led Kent V. Flannery in the 

1960s to excavate in the humid lowlands of the Balsas River drainage. In the Guilá Naquitz Cave 

in Oaxaca, Flannery found maize cobs that AMS dating revealed to be older than those recovered 

from the Tehuacán Valley by approximately 700 years.61 They date from approximately 4,250 

BCE and therefore are “the oldest in the Americas.”62 This indicated that maize probably 

originated in the Balsas River drainage in Oaxaca, and not in the Mexican highlands in the 

Tehuacán Valley.63 The morphology of the Guilá Naquitz cobs also showed that by 

approximately 4,250 BCE maize had already acquired all the traits of the modern plant.64 

 In the 1960s, during his early retirement, Beadle resumed research on maize, and began 

to promote in earnest the teosinte hypothesis. To demonstrate that a single gene mutation could 

cause astonishing changes in an organism he planted crosses and backcrosses (cross of hybrid 

with one parent) of maize and teosinte strains to show genetic changes in the offspring. First, 

with the intention of producing a facsimile of a cob similar to that found in the Tehuacán Valley 

caves, Beadle crossed Chapalote maize (“a primitive variety and the most teosinte-like that was 

clearly corn”) with Chalco teosinte (“the most corn-like teosinte that was unmistakably 

teosinte”).65 He then planted 50,000 of these hybrid backcrosses (cross of hybrid with one 

parent) or F1 generation with maize and teosinte. The F2 generation revealed that 1 in 500 plants 

were either like maize or teosinte. This is precisely the Mendelian ratio expected in second-

generation backcrosses to show that only four genes had been affected to cause the dramatic 

evolution.66 Thus, Beadle’s experiment proved rather conclusively that the significant 

morphological differences between maize and teosinte could have been caused by changes in 

only four genes. Beadle rejected the idea that “maize originated through hybridization of teosinte 

with a species now either extinct or undiscovered,” proposing instead: “maize arose directly from 
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teosinte through selection by man.”67 Figure 2.9 shows an F1 maize-teosinte hybrid (left) and an 

F2 (right), where it is clear that in the F1 hybrid the spikelet is in the process of evolving into a 

maize-like cob, whereas the F2 hybrid has fully evolved. 

 Advances in molecular biology have also shed light on the origin of maize. Barbara 

McClintock, a pioneering cytogeneticist, was the first scientist to map out maize’s genome and 

indicate which chromosomes produced particular morphological traits in the plant.68 McClintock 

began her research in maize cytogenetics in the 1920s when she was a graduate student at 

Cornell University. In the 1940s, she conducted experiments with self-pollinated maize plants, 

and toppled the current understanding that genes were fixed. McClintock discovered genetic 

transposition, which showed that DNA sequences could change positions within the genome.69 

Therefore, evolution could proceed from advanced traits to more primitive ones (or vice versa) 

because it was driven by selection. When in the 1970s research on bacteria corroborated the 

conclusions of her experiments with maize, her work received the worldwide attention it 

deserved. For her discovery of transposable elements (TEs), commonly known as “jumping 

genes,” McClintock was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1983. 

 In 1971, Beadle organized a “teosinte hunt” in the Balsas River valley in southwestern 

Mexico, enlisting a team of fifteen leading experts, including Kent Flannery, David Galinat, 

Walton Galinat, Hugh Iltis, L. F. Randolph, Wayne Smith, and Hugh G. Wilkes. Scientists were 

hoping to find teosinte strains showing natural mutations that could help to advance research on 

maize’s early stages of evolution.70 Although Beadle and colleagues did not accomplish their 

primary goal, their collective effort encouraged further searches for teosinte strains as well as a 

large body of scholarship on how the grass could have been cultivated, domesticated, and 

consumed in early Mesoamerica. 
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 Hugh Iltis (Mangelsdorf’s student at Harvard) and Raphael Guzmán found in 1979 a new 

strain of perennial teosinte, Z. diploperennis in Jalisco, Mexico.71 The discovery was significant 

because the only known strain of perennial teosinte, Zea perennis, is a tetraploid (2n=40; has 

cells with four copies of each chromosome) and crosses with maize but produces sterile plants, 

which lent credence to the argument that annual teosinte was a hybrid of maize and not its 

progenitor.72 Iltis and Doebley showed that the newly discovered strain is a diploid (2n=20; has 

cells with two copies of each chromosome) exactly like maize, and their hybrids are fertile.73 

 Discovery of this new strain of teosinte helped scientists to more fully understand and 

consequently classify maize and teosinte within a botanical genus. As now classified, both maize 

and teosinte belong to the genus Zea, which includes the following five species: Zea 

diploperennis, Zea perennis, Zea luxurians, Zea nicaraguensis, and Zea mays.74 Doebley further 

divides the species Zea mays into the following four subspecies based on their striking genetic 

similarities, even though morphologically they look different: huehuetenangensis, mexicana, 

parviglumis, and mays.75 All of the subspecies of Zea mays are teosintes and naturally reproduce 

in the wild, except for mays, which is maize (corn). 

Genetic studies of maize and teosinte, particularly after the discovery of the Zea 

diploperennis strain, rendered the Tripsacum theory biologically untenable. Mangelsdorf himself 

recognized at that point that the “discovery of the new perennial teosinte changed rather 

drastically the terms of the debate on the genealogy of corn and teosinte.”76 Mangelsdorf 

accepted the filial relation between maize and teosinte as “now unquestioned,” but on 

archaeological grounds he never fully accepted the teosinte hypothesis.77 Genetics 

notwithstanding, Mangelsdorf still saw “serious flaws” because there is no evidence that 
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“Indians ever grew teosinte as a crop” and “only a few fragments of teosinte have turned up at 

any of the early archaeological sites.”78 

 Various scholars have also noted this persistent problem in maize studies.79 If teosinte 

had been a staple crop, they reasoned, it would appear with more frequency in archaeological 

excavations, and if the wild grass had not constituted a staple, how could it ever have been 

manipulated and consequently domesticated? Michael Coe is among the most pessimistic, 

observing that, “no truly early teosinte has ever been found, either as plant remains or as 

pollen.”80 Flannery responds that teosinte remains, including pollen and seeds, have indeed been 

recovered from archaeological sites. For example, at Guilá Naquitz in Oaxaca, teosinte remains 

date from approximately 1500–50 BCE, which he argues makes its use in Oaxaca at this time 

“indisputable.”81 According to Duccio Bonavia, MacNeish recovered from the Tamaulipas caves 

alone “more than 12,000 specimens” of maize, teosinte, and hybrids of maize-teosinte remains 

that included not only cobs, but also tassels and leaves; however, of these, only “nine remains are 

of teosinte.”82 

 Most scholars currently agree that teosinte was grown and widely used for a variety of 

reasons in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica. Beadle notes that teosinte grains when exposed to fire 

can pop, thus yielding a good source of food, and a reason for indigenous people to use it.83 He 

therefore argues that teosinte was very likely used for its grain, among various other uses, in 

spite of it being difficult to harvest.84 Flannery concurs, and even provides quantitative analysis 

of its potential yield as a crop and nutritional value.85 Iltis has more recently argued that teosinte 

“was initially domesticated not for its grain but for its sugary pith or other edible parts.”86 John 

Smalley and Michael Blake expand on Iltis’s idea by exploring how pre-Columbian 
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Mesoamericans could have used the sugary stalks to make alcohol, which, they argue, could 

have incited the subsequent revolution in its domestication.87 

 Dolores Piperno et al. concluded from their 1999 to 2005 field research and analysis of 

paleoecological and archaeological evidence from the Central Balsas watershed that “neither 

grain size nor morphology allow teosinte and maize to be distinguished” and that “pollen size 

and especially morphology allow the genus to be separated from all non-Zea grasses, including 

Tripsacum.”88 Therefore, because of the similarities in teosinte and maize remains, it seems quite 

possible that there are more teosinte deposits in the archaeology than currently recognized. 

  Molecular biologists’ research continues to clarify our understanding about the progenitor 

of maize. Among the most noteworthy recent advances is Doebley and colleagues’ recreation of 

the gene mutant Teosinte glume architecture 1, widely known as Tga 1, which causes the stony 

fruitcases surrounding the teosinte seeds (fig. 2.10).89 In the 1990s, Doebley and colleagues 

planted different strains of fully domesticated maize plants until they produced a facsimile of 

teosinte, thus uncovering the genetic basis of the changes in cob morphology. They also found 

through similar experiments other mutant genes, including the Teosinte branched 1, widely 

known as tb1, responsible for apical dominance (the transition from a multibranched plant to a 

single-branched one).90 

Cytologists (scientists who study cells) have also helped to explain the close genetic 

relationship between maize and grass. John Doebley points out about maize and teosinte that 

their “genomes are so similar that they share the same chromosome number, similar or identical 

chromosome morphologies, and they can be easily cross-hybridized.”91 Hugh Iltis agrees, 

stating: “Maize is domesticated teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis), differing not at all in any 

of its basic vegetative, floral, or genetic attributes.”92 Recent research by Rong-Lin Wang and 
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colleagues of the teosinte branched 1 (tb1), the principal gene causing the most dramatic changes 

in cob morphology, estimate the mutations to “have been rapid, over just several hundred 

years.”93  

 Molecular biology, therefore, has helped to settle the debate in favor of the teosinte 

hypothesis, and has clarified certain aspects of the process of evolution. It has also shed light on 

the nature of mutant genes responsible for large-scale morphological changes between parent and 

offspring. In 2002, Yoshihiro Matsuoka et al. recreated the maize (Zea mays L.) genome with 99 

microsatellite loci, which they evaluated in comparison to the DNA of 264 plants that included 

maize (Zea mays ssp. mays) and teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) taken from various places 

in America from Canada to Chile. Their genotyping revealed more conclusively the 

“extraordinary morphological and genetic diversity among the maize landraces.”94 However, 

they report that this diversity alone could not support arguments about multiple (e.g., the Andes 

and Central Mexico simultaneously) rather than independent domestications, and their molecular 

study indicates that maize was domesticated only once, from teosinte (Zea mays ssp. 

parviglumis) of the Balsas River drainage.95  

 Nonetheless, the fair question that Mangelsdorf and others have asked about why so little 

teosinte remains has been found in archaeological sites remains unanswered. According to Benz, 

“the problem resides in the archaeological camp,” where the evidence available to determine 

teosinte’s first domestication “is too young.”96 As previously noted, the oldest archaeobotanical 

specimens date from 4,250 BCE, but genetic research and experiments indicate that initial 

domestication occurred between 6,000 and 10,000 BCE. Benz describes the genetic estimates as 

“internally consistent” and “corroborated with quantitative estimates based on archaeological 

material.”97 He points out that in analyzing the archaeological and genetic evidence, “Each lends 
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credence to the other,” and he calls for more expeditions similar to those undertaken by 

MacNeish and Flannery.98 There is a symbiosis between biology and archaeology in maize 

studies.99 Benz’s wish for more “enthusiasm and tenacity to conduct the systematic 

archaeological work in this region” seems not only justified, but also necessary.100  

 I would add that it behooves scientists to analyze more closely Central Mexican material 

culture and the ethnohistoric record, which include evidence of indigenous people’s scientific 

achievements with plants. As discussed throughout this dissertation, these sources present a 

wealth of botanical information that can shed light on aspects of maize’s origin that scientists 

continue to probe. Book 10 of the Florentine Codex, for example, seems to corroborate Beadle’s 

hypothesis that “properly dried teosinte will pop in the same way as does modern popcorn.”101 In 

the Florentine Codex the Nahua report that cocopi (see fig. 5.16), is “similar to maize: just like 

the maize stalk.”102 As will be explained in Chapter 5, Hugh Iltis thinks that cocopi is teosinte 

based on the Florentine Codex’s assertion and accompanying image. Scientists have not yet 

discussed Nahua reports about their consumption of cocopi seeds, which they explained was 

prepared as follows: “The grains of this are parched . . . They are ground together; atole is made; 

it is topped with chili.”103 Furthermore, the Florentine Codex reports of the inhabitants of 

Matlatzinco, in the Toluca Valley in Central Mexico during the Postclassic period, that “popcorn 

[momochitl] was produced right there in their land.”104 Diego Durán also reports that the Nahua 

had “toasted and popped maize that they call momochitl.”105 The Spanish doctor Francisco 

Hernández, sent by King Phillip II to New Spain in the 1570s to record Nahua knowledge of 

plants, also writes about what appears to be popcorn, obtained from a plant he reports to be 

“izquixochitl, which means a plant that has flowers like the grains of maize that pops when put in 

the fire.”106 
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Spanish Acknowledgement of the Nahua’s Sophisticated Knowledge of Plants  

The Nahua in the sixteenth century continued the ancient Mesoamerican tradition of plant 

manipulation, as indigenous painted manuscripts and early colonial chronicles indicate. None of 

this was lost on the Spaniards, who quickly understood both the depth and sophistication of 

indigenous knowledge and the value of learning what the Nahua could teach them. Starting 

immediately after the first European contact with the Indies and continuing into the colonial 

period, the Spanish crown commissioned numerous natural histories and chronicles, including 

accounts focusing specifically on plants. Yet scholars have largely overlooked the usefulness of 

this early colonial documentation of indigenous botanical knowledge in analyzing plant imagery 

in pre-Columbian manuscripts. 

When the initial reports of indigenous people’s advanced knowledge of plants reached 

the Old World, it whetted Europeans’ appetite for more information on the flora and fauna of the 

New World. The Spanish crown under Ferdinand (r. 1474–1516), Isabella (r. 1474–1504), 

Charles V (r. 1517–56), and Phillip II (r. 1556–98) commissioned envoys and historians to 

carefully document the names, uses, and modes of cultivating the numerous plants that were 

routinely used by indigenous people but unknown in Europe. Royal historians who never 

traveled to the New World but had unrestricted access to the information and imports 

continuously arriving from the Americas also began to write accounts of New World natural 

history and medicine with significant information on plants. These included, for example, Peter 

Martyr d’Anghiera’s work collectively known as the Décadas del Nuevo Mundo (1511–30) and 

Nicolás Monardes’s Historia medicinal de las cosas que se traen de nuestras Indias 

Occidentales que sirven en medicina (1565–74). Natural histories penned by Spanish travelers to 
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the Indies also proliferated, including, for example, the Historia general y natural de las Indias 

(1535) by Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdez and the Historia natural y moral de las Indias 

(1590) by José de Acosta, who had been traveling throughout Peru and Mexico since 1571. 

 The Spanish crown specifically requested information on plants. In 1552, Francisco de 

Mendoza, son of Antonio de Mendoza, the viceroy of New Spain, commissioned the indigenous 

ticitl (physician) Martín de la Cruz, working at the Colegio Santa Cruz of Tlatelolco, an 

institution of higher learning established in the mid-sixteenth century by Franciscan friars for the 

indigenous nobility, to write and illustrate an Aztec medical treatise. Intended as a gift for King 

Charles V (1500–88, r. 1519–55), it became known as the Libellus de medicinalibus indorum 

herbis, more commonly as the Codex Badianus.107 The codex consists of sixty-three folios with 

184 polychrome depictions of plants, which the Aztec doctor supplemented with alphabetic text 

in Nahuatl discussing their medicinal qualities, plus descriptions of an additional sixty-seven 

plants not depicted. De la Cruz identified each plant by its Nahuatl name, and Juan Badiano, an 

indigenous scribe from Tlatelolco, also working at the Colegio de Santa Cruz, translated the 

glosses into Latin, the lingua franca of academic and scientific writing in Europe at the time. 

 In 1570, Phillip II sent the Spanish physician Francisco Hernández (1514–87) to New 

Spain to collect plant-related information systematically from indigenous sages. In a document 

dated January 11, 1570, addressed to Hernández and appointing him “chief medical officer of the 

Indies,” the Spanish monarch gives the following instructions: 

First, that with the first fleet to leave these realms for New Spain you shall 
embark and shall go first to that land and no other of the said Indies because we 
are informed that more plants, herbs, and medicinal seeds are to be found there 
than elsewhere. . . . You shall consult, wheresoever you go, all the doctors, 
medicine men, herbalists, Indians, and other persons with knowledge in such 
matters, if it seems to you that they have understanding and knowledge, and thus 
you shall gather information generally about herbs, trees, and medicinal plants in 
whichever province you are at the time. . . . You are to find out how the above-
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mentioned things are applied, what their uses are in practice, their powers, and in 
what quantities the said medicines are given, as well as the places in which they 
grow and their manner of cultivation, and whether their habitat be dry or moist, or 
if they grow among other trees and plants, and if they occur in different varieties, 
and you shall write down descriptions thereof. . . . You shall experience and test 
at first hand all the above-mentioned if you can, but otherwise, you are to obtain 
information from the said persons, and once you are satisfied that you have an 
accurate account, you shall describe their nature, virtue, and temperament.108 
 

 Also starting in the 1570s, Phillip II commissioned the Relaciones Geográficas 

(discussed in Chapter 1), a series of questionnaires for Spanish officials in Mexico to use in 

collecting information on New World history, geography, and resources. Among the questions 

posed to colonial officials were: “What are the grains and seed plants, and other garden plants 

and vegetables that are or have been used as sustenance for the natives?” “What are the herbs or 

aromatic plants that the natives use for healing?” and “What are their medicinal or poisonous 

properties?”109 

 Why did the Spanish Crown avidly seek and record this botanical information? European 

explorations beginning in the late fifteenth century originally sought a new route to join the 

lucrative Eastern Spice trade, and this in part predisposed the crown and explorers to search for, 

collect, and document as much information as could be obtained on plants, their uses, and 

various other aspects of natural history in the Americas. European interest in plants, more 

specifically spices, is precisely what motivated the Christopher Columbus voyages beginning in 

1492 and subsequent ones by Ferdinand Magellan beginning in 1519. Although the Spaniards 

failed to achieve their initial goal of joining the Eastern Spice trade, they stumbled upon a new 

and, in many respects, more remarkable avenue that yielded other botanical products that were to 

exert a tremendous effect in the world’s economy and influence subsequent scientific and 

religious thought in the West.110 
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 Much has been written regarding the extent to which, and the reasons why, Spain and 

other European powers were interested in botanical products and materials coming from the 

Americas.111 But the scholarship is for the most part silent about the origin of the imports, almost 

as if the materials themselves had not been extracted from the natural world by skilled 

indigenous thinkers with capable hands. As Daniela Bleichmar points out in her study of the 

botanist Nicolás Monardes (1493–1588), in Spain he “was hailed as the discoverer of local, 

American secrets.”112 She further observes that the botanical and medical knowledge taken from 

the New World to Europe “was dependent on native knowledge yet [Europeans were] unable to 

access and credit indigenous populations as sources. American natives were at the center of this 

cycle and at the same time excluded from it.”113 Discussions of the properties of plants and plant 

material, and the extent of their exportation to Europe, barely reflect on the fact that these were 

the product of indigenous people’s empirical work. It is almost as if a un-entity or a geographical 

space devoid of human population produced these domesticated plants and plant materials. 

 What little discussion acknowledges the pre-Columbian indigenous people’s scientific 

understanding of botanical concepts dwells on how the Europeans collected the information and 

how it affected European scientific developments. For example, Jacqueline de Durand-Forest 

and E. J. de Durand do acknowledge that the discovery of the New World and access to 

indigenous knowledge of the natural world in New Spain invigorated European research in 

natural history. They maintain, however, that any pre-Columbian botanical or zoological record 

that may have existed before the conquest is now lost. Consequently, the authors discuss the 

scientific information in chronicles compiled in the early colonial period as the product of 

indigenous and European people’s knowledge. For example, de Durand and de Durand contend 

that the Codex Badianus—written and painted by an Aztec doctor—presents “precise but 
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limited” information, and they credit the Franciscans with helping to produce a manuscript 

“where idolatrous practices do not seem at first to play any role.”114 The authors describe the 

information on indigenous medicine in the Florentine Codex as “the product of prehispanic ideas 

and concepts of European origin,” adding that “the information comes from natives who have 

been partially acculturated.”115 Ultimately, the scholarship to date focusing on Mesoamerican 

plants does not fully discuss or even acknowledge that Nahuas in the early colonial period 

provided Europeans with substantial amounts of information on the natural world—new only to 

the Europeans—that they had acquired exclusively from their pre-Columbian ancestors and from 

their own observations and experimentations. 

 Currently, scholars have begun to call attention to the fact that the Spanish Empire’s 

contributions to the development of the Scientific Revolution in Europe have not received 

adequate scholarly attention. Consequently, Spain has for the most part been portrayed as 

scientifically backward in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries in comparison to Britain, 

Portugal, the Netherlands, and various other European powers. Antonio Barrera-Osorio and 

Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra’s scholarship focuses on Spaniards’ contributions to the development 

of science in Europe, and their work has begun to fill the lacunae in the field. An edited volume 

by Daniela Bleichmar, Paula De Vos, Kristin Huffine, and Kevin Sheehan offers what Jorge 

Cañizares-Esguerra describes as “a much needed study of the Spanish and Portuguese 

contributions to the Scientific Revolution in Europe and abroad, a topic about which very little 

has been published in English.”116 As important and exciting as are these new developments in 

scholarship on Spain, they still fail to address another significant point. Spain was compiling and 

disseminating in Europe indigenous scientific knowledge concerning plants that has nothing to 

do with independent Spanish empirical research. Spanish explorers and doctors did not 
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“discover” the information about indigenous plants from Mexico on their own; rather, they 

appropriated it as part of a transfer of knowledge from one advanced civilization to another. 

 Francisco Hernández consistently reiterates this fact throughout his oeuvre. There, each 

Central Mexican plant is identified by its original Nahuatl name, and the source of plant 

information, repeatedly include phrases such as: “according to what the Indians say,” “where the 

Indians hold this grass in great esteem,” “from where the Indians took the name for this plant,” 

and even asking, “What is strange about the notion that Indian doctors have discovered [the 

medicinal properties of a plant] through experience?”117 

 An observation made by Germán Somolinos d’Ardois, a scholar who has conducted 

extensive research on Hernández’s work, illustrates this point. Somolinos d’Ardois has noted that 

when the indigenous tlacuiloque represented Spanish officials in their codices, they usually 

included a character known as el preguntador (“one who asks many questions”), indicating that 

Spanish officials had extracted information from indigenous Mesoamericans (fig. 2.11).118 

Hernández sometimes complained that he encountered some reluctant indigenous informants 

who concealed their knowledge from him and other Spanish officials.119  

 Therefore, Hernández’s writings explicitly indicate that he did not “discover” information 

on plants and their properties independently; instead, he collected that information from the 

indigenous Nahua doctors, scientists, and other sages who graciously shared with him of their 

wisdom. In a letter dated March 31, 1573, addressed to the king, Hernández reports the following 

about his work in New Spain: 

 Four volumes of paintings of plants have been completed recently, in which there 
are 1,100, and another in which there are 200 animals, all exotic and native to this 
region, and scripts in draft and almost half of the descriptions in fair copy. . . . 
According to the Indians, whose experience stretches over hundreds of years here 
. . . great care has been taken that no plant is painted unless I have seen it ten or 
more times in different seasons, smelled and tasted all its parts and asked more 
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than twenty Indian doctors, each one individually, and considered how they agree 
and differ.120 
 

Hernández even relied on indigenous painters to depict the numerous “New World” plants 

included in his work. The extent of his interactions and appreciation for the Nahua doctors and 

painter-scribes who helped him to undertake his ambitious project is reflected in the provisions 

he made for them in his will, where he states his desire “to compensate the Indians who were 

engaged to bring me herbs,” namely the “Indian doctors of Mexico,” and “the Mexican painters,” 

three of whom he specifies by their Spanish names: Pedro Vásquez, Anton, and Baltasar Elías.121 

  

Conclusion: 

By the Late Postclassic period, the Nahua had obtained a sophisticated understanding of the 

natural world. The Nahua understood the biology of plants, and through genetic manipulation 

and selective breeding, they domesticated numerous plants. The collective effort of scholars 

working in different fields, including biology (particularly genetics), archaeology, botany, and 

anthropology, has demonstrated that Central Mexicans domesticated a wild grass and turned it 

into a plant that could produce large cobs with hundreds of kernels, providing sufficient nutrition 

to sustain large populations. Cytologists and other biologists, through their experimentations, 

have uncovered the genetic basis that has enabled them to identify the progenitor of the plant, 

and their work has also led to a better understanding of where the process originally took place 

and how it may have occurred approximately 8,000 years ago. The Nahuas’ ancestors began a 

process of manipulation of a plant that has proved to be highly adaptable, capable of yielding 

cobs with specific desired characteristics targeted by humans. Their exploitation and 

management—through a process that can only be called scientific—caused the plant to produce 
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progressively larger cobs, and cobs with different desired genetic characteristics, for example 

color, taste, size, and/or nutritional value. 

 In the remainder of this dissertation, I use the scientific discussions regarding the maize 

plant presented in this chapter, as well as information provided in the ethnohistoric record, to 

support my contention that the iconography of the maize plant in the Codex Borgia encodes 

scientific messages. Specifically, I argue that a closer analysis of the ethnographic record shows 

that the science and history of the maize plant is inscribed in the pages of the Codex Borgia. Any 

study of maize and its relation to the imagery accompanying it in pre-Columbian and early 

colonial Central Mexican manuscripts should take into consideration the biology of the plant, its 

means of reproduction (i.e, through pollination), and the history of domestication recounted in 

the scientific record. 

 Indeed, the West’s Scientific Revolution owes much to the pre-Columbian indigenous 

scientists who manipulated and found ingenious ways to use countless plants that prior to 1492 

were known only to them. Regrettably, indigenous people’s remarkable achievements and 

contributions have not been adequately acknowledged. This is an important reason, I think, why 

the imagery in the surviving Central Mexican manuscripts has not been recognized as presenting 

scientific information about plants. My analysis of the maize imagery in the Codex Borgia 

attempts to address that problem. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

THE SEXUAL REPRODUCTION OF MAIZE DEPICTED ON 
PAGE 28 OF THE CODEX BORGIA 

 

Page 28 of the Codex Borgia (fig. 3.1), which features maize in association with male and female 

figures, is a symbolic portrayal of the sexual reproduction of the maize plant. I support that 

contention in this chapter with iconographic, scientific, and ethnographic evidence. 

Understanding the biology of the plant is key to unlocking some of the messages encoded in the 

imagery, which have remained largely unexamined or unexplained in the existing scholarship. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the maize plant has male and female parts and reproduces sexually, 

relying on wind to disseminate its pollen to reproduce. Figure 2.7 illustrates this: wind carries the 

pollen (containing the male sex cells) from the tassels at the top of the plants to the silks 

(containing the female sex cells) below. In this chapter I argue that the imagery on page 28 

reflects this same information.  

 Each of the male and female figures on page 28 wears costume elements and/or holds 

accouterments of gods that the Nahua related to fertility, sexuality, sustenance, wind, and maize 

reproduction. Among the gods most prominently invoked is Quetzalcoatl, who is closely linked 

to the origin of maize and agriculture in Nahua mythology and who in his persona of Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl is the god of wind, the very means by which maize reproduces.1 

 

Brief Introduction to the Iconography on Page 28 of the Codex Borgia 

Page 28 (fig. 3.1) presents five compartments, one in the center and one in each corner, with a 

repeating theme of male and female figures amid maize plants. The imagery in each 

compartment is strikingly similar in structure, featured elements, and spatial distribution: a male 
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occupies the top and central space; a female is directly below him; a container sits directly 

behind her; and plots of land cultivated with maize plants occupy the entire width and lower 

space. Three side-by-side rectangles, each containing a day sign glyph, appear directly below the 

cultivated fields, occupying the entire width of the lowest edge of each compartment. 

 To the right and left of each female (fig. 3.2), maize plants bear cobs that have 

anthropomorphic features including eyes and/or mouths, and each cob is painted a different 

color. Each maize plant is depicted with silks on the cobs, a tassel, and a root system. The 

emphasis placed on depicting botanical features indispensable for the plant’s reproduction—i.e., 

the male and female parts—indicates that the imagery refers to something more than simply 

farming. 

 The poses of the male and female figures echo each other: their heads are tilted backward 

with their faces looking directly upward, their eyes are open, and their arms are outstretched to 

the sides. Only in the arrangement of their legs do the positions of their bodies differ. The males 

stand in midair, with one leg in front of the other as if walking, whereas the females’ legs are 

bent at the knee, with one leg in front of the other, in what Elizabeth Boone describes as a 

“pinwheel stance.”2 Each of the females has open hands. The males are depicted with the 

goggled eyes and long fangs that identify them as Tlaloc, the Aztec god of rain. Each male holds 

with his left hand a serpent and an undulating stick representing lighting (tlapetlaniliztli), 

accouterments that further identify him with Tlaloc.3 In his right hand, each holds an effigy 

vessel in the form of a face with the goggled eyes of Tlaloc, like those also seen on pages 27, 37, 

and 75 of the Codex Borgia.4 

 Streams of water emanate from each Tlaloc. One flows from each of his wrists onto the 

maize plants, while the stream emanating from his groin falls on the female directly below him. 
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Each Tlaloc is also depicted with costume elements and facial paint of an additional god, and the 

streams are studded with attributes of that additional god. Evidently, the males disseminate those 

attributes since they fall on the maize plants and the goddesses. Beginning in the lower-right 

compartment, and following a counterclockwise direction, these attributes are: flint knives, a 

“fungus design,” excrement and/or fire curls, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl serpents, and flowers.5 

 Tlaloc’s costume elements are: a headdress, a pectoral, a necklace, a maxtlatl (loincloth6), 

bands around the wrists and the upper legs, and sandals; however, there is variation in the form 

and coloring of these elements as well as in the face and body painting. A ray protruding from an 

inverted trapezoid, a symbol associated with fire and used to denote the beginning of a xihuitl 

(solar year), appears superimposed on Tlaloc’s customary aztatl (heron) feather headdress.7 

Whereas each male is dressed in full regalia, the female accompanying him wears jewels, a 

headdress, and, in some instances, face or body paint, but is otherwise naked. Their fully exposed 

breasts accentuate their femaleness. Their nakedness evokes sexuality. 

Eduard Seler, Anthony Aveni, Christine Hernández and others have analyzed this page, 

but the females’ significance has not been thoroughly examined.8 Most scholars dismiss their 

presence altogether, and one has declared them to be “secondary female figures.”9 Certainly, 

however, the females’ presence appears to be as important as that of the males. Significantly, in 

the lower-right compartment, the female wears the headdress of Quetzalcoatl in his aspect of the 

god of wind (fig. 3.3). As will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4, the Nahua credited 

Quetzalcoatl with obtaining maize for humans, abundance in agricultural production, and, more 

generally, pregnancy, childbearing, sustenance, and prosperity. Why the need to conjure the god 

of wind on page 28? 
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I contend that the biology of the maize plant can answer questions about the iconography 

on this page. Maize reproduces sexually through pollination. Each Tlaloc on this page is 

essentially rendered as a personified maize tassel, floating in midair while each female sits below 

him amid maize plants personifying the silks. The iconographic reference to wind is not at all 

surprising when considering the critical role that this element plays in disseminating pollen. 

 

The Mesoamerican Calendar and Scholarship to Date on Page 28 of the Codex Borgia 

To date, studies of page 28 of the Codex Borgia have primarily focused on its calendrical 

symbols. By the time of the conquest, the Nahua were still using the same system devised and 

used by their early ancestors, which the Florentine Codex simply describes as dating “from time 

immemorial.”10 Days had a unique name formed by the combination of a number and a day sign 

symbol. Each number was represented with dots or, sometimes, a combination of dots and bars 

(each dot represented one unit, and each bar the number five), while each day sign with an image 

reflecting its name. There were thirteen possible numbers used consecutively from one to 

thirteen, and twenty possible day signs, which in sequential order were: Cipactli (Crocodile), 

Ehecatl (Wind), Calli (House), Cuetzapalin (Lizard), Coatl (Snake), Miquizitli (Death), Mazatl 

(Deer), Tochtli (Rabbit), Atl (Water), Itzcuintli (Dog), Ozomatli (Monkey), Malinalli (Grass), 

Acatl (Reed), Ocelotl (Jaguar), Cuauhtli (Eagle), Cozcacuauhtli (Buzzard), Ollin (Movement), 

Tecpatl (Flint), Quiahuitl (Rain), and Xochitl (Flower). The days of a year could begin, for 

example, with the first day sign (Cipactli) accompanied by the first number (1), proceeding to 

the second day sign (Ehecatl) and second number (2), and so on until all possible combinations 

were used. After 260 days, the cycle of counting began anew. 
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 The Nahua used this combination of thirteen numbers and twenty day signs in two 

primary calendars that ran concurrently: the 365-day count, called the xihuitl, which literally 

means “year, comet, turquoise, and herb”;11 and the 260-day count, called the tonalpohualli, 

literally, “day count.”12 Once every 52 years the 260-day count and the 365-day count started 

and ended together. The Aztecs called this 52-year cycle xiuhmopilli (year bundle) and 

celebrated it with a solemn ritual called the New Fire ceremony. The 365-day count consisted of 

eighteen “months” of twenty days each (yielding 360 days) to which the Nahua added five days 

they called nemontemi, “extra days and profitless.”13 Because of the way in which the Nahua 

counted days, every 365-day count began with one of four day signs: Rabbit, Reed, Flint, or 

House.14 These are called year bearers because they gave the year its name. The “AO” symbol, 

so called because it consists of a figure resembling an “A” interlaced with one resembling an 

“O,” denotes the beginning of a solar year in Central Mexican iconography. In calendrical signs, 

this “AO” symbol often accompanies year bearers to distinguish a year from a day. In the Codex 

Borgia, the “AO” symbol takes the form of an “A” interlaced with a trapezoid instead of an “O” 

(fig. 3.4). 

 At the bottom of each of the five compartments on page 28 of the Codex Borgia, the three 

side-by-side rectangles demarcated by red lines, each contains a day sign and a series of dots 

denoting a numerical coefficient (see fig. 3.1). In each compartment, one of the three markings 

also includes the “A-O” symbol, but the other two do not. Therefore, one of the three calendrical 

signs denotes a year date, and the other two, days. Due to natural wear, aging, and damage 

caused by misuse and abuse, however, more than a third of the calendrical markings show 

effacement. The day sign in the lower-right compartment, for example, cannot be reconstructed 

with any degree of certainty; only part of the coefficient, namely three dots, is discernible.15 
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The year signs appear on this page in consecutive order. Therefore, page 28 depicts five 

consecutive solar years that begin with 1 Reed in the lower-right compartment, followed 

counterclockwise by 2 Flint, 3 House, and 4 Rabbit in the next three compartments, and ending 

with 2 Reed in the central compartment. The calendrical symbols denoting days, however, do not 

appear in an easy-to-recognize sequential order. Scholars have used several tactics to interpret 

these day signs including the reconstruction of the most severely effaced ones. This has 

prompted a debate about the exact dates they refer, as well as the significance of the combined 

calendrical signs. Perhaps future research will shed more light on the identity and significance of 

these day signs, but for the moment, we are dealing largely with possibilities when discussing 

them. 

In his celebrated treatise on the Codex Borgia, Eduard Seler presents a very useful 

description of the imagery on page 28. However, he does not provide an explanation for how the 

iconography of a male-female couple amid maize plants supports his astronomical interpretation. 

Seler focuses instead on the calendrical symbols, and argues that the page records Venus cycles 

and solar years. In large part, his argument hinges on reconstructing one of the severely effaced 

day signs in the lower-right compartment as 4 Movement, and in considering the year symbols as 

unrelated to the day signs.16 Seler contends that from 4 Movement, which he interprets as “an 

initial day of the planet Venus period,” to 1 Atl (one of the day signs in the central 

compartment), there are 1,752 days, or exactly three Venus cycles (584 x 3), and five solar years 

(365 x 5), minus 73 days.17 

 However, both of the day signs in the lower-right compartment are effaced, and Anthony 

Aveni, Abate José Lino Fábrega, Christine Hernández, Lord Kingsborough, and others disagree 

with Seler’s reconstruction of the one at the far right as 4 Movement.18 They argue that the extant 
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traces of paint reveal instead the coefficient 5. Karl Anton Nowotny, Gisele Díaz, and Alan 

Rodgers, in contrast, consider the coefficient in this day sign as irretrievable and thus unknown.19 

Seler does not provide a satisfactory explanation for the rest of the day signs on page 28, simply 

stating: “The other dates, the day signs featured between 4 Movement and 1 Water, could be 

considered as dates arbitrarily chosen, dates of transition, so to speak.”20  

 More recently, Anthony Aveni analyzed the calendrical symbols on pages 25, 27–28, and 

53–54 of the Codex Borgia with the goal of showing that they record “real-time astronomical 

events.”21 For page 28, Aveni reconstructs and correlates most of the calendrical symbols—

except for one in each of the two lower compartments that are too effaced to be discernible—to 

“real time Christian date sets.”22 He uses Alfonso Caso’s correlation of the year 1 Reed as 

corresponding to the year 1519.23 Unlike Seler, Aveni considers the day signs in each 

compartment of page 28 as referring to dates that fall within the same year.24 Whereas Seler 

interprets the second day sign in the lower-right compartment as 4 Movement, Aveni sees it as 5 

Movement and identifies it as the initial date of the planet Venus’s appearance. Because in the 

year 1 Reed, the day 5 Movement occurs twice, according to Aveni the intended date on page 28 

correlates to either 21 May 1467 or 5 February 1468, and he chooses the latter because it 

“coincides . . . rather closely with a Venus EFIRST event,” clarifying that “the event in question 

would have taken place on Feb. 11.”25 

Aveni attempts to reconstruct and convert all of the calendrical symbols on page 28 to 

dates in the fifteenth century, analyzing them in tandem with astronomical activity that he argues 

occurred in Central Mexico during that time. He thinks that thus studying the calendrical 

symbols can “offer a significant number of possibilities that match real sky events, specifically 

involving Venus disappearances and reappearances, but also including conjunctions with other 
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planets.”26 The nature of Central Mexican fifty-two-year cycles, however, as Aveni explains, 

endlessly repeat and thus betray no hint as to where in time a particular cycle fell.27 

Consequently, the calendrical symbols on page 28 do not necessarily record dates in the Late 

Postclassic period. Thus Aveni concedes the following: “It is virtually impossible to demonstrate 

statistically that every astronomical event I have suggested was in fact intended to match a 

tabulated date.”28 Aveni also points out that only one of the day signs on page 28 bears any 

relation to Venus movements. Perhaps most importantly, he does not attempt to explain the 

relationship between the calendrical symbols and the accompanying imagery. 

Christine Hernández is the latest scholar to analyze pages 27 and 28, and she argues that 

the “principal theme of the pictures . . . is agricultural and meteorological, although an 

iconographic connection to astronomical cycles is present in both almanacs.”29 Instead of 

allowing the imagery to guide her analysis, however, she consistently returns her attention to 

how the day signs represent real time. Ultimately, Hernández does not explain how the dates and 

the iconography on the page support the Venusian or astronomical theory. She acknowledges 

that the imagery does not “indicate a reference to Venus” and that, other than 1 Reed 5 

Movement (which she, following Aveni, accepts as the planet’s heliacal rise) no other date 

“coincides with a station of Venus.”30 Conceding the dearth of iconographic and/or calendrical 

references to Venus, Hernández nonetheless attempts to link page 28 to astronomical themes by 

proposing that the date 13 Deer in the central compartment “falls within an eclipse season . . . 

during which time both a partial lunar and partial solar eclipse occurred.”31 However, as she 

herself attests: “neither were visible over central Mexico.”32 

 Hernández uses Aveni’s reconstructions of the day signs on page 27 as the basis for her 

own reconstructions of those on page 28. She notes that on page 27, the “four associated 
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tonalpohualli dates [are depicted] at 65-day intervals.”33 Her reconstructions of those on page 28 

are motivated by her desire to find “a systematic pattern in the intervals of time between Day #2 

and Day #3 signs under each of the five compartments” similar to that of page 27.34 Hernández 

converts all of the legible calendrical symbols on page 28 to the Christian calendar, arguing that 

they depict five consecutive years from 1467 to 1471, and proposes that the other two day signs 

in each compartment denote a period sixteen to thirty-eight days apart. Using rainfall patterns in 

Puebla and Tlaxcala from the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries, Hernández contends that 

the sixteen to thirty-eight day periods in her reconstructions of the effaced day signs represent 

particular dates in the early summer. She adds, “It is at this very time of year, from the end of 

May to early July, when the first ears of corn are beginning to ripen and the rains are coming on 

a more regular basis,” and that “young maize plants are particularly vulnerable to extremes of 

rain, wind, and drought at this time of the year.”35 

Hernández agrees with the prevalent opinion that the imagery on page 28 represents, for 

the most part, “distinct forms of extreme weather.”36 This leads her to wonder whether the flint 

knives in the lower-right compartment “could therefore signify aspects related to [the god] 

Itztlacoliuhqui [one of the guises of the god Tezcatlipoca],37 the moon, and the north direction 

like extreme cold, frost, or barrenness as well as lightning.”38 Regarding the imagery in general, 

she concludes: “It is still unclear what the underlying logic (whether calendrical, numerological, 

or mythological) is for the order and association of these particular gods with the five 

consecutive years (1 Reed, 2 Flint, 3 House, 4 Rabbit, and 5 Reed) or with their accompanying 

dates.”39 She does not present any evidence that extreme variance in rainfall patterns (such as 

flood or drought) was common in the area. On the whole, therefore, Hernández assumes, rather 
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than proves, that the images on page 28 reflect a Mesoamerican agricultural almanac that 

records, or perhaps predicts, rainfall patterns and/or the planting season. 

 There are a number of limitations in the attempts to explain the calendrical markings on 

page 28. First, even the most creative work has been able to identify only one of the day signs (5 

Movement) as correlating to any particular astronomical event. Significantly, as discussed above, 

not all scholars recognize that date as 5 Movement, and while some see it as 4 Movement others 

consider it irretrivable. 

Second, the Mesoamerican calendar consisted of repeating 52-year cycles that betrayed 

no hint as to where in the Christian calendar a particular cycle may have fallen. Therefore, the 

calendrical symbols on page 28 do not necessarily record astronomical dates in the fifteenth or 

sixteenth century. As Aveni acknowledges, the dates could refer “to a base relatively far back in 

time, from which current events are intended to be updated, a possibility we cannot rule out.”40 

Third, as Hernández points out, the agricultural or rain almanac hypothesis does not 

account for much of the imagery on page 28. For example, clouds appear only in the central 

compartment; therefore, it seems that rain, or a lack thereof, is not necessarily the principal 

message. Also, each Tlaloc is additionally attired in the guise of another god, which indicates 

that the central message in the imagery may not necessarily pertain to rain prediction. 

Fourth, Seler, Aveni, Hernández, and others may have erred in assuming that the 

calendrical symbols on page 28 refer to dates. Central Mexicans used day signs for a variety of 

reasons, including in naming gods, humans, eras (also known as “suns”), and even food items. 

Illustrating this point is the name of the goddess Chicomecoatl, 7 Snake, which Book 1 of the 

Florentine Codex reports was the name for maize and synonymous with sustenance. 

Chicomecoatl, it says, symbolizes “maize and men’s sustenance of whatever sort; what is drunk, 
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what is eaten.”41 Ce Acatl (1 Reed), as Henry Nicholson notes, is one of the most common 

calendrical names for Quetzalcoatl.42 Some Late Postclassic stone sculptures of Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl represented as a coiled serpent feature a cartouche behind the serpent’s head 

containing the calendrical sign 1 Reed.43 

In the story of the earth’s beginning in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan, each of the five eras or 

“suns” bears the name of a day sign: 

4 Water is the day sign of the first sun that there was in the beginning. . . . 4 
Jaguar is the day sign of the second sun. . . . 4 Rain is the day sign of the third 
sun. . . . 4 Wind is the day sign of the fourth sun. . . . 4 Movement is the day sign 
of the fifth sun, because it moves along and follows its course.44 
 

And when describing “how the earth was established, how everything was established,” the 

Leyenda de los soles names the human nourishment in each era, or “sun,” as a day sign.45 In the 

first sun, humans ate “7 Reed,” in the second sun, they ate “12 Snake,” in the third sun, they ate 

“7 Flint,” and in the fourth sun, they ate “4 Flower.” 

Fifth, and finally, even if the calendrical symbols on page 28 do refer to dates, we cannot 

assume that the page depicts events that occurred on a specific date, as in the Western tradition.46 

One Reed, the year that begins page 28 in the lower-right compartment, is evocative of historical 

beginnings of great significance. The Annals of Cuauhtitlan reports “1 Reed [635]. This is when 

the Chichimecs came out of Chicomoztoc [Seven Caves], so it is told, so it is related in their 

narratives . . . the year count of the Cuauhtitlan Chichimecs began in the year 1 Reed.”47 Thus, 

the invocation of “1 Reed” could be a metaphor for a significant beginning, much as the phrases 

“In the beginning” or “Once upon a time” in Western civilization carry with them, and are 

understood to convey a notion far beyond the literal meaning. 

In Postclassic Mixtec society, as Jill Furst explains, the combination 1 Reed (year), 1 

Alligator (day), was a metaphor for beginnings. The extant Mixtec manuscripts are widely 
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understood to contain genealogical and historical records. But even the calendrical glyphs in 

these manuscripts cannot always be directly related to historical time as it is understood in the 

West. Jill Furst observes that “students of the [Mixtec] manuscripts have been concerned with 

attempts to correlate the native with the Christian calendar, to determine when, in the Western 

system of keeping time, the events in the native documents occurred, or else they have 

concentrated on the difficulties and inconsistencies in suggested correlations.”48 Furst notes: 

“none of the dates” in the Codex Vindobonensis (also known as the Codex Vienna) “may be read 

as literal and historical indicators of time.”49 After evaluating the calendrical symbols in the 

Mixtec manuscripts and comparing them to those in the Codex Borgia, she concludes, 

In Codex Borgia, the Year 1 Reed, day 1 Alligator [not a combination seen on 
page 28] is applied to the growth and prosperity of the maize plant. In the Mixtec 
genealogical manuscripts, the date is extended as a metaphor to the miraculous 
birth of people from the earth, and to the beginning of lineages. In Borgia there is 
no question of dates having a historical function, since that manuscript is 
concerned with divinatory matters. On the other hand, the dates in the 
genealogical manuscripts have long been interpreted as historical, and thus 
potentially translatable into the Christian calendar. The Year 1 Reed, day 1 
Alligator does not, however, fit comfortably, or even plausibly, into a 
chronological framework.50 
 

 Moving past the discussion of the calendrical symbols, one contribution made by earlier 

scholars of the Codex Borgia is the recognition of the importance of cognates. A preliminary and 

effective approach to studying the imagery in the Codex Borgia is to compare and contrast it to 

similar imagery in other extant manuscripts. However, as Seler himself notes: “No other 

manuscript contains images resembling those presented on page 28 of the Codex Borgia.”51 

Notwithstanding Seler’s observation, there are some basic similarities between pages 28 

(fig. 3.1) and 27 (fig. 3.5) of the Codex Borgia. Each page features five compartments, one in 

each corner and one in the center. In each compartment, on both pages, a Tlaloc dressed in full 

regalia appears amid maize. But significant differences preclude the possibility that the two 
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pages relate the exact same message. The two that I address in this chapter, are the water 

emanating from the males (on page 27 the water streams run clear, but on page 28 they flow 

studded with icons), and the presence of naked females on page 28. These differences between 

page 27 and page 28 raise a number of questions that have not yet been addressed in the existing 

scholarship. Why do naked females appear amid maize and below male figures on page 28 of the 

Codex Borgia? The streams emanating from each of the males on page 28 flow with appended 

icons symbolic of gods associated with reproduction, fertility, and sexuality. Why do they fall 

onto the maize plants and the females below? What is the significance of representing imagery 

that suggests male-female coupling in relation to maize plants? Why is the god of wind evoked 

in the goddess’s headdress in the lower-right compartment? To answer these questions, we must 

turn to the biology of the maize plant. 

 

Nahua Understanding of Plant Sexuality and the Biology of the Maize Plant 

To understand the iconographic references to wind and sexual reproduction on page 28 and its 

relevance to maize, we need to consider the morphology and physiology of the plant. As 

explained in Chapter 2, the maize plant has male and female parts and reproduces through 

pollination, with wind serving as the primary medium by which pollen transfer occurs from 

tassels to silks. The ethnohistoric record confirms that the Nahua were plant experts with 

knowledge about the morphology and physiology of flower-bearing angiosperms, including the 

maize plant. 

 The Florentine Codex reports specific information about the biology of the maize plant, 

suggesting that the Nahuas understood that plants reproduce sexually. The Nahua explained that 

a few days after planting and watering a kernel, “the grain of maize bursts; then it takes root. 
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Then it sprouts; then it pushes up; then it reaches the surface then it gathers moisture; it really 

flies. . . . Then the corn silk develops [tzopilivi]; then the corn tassels form [miiaoati]. . . . Then 

an embryonic ear forms. Then the green maize ear begins to form.”52 Furthermore, in describing 

the development of silks in the plant, the Nahua reported that it “spreads becoming coveted—

spreads becoming desired,” a statement that sexualizes the life cycle of the plant. 

 Book 11 of the Florentine Codex, completely devoted to a discussion of animals, plants, 

and minerals, reports that the cempoalxochitl (marigold) flower has male and female 

counterparts and that chichic patli (unknown) herbs “go in pairs; it is said there is the male, 

likewise there is the female.”53 With regard to the biological processes in flowers in general, the 

Nahua reported in the Florentine Codex: 

All the flowers. They begin to blossom in this manner: first they become fat; they 
fatten. Then they form a droplet. Then they swell; then they blossom; they burst. 
Then they open; they produce pistils, they form pistils. Then they are fully in 
bloom; they fill out. At this time they produce a pleasing odor, a fragrance, an 
aroma. At this time they are required, desired, coveted, needed. They are 
cherished, wonderful, meriting wonder, considered wonderful. They fade, shed 
petals, drop petals, darken, wither. They become verdigris-colored, turn verdigris-
colored; they become blotched, dry; they drop. Pertaining to the blossoming of the 
flower are the fattening, the petals, the calyx, the pistil, the pistils, the seed, the 
seed of the flower, the ovary, the receptacle, the stamen of the flower, the 
stamens.54 
 

 Nahua horticulturists evidently spent a fair amount of time observing and learning about 

flowers because they knew specific details about their color, aroma, and physical changes. 

Flowers ensure the reproduction of plants and also encode genetic messages that determine 

different traits that will be passed on to the next generation of plants and fruit. This begins to 

explain why the Nahua held flowers in great esteem.55 Other sources, for example, Fray Diego 

Durán, often complain about the indigenous people’s devotion to flowers. Durán reports that 

among the Nahua, all their “joys and feasts they celebrate with flowers” and that “even hunger 
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they alleviated” by smelling them, adding that “they passed their lives among flowers, in such 

blindness and darkness, and, deceived and persuaded by the devil, who saw” how much they 

valued them.56 Perhaps Durán’s contempt pertained to the sexual connotations flowers had 

among the Nahua. The feast that Durán describes as one of their “most solemn” was held in 

honor of Xochiquetzal, who was, as will be further discussed below, a goddess of flowers and 

sexuality, and who was said to be a harlot and the mother of maize.57  

 Knowledge of the process of maize procreation is unequivocally stated in two of the most 

important early colonial written sources. In the Histoyre du Mechique (ca. 1543), the Nahua 

explain that maize was created through the sexual act between a goddess and the firstborn son of 

the first human couple, Piltzintecuhtli: “Piltzintecuhtli slept with a goddess Xochiquetzal, from 

whom a god Cinteotl [maize] was born.”58 The Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas 

relates a similar story as follows: “The grain that they eat is called maize, it was made in this 

manner: the gods descended, all of them, to a cave, where a god called Piltzintecuhtli was lying 

with a goddess called Xochipilli,59 from whom was born a god called Cinteotl [maize].”60 

Therefore, in Nahua thought, maize is the product of sexual intercourse, and the father of 

maize is Piltzintecuhtli, the son of the first human couple. The sexual aspect of maize’s creation 

is further emphasized at the beginning of the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas, which 

explains that because the gods recognized that there was no female for Piltzintecuhtli to couple 

with, they created a woman specifically for him: “and because he lacked a woman with whom he 

could be married, the gods made from Xochiquetzal’s hair, a woman, with whom he was for the 

first time married.”61 That the female with whom Piltzintecuhtli copulates to create maize was 

made from hair is significant because she is thus recognized as the plant’s female part, the silks. 
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I argue that the Nahua understood that plants have genitalia (i.e., tassels and silks in 

maize), and this would explain why they conceptualized creation as sexual. Many creator gods 

have a female partner or counterpart; for example, Tlaloc’s was Chalchiuhtlicue (God and 

Goddess of Rain or Water), Mictlantecuhtli’s is Mictlancihuatl (God and Goddess of the 

Underworld), and so on.62 In his celebrated and extensive body of work on Nahua philosophy, 

Miguel León-Portilla has thoroughly discussed the supreme “God of Duality,” thus called 

because it was both male and female, and made up of the god Ometecuhtli, “Two Lord,” and the 

goddess Omecihuatl, “Two Lady.”63 The Florentine Codex describes the “God of Duality” as 

“Our Mother and Our Father whose name is Ometecuhtli lives in the nine heavens, which is the 

dwelling place of these two gods.”64 Significantly, the Florentine Codex says that pregnancy was 

“determined by the one that resides in heaven, a man and a woman, whose names are 

Ometecuhtli and Omecihuatl,” but credits the god of wind: “Our Lord Quetzalcoatl, who is 

creator and maker” with procuring it, thus referencing pollination.65 This explains why the 

Nahua did not necessarily or always link sexuality to wrongdoing. According to the Florentine 

Codex, Tlazolteotl, a goddess of “lust and debauchery,” was held in great reverence in 

Mesoamerica (see Chapter 4): 

It is said that all worshipped Tlaçolteotl as a goddess—all who called themselves 
Mexicans; especially the Mixteca, the Olmeca guarded her as their true goddess. . 
. . And as for the Huaxteca, it is said that they specifically worshipped [the] 
Tlaçolteotl goddesses. However, they did no penance before them, nor did they 
confess, because they did not consider lust as a wrong.66 
 
León-Portilla points out that the “concept of divine duality” is widespread in time and 

space in Mesoamerica, and that even modern-day indigenous groups continue to embrace that 

notion.67 Regarding the Maya, J. Eric Thompson says the following: “this same concept of a 

divine pair who created the world with the assistance of other gods to whom they had probably 
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given birth was, one may conjecture, generally held in the Maya area.”68 The Popol Vuh, the 

Quiche creation story compiled in alphabetic text in the sixteenth century, discusses a “primeval 

pair” called E Quaholom “Begetter of Children,” and E Alom, “Conceiver of Children,” which 

as Thompson argues, “indicates that the creation deities are male and female.”69 Thompson adds, 

“In Lacandon belief, the various gods descend from the mating of the red and white plumeria 

flowers (in English, frangipani). These were well-established symbols of sex activity, licit and 

illicit, a fact which supports the idea of a male and female pair who gave birth to the gods.”70 A 

creation myth in the Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel, dating from the sixteenth century and 

written in Yucatec Mayan, relates how a god becomes a bird (male) to “marry” a flower 

(female), thus explicitly referencing sexual reproduction and pollination: 

Then descended Ppizlimtec [god of song and poetry] to take the flower, he took 
the figure of a humming-bird with green plumage on its breast, when he 
descended. Then he sucked the honey from the flower with nine petals. Then the 
five-petaled flower took him for her husband. Thereupon the heart of the flower 
came forth to set itself in motion.71 
 
In the twentieth century, a number of scholars have dismissed the notion that indigenous 

groups were knowledgeable about plant biology. For example, as discussed in the introduction, 

Paul Weatherwax, a leading mid-twentieth century biologist whose research focuses on maize, 

opines that “the Indian was a good corn breeder,” but claims that the botanical concepts 

surrounding the biological processes of the plant were “only vaguely understood.”72 This is a 

surprising conclusion coming from Weatherwax, all the more so because he said that with 

regards to the genetic diversity of maize, “part of the credit must go to the genius of the Indian, a 

quality which has largely been unrecognized.”73 More recently, Wayne Smith writes of North 

American Indians: “These Amerindians had all of the germplasm subsequently used by European 

settlers to produce improved cultivars. That the Amerindians knew nothing about the sex of 
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plants may be accurate, but they did know the effects of planting two types too closely, that 

being the loss of phenotype purity.”74 

While it may be perfectly logical to credit botanists such as Sir Thomas Millington 

(1628–1704), Rudolph Jacob Camerarius (1665–1721), Carl Linnaeus (1707–78), and Christian 

Konrad Sprengel (1759–1816) with explaining plant sexuality to Europeans starting in the early 

eighteenth century, the concept was widely understood centuries earlier in pre-Columbian 

America.75 Overlooking indigenous records, therefore, and crediting eighteenth-century puritan 

officials such as Cotton Mather and Paul Dudley, who noted how the wind affected the genetic 

progeny of maize plants, calling it “wonderful copulation,” with providing the first “insights that 

fostered later research in cross-breeding and hybridization” is unjustified.76 The Nahua 

understood that maize has male and female flowers and relies on wind and humans to reproduce, 

and as illustrated in the available archaeological and ethnohistoric record, took full advantage of 

it to produce cobs with a wide variety of characteristics. 

 

Iconography of Page 28 of the Codex Borgia: What’s Sex Got to Do with It? 

Thorough analysis of the imagery on page 28 of the Codex Borgia, studied against available 

archaeological, ethnographic, and biological evidence, reveals that it conveys a sophisticated 

message pertaining to the sexual reproduction of the maize plant. The male and female figures 

associated with maize plants are the most salient iconographical feature on the page. As noted 

above, the male figures hovering above the females represent the male part of the maize plant: 

the tassel that bears the pollen grains, which, blown by the wind, land on the females below him. 

The females represent these receptive silks that will develop kernels. 
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 Several iconographic elements support this interpretation: 1) the position of each male 

relative to that of the female mimics the physical structure of the maize plant as it exists in 

nature, with the tassel at the top and the silks below; 2) there is particular emphasis on the 

goddesses’ femininity (the naked body, and bare breasts) and hair (representing the silks), which 

is adorned with the elaborate headdress of a god identified with wind, water, and/or flowers; and 

3) as further explained below, each male also appears wearing and holding accouterments of 

gods associated with fertility, creation, sexuality, and maize. They do not hold agricultural 

instruments. The digging stick, for example, the quintessential implement of farming among pre-

Columbian Nahuas, which could link the iconography to farming, is conspicuously absent. 

 Furthermore, from the Tlalocs’ groin and wrists emanate streams flowing with icons 

appended to them—these are flint knives, “fungus,” excrement and/or fire curls, Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl serpents, and blooming flowers—and thus associate him with an additional god 

related to wind, agriculture, creation, fertility, and/or sexuality. These icons transported via the 

liquid emanating from the males express the idea that their essence is being disseminated. For 

example, in the lower-right compartment, the icons are small red and white flint knives that seem 

to fly about the space beneath the male, with some landing on the females and the maize plants. 

This interpretation is consistent with Eric Thompson’s regarding Chac, the Maya god of rain, on 

page 37 of the pre-Columbian Maya Codex Dresden. Chac appears, as Thompson points out, 

“making water” or “urinating” because the emission emerges from his groin and “terminates in 

the head of a heron” (fig. 3.6).77 Thompson speculates that this is “probably one of those Maya 

puns so often used,” adding that “bacha means both ‘heron’ and ‘to pour water from a narrow 

mouthed vessel,’ in this case the penis.”78 Thompson also explains that among the general terms 

the Maya had for Chac were Ah Hoyaob, “the Sprinklers or Urinators,” and Ah Tzenulob “Those 
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who Support or Provide Others with Food,” which he interprets to be “in agreement with the 

early definition of the Chacs as providers of food through the fructifying rains.”79 I add that 

because Chac’s emission materializes into a bird, a pollinator, the message conveyed is that 

penises are “pollinators.” 

 In the first compartment, in the lower right, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind, is 

invoked by the female figure’s headdress, which takes the form of the head of a large bird with a 

long, pointed beak (fig. 3.7). Her face is within its wide-open beak. This beak is the 

unmistakable identifying feature of the god of wind. I propose that Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl is 

invoked here at the start of the page precisely because the imagery represents the dissemination 

of pollen via wind. According to the Leyenda de los Soles, after creating humans with the bones 

of the ancestors and blood from his penis, Quetzalcoatl attained maize from Food Mountain, then 

gave it to humans to reproduce and use.80 This account shows that Quetzalcoatl was associated in 

Nahua thought with the procurement and reproduction of maize—he obtains maize grains and 

creates humans who will plant them. 

 In the same lower-right compartment of page 28, Tlaloc’s face is depicted with 

Tezcatlipoca’s alternating yellow and black bands across the face, although other typical 

identifying attributes of the god, such as the smoking mirror and the severed foot, are not 

included (fig. 3.7). Other pre-Columbian manuscripts show Tezcatlipoca with these bands across 

the face and associated with flint knives. On Codex Fejérváry-Mayer 24, for example, 

Tezcatlipoca appears with the twenty day signs of the Nahua calendar, yellow and black bands 

across the face, and with a flint knife on top of his pectoral, the latter doubling as a day sign. 

According to Seler, “Tezcatlipoca is the Itztli, the one who cuts, the flint-god.”81 Bodo Spranz 

agrees that Tezcatlipoca was associated with flint knives and reports that many pre-Columbian 
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manuscripts depict him with a flint knife as a headdress.82 On page 19 of the Codex Vaticanus B, 

for example, a flint knife appears on Tezcatlipoca’s headdress, and that flint knife in turn has 

another flint knife for a nose. 

 Furthermore, the streams flowing from Tezcatlipoca disseminate flint knives, as these 

have landed on the maize cobs, and the naked goddess. These small knives are roughly oblong, 

tapering at the ends into sharp points. Each has been meticulously painted: one end is white, the 

other red, and the middle, white with very fine red lines. Based on the premise that this page was 

used to predict rain or a lack thereof, scholars have agreed that the flint knives in this 

compartment represent hail, frost, or lightning.83 

These ominous qualities, however, are more in keeping with current interpretations—or 

rather acceptance—of early colonial accounts that overemphasize Tezcatlipoca’s menacing 

qualities and downplay his associations with creation and sexuality. These interpretations 

contradict the imagery in screenfolds—such as the depiction on this very page—that instead link 

Tezcatlipoca to his role in helping Quetzalcoatl in creative endeavors, a role that early written 

accounts clearly describe. For example, in the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas, 

Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca say to each other upon seeing water, “It is necessary to make the 

earth,” which they then proceed to create by sacrificing the goddess Tlaltecuhtli’s body, 

declaring “that from her would emerge all fruit necessary to sustain the life of humans.”84 Book 

3 of the Florentine Codex likewise informs us that Tezcatlipoca “was lord of the heavens and 

earth. All these in truth he made. And he gave men all, which they required, that by which there 

was living, that which was drunk. This one gave riches to men; this one made them prosper.”85 

Moreover, Tezcatlipoca’s presence here further associates the imagery with sexuality. Book 4 of 
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the Florentine Codex says of Tezcatlipoca: “when he walked on the earth, he quickened vice and 

sin,” or “tlaçolli” (garbage), which the Nahua related to sexual promiscuity.86 

 The container depicted behind the female figure in the lower-right compartment further 

connotes sexual reproduction and sustenance.87 This container is a boxlike vessel with a yellow 

exterior and a top that overlaps the upper sides like the lid of a box, as well as a red interior and 

two legs. The inner part of each leg has a stepped profile, one appearing on each side of the 

vessel. In the Codex Borgia, this vessel accompanies Tonacatecuhtli, “Lord of Our Sustenance,” 

on pages 57 and 61 for example. On page 61, Tonacatecuhtli appears in a birth-giving pose, the 

vessel depicted between his open legs (fig. 3.8).88 The vessel is adorned with a yellow circle 

bearing the chalchihuitl (precious stone) design in the center of its front side.89 This chalchihuitl 

motif is not visible on Tonacatecuhtli’s vessel on page 28, probably because the female figure’s 

body obstructs our view. 

 Therefore, the container behind the female in the lower-right compartment is not just any 

generic vessel, but one with a specific significance. The vessel relates the imagery on page 28 to 

the creator god Tonacatecuhtli. Mary Miller and Karl Taube have summarized the attributes that 

the Nahua accorded Tonacatecuhtli, pointing out that he “was a Central Mexican form of the 

aged creator god . . . identified with the miracle of procreation, and in a number of scenes 

appears with copulating human couples.”90 Codex Vaticanus A conveys these very concepts in 

the depiction of Tonacatecuhtli on folio 13v, where the accompanying text identifies him with 

creation and sustenance (fig. 3.9). In front of Tonacatecuhtli appears a male and female couple 

facing each other, their bodies intertwined in sexual intercourse. The couple on folio 13v is 

depicted in the conventional manner of denoting “carnal relations” (sexual intercourse) in 
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Central Mexican manuscripts (e.g., the Codex Mendoza folio 70r).91 Usually an object, for 

example a blanket, covers the couple’s bodies, with only their feet and heads visible. 

 It is noteworthy that Tonacatecuhtli’s crown and the mat on which he sits contain maize 

cobs, which associate him directly with maize and sexual reproduction. In the Florentine Codex, 

Tonacatecuhtli is linked specifically with pollination by the description of the god’s abode: 

The house of the god whose name is Tonacatecuhtli, who lives in the gardens that 
are called Tonacaquauhtitlan, where there are all kinds of trees, flowers, and fruit, 
and there fly about some sort of tzintzones that are multicolored little birds that 
suck on the tree’s flowers.92 
 

Several sources, among them the Codex Vaticanus A and the Codex Telleriano-Remensis, credit 

Tonacatecuhtli with creating the world, providing sustenance, and engendering Quetzalcoatl by 

the act of blowing.93 This shows again—clearly and unequivocally—that in the Aztec belief 

system, creation, sexual reproduction, and maize were linked to the creative powers of wind. 

 In the second compartment of page 28, in the upper right (fig. 3.10), the goddess 

represented is Xochiquetzal (Flower Quetzal) herself. She wears an elaborate headdress that 

consists of a fabric that covers her head and drapes over her shoulders and two yellow flowers 

that protrude above her temples. The fabric is white with two red bands (at the level of her 

shoulders) and the flowers release shoots that could symbolize new growth or even pollen. This 

same headdress is also seen on Xochiquetzal in Codex Borgia 37, where she offers a vessel 

during a ritual involving maize. Xochiquetzal is further referenced on page 28 by the nose 

ornament typically worn by maize goddesses. The two flowers on her headdress also appear on 

Xochiquetzal on folio 292v of Diego Duran’s Historia de las Indias de Nueva España e Islas de 

la tierra firme.94 In various textual sources, Xochiquetzal is associated with sexuality. Recall that 

in the Histoyre du Mechique, she has sex with Piltzintecuhtli, and from that union she conceives 

and gives birth to Centeotl, maize.95 In Durán’s account she is described as a “harlot” who lived 
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the life of a whore.96 As a “harlot,” she would be expected to copulate with numerous partners, 

just like in the most ideal circumstance, the female flowers in maize, the silks, do. The mestizo 

(of Nahua and Spanish descent) sixteenth century chronicler Diego Muñoz Camargo’s discussion 

of Xochiquetzal, further corroborates the goddess’s association with sexuality, pleasure, and 

plants. Muñoz Camargo writes: 

These nations [the Nahua] had a goddess whom they called the goddess of those 
in love, as in ancient times the gentiles called the goddess Venus. They called her 
Xochiquetzal, whom they said lived in the air and above the nine skies, and that 
she lived in delectable places of much leisure . . . They called the goddess’s abode 
in the sky Tamohuanichan Xochitlihcacan . . . Of the tree Xochitlicacan, they said 
that those who reached its flower or were touched by it, were joyful and faithfully 
enamored where the cool air is delicate and cold, above the nine skies. To this 
goddess Xochiquetzal they celebrated a solemn feast every year at her temple, 
which was attended by many people. . . . They say that she was the wife of Tlaloc, 
the god of waters, and that Tezcatlipoca stole her from him, and took her to the 
nine heavens, making her the goddess of good love.97 
  

 The Tlaloc in the same upper-right compartment appears with attributes of 

Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, the “Lord of Dawn,” who appears in various screenfolds with vertical 

white and red stripes on his limbs and torso and white “stars” on his forehead, cheeks, nose, and 

chin. For example, page 80 through 84 of Codex Vaticanus B each features Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli 

with these very identifying features. Scholars have generally interpreted the imagery in this 

compartment as representing inclement weather harmful to maize.98 Hernández argues that the 

small “red-spotted stones” that travel in the water streams emanating from the male, piercing the 

maize, and falling on the goddess are “representing hail, frost, or fungus.”99 Ferdinand Anders, 

Maarten Jansen, and Luis Reyes García also call the icons “red-spotted stones” and interpret 

them as representing “hail that cuts the maize” without explaining how they reached that 

conclusion.100 
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 Indeed, in Book 7 of the Florentine Codex, the Nahua explain that hail (teciuitl) destroys 

maize plants.101 However, the Nahua associated Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli with frost, not hail. The 

Leyenda de los Soles affirms: “This Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli is the frost.”102 According to the 

Florentine Codex, the Nahua regarded frost as a signal that the season for “sowing” and 

“planting” was at hand:  

The frost was called Itztlacoliuhqui. Once yearly the cold came. During the feast 
of Ochpaniztli the cold began. And for one hundred and twenty days—one 
hundred and twenty suns—this persisted and there was cold. And it ended and 
disappeared [during the feast] called Tititl. When [the month] came to an end, it 
was said: “For the frost hath departed. Now there will be sowing—it will be the 
time of sowing. Already land will be planted, so that [seeds] will be planted in the 
soil. Already it is warm, mild, calm. Already the season is good, the time is 
propitious; the hour is at hand; the time is ripe; the moment hath come.” . . . 
Already off-shoots would be pruned and separated, and all would bear fruit.103 
 

Therefore, frost was not a bad omen for plants; it was ultimately beneficial. The Nahua further 

report in the Florentine Codex that snow “was only the servant and companion, which followed, 

accompanied, and spread the frost over the earth. It was considered to be like the rain. And it was 

said that when there was snow, [crops] would be harvested; the crops would be good. It foretold, 

and was an omen of, [good] crops.”104 Furthermore, the Florentine Codex associates 

Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli with “fortune and favor.”105 Other sources report Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli’s 

positive role in the development of agriculture. In the Leyenda de los Soles, for example, 

Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli and Xochiquetzal, with whom he is depicted in this compartment of page 

28, team up to sacrifice themselves at Teotihuacan, along with other gods, to set the newborn sun 

moving, thereby creating the seasons and the corresponding agricultural cycles.106 

 In the third compartment, in the upper left, the female is depicted with the attributes of 

Chalchiuhtlicue, “She of the Jade Skirt,” the water goddess (fig. 3.11). She wears a diadem 

consisting of white circles each decorated with a red dot that is unique to Chalchiuhtlicue in the 
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Codex Borgia. On page 43 of the Codex Borgia, for example, Chalchiuhtlicue wears this diadem, 

and she also has the two vertical lines drawn in her jawline, diagnostic of her iconography. Book 

1 of the Florentine Codex reports that Chalchiuhtlicue was one of the most honored goddesses, 

for “they remembered that because of her we live. She is our sustenance. And thence come all 

things that are necessary.”107 

 The Tlaloc in this same compartment is depicted with attributes of Xiuhtecuhtli, the god 

of fire, as indicated by the narrow bands across the eyes and mouth, and by the fire curls in the 

water emanating from him (see fig. 3.11). Bodo Spranz notes that Central Mexican manuscripts 

commonly depict Xiuhtecuhtli with black lines across the lower and/or upper part of the face at 

the level of the eyes and mouth.108 Xiuhtecuhtli appears on page 1 of the Codex Fejérváry-Mayer 

with the same narrow bands across the eyes. 

 Fire and/or excrement curls emanate from the streams of water, piercing the god’s left 

foot, the maize cobs, and the left hand and both feet of the goddess below him. These curls, 

painted mustard yellow, consist of one long and one short and more tightly wound curl. In some 

instances, these curls emerge from the symbol for excrement, depicted as a smaller, shorter, and 

more tightly wound curl resembling a question mark. Excrement curls are easily identifiable, for 

example on the maize cob at the far right and in the water streaming from the god’s right wrist, 

but the rest of the curls appear to represent fire. According to Seler, among the Aztecs, the sun 

and excrement were closely related.109 Cecelia Klein explains that Mesoamericans associated 

excrement with gold (coztic teocuitlatl), which when translated, is “yellow sacred excrement.”110 

Postclassic Mesoamericans associated gold with the excrement that the sun deposited in its 

journey through the underworld every night.111 Excrement was also a valuable commodity 

because it was used as a fertilizer.112  
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 Hernández suggests that the fire curls in this compartment of page 28 are “flames 

representing drought.”113 However, because of the close association between fire and excrement, 

the purpose of including them here is not entirely clear. Given that behind the goddess, the Earth 

is depicted in the form of a crocodile, and that maize is involved, an alternative interpretation of 

the excrement and fire curls is that they are acting as fertilizers in the first case and as fire in the 

second. Both fire and excrement relate to maize agriculture. Fire was used to clear plots for 

cultivation, a practice that has continued to the present in parts of Mexico and Central America. 

In 1526, the Spanish chronicler Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo, who from 1513 and 1532 

traveled five times on official trips to America, wrote the earliest natural history of American 

flora and fauna, in which he explains that the Indians, after clearing the land of weeds, used fire 

to prepare it for maize cultivation, and that the resultant ashes from the burning fertilized the soil 

“better than manure.”114 The anthropologist John Clark points out that early Mesoamericans used 

fire to clear plots, and reports “pervasive evidence of large-scale forest burning and use of corn 

and manioc, indicative of slash-and-burn agriculture, about 2000 ca. B.C.”115 Thus, given the 

archaeological record, the flames may well represent not drought, but the fire used in the slash-

and-burn agriculture that Clark reports as “pervasive” in Mesoamerica.116 

 The container behind the female in this compartment is rendered as the open jaws of a 

cipactli (crocodile), which according to the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas was the 

symbol the Nahua used to represent the Earth.117 It appears in this compartment probably 

because the male is featured as Xiuhtecuhtli, the god of fire, who played a significant role in both 

preparing the land for cultivation and cooking. Therefore, it is not surprising that the Earth 

appears as the container in this particular compartment. The Florentine Codex informs that 

Xiuhtecuhtli is one of the most ancient gods: “For many purposes was he useful . . . he burned 
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one . . . scorched the fields, warmed, things were cooked in an olla [pot],” and at his feast the 

emphasis is on cooking: “tamales [stuffed] with greens . . . [which were] prepared in each 

dwelling.”118 Therefore, the god is celebrated with cooking in ceramic containers, and the 

burning or scorching of the fields is described as “useful,” not menacing. 

 In the fourth compartment, at the lower-left corner, the female is again identified with 

Chalchiuhtlicue, as indicated by her diadem and the two vertical black lines on her jaw, as 

explained earlier (fig. 3.12). In her left hand is a white rattle with two streamers decorated with 

black dots of rubber. The goddess on page 1 of the Codex Telleriano-Remensis holds a similar 

rattle with streamers, which Eloise Quiñones Keber has described as “rubber-spattered 

accessories usually borne by rain gods . . . [while] the black facial marking [is] typical of fertility 

gods.”119 Book 1 of the Florentine Codex reports that three goddesses—Chalchiuhtlicue (the 

water goddess), Chicomecoatl (the maize goddess), and Uixtociuatl (the salt goddess)—were 

celebrated during Tecuilhuitontli “because they said that these three goddesses maintained the 

people, which allowed them to live and multiply.”120 The container behind this, as well as the 

goddess in the upper-right compartment, is a ceramic vessel. Karl Taube has argued that in 

Mesoamerica, vessels and bowls are “symbolic wombs and birth passages through which the sun 

and other supernatural beings are born.”121 

 Seler was the first to point out that the Tlaloc in the lower-left compartment of this page 

is depicted as Quetzalcoatl because of the yellow beard, an identifying feature of this god (fig. 

3.12).122 Quetzalcoatl appears with a beard and his diagnostic conch-whorl pectoral (anauatl) in 

the upper-right quadrant of page 28 of the Codex Vaticanus B (see also fig. 3.10, discussed 

above). As Miller and Taube have pointed out, “In Late Postclassic Central Mexico, Quetzalcoatl 

often takes the form of the god of wind, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl. In this context, Quetzalcoatl 
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appears as the life-giving aspect of wind.”123 The snakes with the red duck-beak buccal mask 

emanating from the water, the maize, and the vessel behind the goddess further evoke 

Quetzalcoatl in his guise as the wind god. 

 Hernández has argued that in this compartment the “Ehecatl sky-serpents [are] 

representing strong winds” and generally “distinct forms of extreme weather.”124 More recently, 

Susan Milbrath has disagreed with Hernández’s interpretation, stating: “My research . . . 

indicates that these serpents are actually an agricultural pest known as the fall armyworm 

(Spodoptera frugiperda; Lepidoptera noctuidae), which is the caterpillar stage of a moth that 

lays eggs broadcast by the wind, helping to explain why these creatures bear the face of the wind 

god on Borgia 28.”125 However, Milbrath provides little evidence—iconographic, ethnographic, 

or scientific—in support of her contention, other than the disease is spread via wind and 

therefore would explain the presence of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl as wind personified in the 

iconography. 

 Yet these ominous characterizations are inconsistent with what is depicted on page 28 of 

the Codex Borgia, and by what the Nahua said about Quetzalcoatl’s life-giving qualities, 

specifically his role in acquiring maize for humans. Snakes and wind were not ominous in 

Mesoamerican thought. The Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas relates the story of a 

flood in which the waters of the lake were so high that they inundated the first level of 

Huitzilopochtli’s temple and knocked down adobe houses. Reportedly, the flood’s water was full 

of snakes, and the Nahua characterized this as “miraculous,” not frightening.126 According to the 

Florentine Codex, Quetzalcoatl blew the wind from Tlalocan—Tlaloc’s house, the place where 

“Never did the ears of green maize, the gourds, the squash blossoms, the heads of amaranth, the 

green chilis, the tomatoes, the green beans, the cempoalxochitl, fail.”127 It adds, “lightly did it 
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blow.”128 Therefore, instead of “extreme weather,” Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s role in this 

compartment may represent the essential role that wind plays in pollination, as well as the benign 

role that it also plays in bringing rainclouds. That the naked goddess in this compartment is 

identified as Chalchiuhtlicue reinforces the idea of fertility, not inclement weather. 

 The goddess in the central compartment is identified again as Chalchiuhtlicue by her 

diadem of white circles with red dots unique to the water goddess in the Codex Borgia (fig. 

3.13). Chalchiuhtlicue’s importance in maize reproduction is emphasized in Durán’s account, 

which states: “When I say they lived [with water], I mean that water helped them to grow the 

cornfields and seeds which they ate.”129 This explains Chalchiuhtlicue’s presence three times on 

page 28. The Tlaloc in this central compartment is depicted with attributes of Xochipilli (Flower 

Prince), whose features typically include two semicircular red lines that wrap around the outer 

circumference of his face. Flowers, which were widely associated with Xochipilli, appear in this 

compartment as tiny, yellow, three-petaled blooms tagged to each of the three streams of water 

emanating from the god. Xochipilli’s flowers have also landed on the naked goddess and the 

maize fields. According to the Florentine Codex, Xochipilli was associated with sexuality and 

also with some venereal diseases, which were considered to be the result of not observing sexual 

abstinence during certain annual celebrations.130 But Xochipilli was also “a god of positive 

creative energies, and as such . . . a patron of flowers, dancing, feasting, painting, and game-

playing.”131 Thus, in his association with flowers, Xochipilli represents in this page the tassel, its 

pollen traveling to the maize plants and the naked female below. This is the only compartment 

that scholars have argued connotes optimal conditions for farming.132 I agree but reiterate that 

my contention is that the imagery rather than representing rainfall patterns reflects a 

sophisticated message pertaining to the sexual reproduction of the maize plant. 
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The container behind the goddess in the central compartment bears the design of the 

chalchihuitl, connoting preciousness and womb (fig. 3.13). In Aztec art the chalchihuitl motif 

often appears representing a womb giving birth. For example, a pre-Columbian Aztec stone 

sculpture with the carving in low relief of Tlaltecuhtli, the Earth Monster, features a chalchihuitl 

in the goddess’s middle, from where emerges, as Cecelia F. Klein points out, “a small figure 

identifiable as the god Tezcatlipoca” (fig. 3.14).133 Tlaltecuhtli appears with legs spread apart in 

a parturient position134 and therefore, as Klein explains, represents “the creator goddess giving 

birth.”135 Page 47 of the Codex Borgia also features a birth from a chalchihuitl; here, of a female 

wearing the headdress of unspun cotton of earth and creator goddesses.136 

Moreover, the Florentine Codex says that the chalchihuitl “attracts moisture,” further 

evoking the womb because it alludes to female fertility, semen, and amniotic fluid.137 The 

Florentine Codex describes the chalchihuitl as a precious stone widely used in making jewelry 

such as necklaces to indicate noble standing. Book 6 of the Florentine Codex repetedly equates 

offspring with necklaces, feathers, and preciousness. Not surprisingly, then, all of the goddesses 

on page 28 wear necklaces, as does Xochiquetzal on page 60 of the Codex Borgia (see figs. 3.1 

and 3.10). According to the Florentine Codex, after a woman had given birth, the midwife138 

declares:  

The maiden hath cast forth the baby, our child. . . . it appeareth on earth—the 
precious necklace, the precious feather. . . . Here on your neck, in your bosoms, in 
your hands he [Quetzalcoatl] placeth a precious necklace, a precious feather, the 
incomparable, the wonderful, the precious, the priceless, the rare. In thy presence, 
in thy hands he placeth a broad, a precious feather, the well formed, the dark 
green.139 
 

I therefore conclude that the chalchihuitl design on this page associates the female figure with 

the womb and maternity thus suggesting sexual reproduction. The Annals of Cuauhtinchan 

relates the story of a “female tribute collector” saying that, “between this woman’s legs there was 
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polished jade [chalchihuitl] on her private parts.”140 In sum, the foregoing suggests that the 

container behind each female on page 28—Tonacatecuhtli’s vessel, the Earth as a crocodile 

monster, ceramic pots, and the chalchihuitl—represents birth, emergence, and sustenance. That 

males appear above the females amid maize specifically evokes the sexual reproduction of the 

maize plant. 

 

Conclusion 

My objective in this chapter has been to open up the discussion of page 28 of the Codex Borgia. 

Starting with Edward Seler’s pioneering study, the prevalent interpretation is that the imagery 

and calendrical glyphs reference divination and astronomy. Previous studies of this page have 

not explained the significance of the maize iconography, other than to suggest that the 

calendrical dates’ objective is to predict rainfall patterns useful to farmers. Specifically, no study 

to date has addressed why maize plants appear in association with male-female couples. More 

recently, scholars have tried to figure out the historic events that motivated the inclusion of 

calendrical glyphs, but they continue to promote the idea that they pertain to astronomy. As I 

explained in the chapter, the Nahua used calendrical glyphs to denote names of persons or food, 

and/or calendrical dates. But even when calendrical dates are referenced, sometimes they 

indicate metaphorical time. 

 The core argument in this chapter is that focusing on the iconography reveals that the 

imagery represents a more significant message than rain prediction. Biology and ethnohistory 

offer evidence that helps to advance the scholarship on page 28. My study of this page introduces 

scientific concepts pertaining to the morphology and physiology of the maize plant. It also 

presents ethnohistoric evidence compiled in the early colonial period indicating that the Nahua 
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explained that the union of male with female produced maize, which is the equivalent of saying 

that they understood that the maize plant has male and female parts and reproduces sexually. 

Analyzing the iconography of page 28 with this evidence indicates that the messages encoded in 

the imagery correspond more closely to the biology of the maize plant than to soothsaying, 

astronomy and/or simple farming. As I try to establish in this dissertation, the iconography in the 

Codex Borgia records scientific information about the natural phenomena that occur in the life 

cycle of maize plants. Page 28 specifically pertains to the plant’s sexual reproduction. 

Therefore, the imagery on page 28 recounts the story of how gods and goddesses worked 

together to produce maize. The manner of the reproduction is sexual. The composition of each of 

the five compartments is eloquent. Streams emanate from the males, and they are intended for 

the females and maize plants below him. Each female appears in the position of a receiver, with 

open arms, open hands, and exposed breasts, accentuating her feminine gender. She is not 

submissive, but receptive, and her exquisitely constructed jewels and headdress demonstrate her 

importance in the story being told.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
THE ROLE OF WIND IN MAIZE REPRODUCTION: 

REEVALUATING EHECATL-QUETZALCOATL’S SIGNIFICANCE 
 

Just as one cannot think of maize reproduction without considering the role of wind, one cannot 

analyze maize imagery in the Codex Borgia without considering the role of Quetzalcoatl. For the 

Nahua, Quetzalcoatl was one of their most important gods, credited with a number of significant 

events surrounding the creation of the sun, humans, rain, maize, and the calendar. His name is 

made up of two Nahuatl words: Quetzalli, “rich feather, long and green”; and Coatl, “serpent or 

twin.”1 Consequently, his name suggests that he is part bird and part serpent, and is usually 

translated as Feathered Serpent, Plumed Serpent, or Precious Serpent. When the Nahua added the 

prefix Ehecatl, “wind or air,” to form Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, it was to link Quetzalcoatl the 

creator god to that element.2 Book 7 of the Florentine Codex discusses wind, explaining: 

“Ehecatl. That which was known as [the wind] was addressed as Quetzalcoatl. From four 

directions it came, from four directions it traveled.”3 This chapter addresses why the Nahua 

thought of wind as so significant that they made it an aspect of one of their most important gods. 

 In early colonial chronicles, Quetzalcoatl was described simultaneously as an actual 

historical figure (Quetzalcoatl and/or Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl), and as a god associated 

with creation and wind (Quetzalcoatl and/or Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl). The ambiguity of whether 

Quetzalcoatl was a historic figure or a god has caused much confusion. Scholars have analyzed 

what the Nahua said about Quetzalcoatl, trying to establish a clearer distinction between the two 

personas that he seems to have embodied simultaneously. To date, most studies have focused on 

whether he was in fact a historical figure. His association with wind, his role in the procurement 

of maize, and the concomitant development of agriculture, remains largely unexamined. I will 
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show in this chapter that the images and textual sources associating this god with creative 

endeavors, the development of agriculture, and the reproduction of maize refer to actual 

biological processes. Creation as the Nahua conceptualized it (see also Chapter 5) was based on 

human beings’ manipulation of nature, particularly plants, and therefore, was an ongoing 

endeavor that was both real and historic. Consequently, I contend, the two entities and sets of 

themes that Quetzalcoatl embodies—human/god and history/creation—distinct as they may seem 

to us, were related because to the Nahua creation was historical.  

 In this chapter, I argue that the history of the development of agriculture is an integral 

part of the historical annals of the Nahua. Regardless of whether, and to what extent, the figure 

of Quetzalcoatl was or was not an actual historical person, by the time the Codex Borgia was 

painted, he was unquestionably an important character in Nahua thought, carrying strong 

associations not only with wind but also with agricultural production, sustenance, fertility, sexual 

reproduction, and plenty. To the Nahua, wind was associated with plant reproduction; therefore, 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s persona and actions represented real historic events, namely those 

pertaining to the history of agriculture. A wholesale reexamination of Quetzalcoatl and his 

association with the procreation of plants is necessary and, in many respects, long overdue. 

 Not surprisingly, the Nahuas linked Quetzalcoatl to a broad range of seemingly disparate 

themes, including creation, agriculture, reproduction, pregnancy, birth, male/female coupling, 

sustenance, wealth, flying, feathers, birds, maize, work, creative endeavors, and the arts. 

Although the Nahuas often gave one god multiple roles, the large number and diversity of 

themes related to Quetzalcoatl are unusual and impressive. What explains this? Here I will argue 

that in Nahua thought, Quetzalcoatl’s many associations were not nearly as disparate as they 
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seem to us. Nahua philosophy and religious thought seems to be based on scientific principles 

pertaining to plants, and a thorough analysis of Quetzalcoatl sheds light on this issue.  

 The Nahua understood that wind is the primary agent involved in the procreation of 

maize, as well as of other plants they cultivated. In addition, they understood (as explained in 

Chapter 3) that plants have male and female parts, and that wind and pollinators united them to 

produce offspring. Wind, consequently, brought them food, sustained them, and created the 

agricultural surplus that enabled their civilization to flourish. When seen in this way, it is not 

surprising that the Nahua associated the god of wind with pollination, flying, and the 

development of agriculture. It also explains Quetzalcoatl’s associations with flowers, pregnancy, 

birth, and male/female coupling, which will also be discussed in this chapter.  

The chapter begins with a discussion of a few key works on Quetzalcoatl that reveal the 

difficulties in trying to clarify the ambiguities surrounding his persona. It continues with a 

review of his role in creative endeavors, particularly those pertaining to the establishment of 

agriculture. The next section analyzes a series of images of Quetzalcoatl in his guise as the god 

of wind, in which he is linked to birds, feathers, flowers, reproduction, travel, and bones. Each of 

these associations can be tied to pollination and related themes of maize reproduction and 

agricultural plenty. In the final section of this chapter, I discuss briefly how the Nahuas’ 

understandings of Quetzalcoatl help explain, and in some ways encapsulate, the chasm of 

misunderstanding between them and the friars. 

 

Key Discussions in the Literature of a Complex and Composite Figure 

Quetzalcoatl’s significance is difficult to ascertain for at least two related but distinct reasons. 

First, as is true with many (or perhaps all) of the gods of Central Mexico, he has multiple 
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attributes, aspects, appearances, associations, and characteristics. Quetzalcoatl is not simply the 

god of wind, the god of agricultural production, a god of sustenance, or a powerful feathered 

serpent, but simultaneously all of these things, and many more. Although the problem of 

organizing the available evidence regarding Mesoamerican gods into discrete categories, 

whatever we understand or desire these to be, is common in Mesoamerican studies, it is 

especially pronounced in the case of Quetzalcoatl.4  

 Second, both images and textual sources identify Quetzalcoatl simultaneously as a 

historical figure and one of the most important gods in the Mesoamerican pantheon. For 

example, the Florentine Codex, Book 1 declares: “This Quetzalcoatl, although he was a man, 

they considered him a god.”5 Many other early colonial sources report Ehecatl as being one and 

the same as Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl. Motolinía, for example, attests “This god of air they called in 

their language Quetzalcoatl . . . he was a native of Tollan,”6 whereas Diego Durán reports, “The 

god Ehecatl was commemorated on this same feast [Huey Tecuihuitl]. He is also the one known 

as Quetzalcoatl . . . Ehecatl means wind.”7 

 Numerous scholars have discussed the various aspects of Quetzalcoatl, but not his 

associations with wind as it relates to pollination. To date, the historian Henry Nicholson’s 

meticulous research on and discussion of Quetzalcoatl, which began with his PhD dissertation in 

1957, is the most thorough and the most comprehensive in scope. Nicholson collected, 

summarized and analyzed virtually every primary document pertaining to Quetzalcoatl, and 

when applicable, included the most pertinent archaeological information available as well. 

Subsequent generations of scholars continue to benefit from his systematic presentation and 

insightful analysis of what is often rich and very dense material.8 
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 Even in his capacious oeuvre, however, Nicholson chose not discuss Quetzalcoatl’s 

associations with wind, creation, and maize agriculture. Instead, he focuses on the historical 

aspects of this personage: “In line with the primary focus of this study, it is only the material 

relating to the latter figure [Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, not Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl] that will be 

considered here.”9 Nicholson’s painstaking analysis of the large corpus of ethnohistoric material 

containing information on Quetzalcoatl does not, however, reveal a clearer distinction between 

the “historical” personage versus the god, nor does it provide a better understanding of who 

exactly the historical figure really was.10 As Nicholson explains, “Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl was 

conceivably a genuine historical figure prominently involved with an early stage of Toltec 

history . . . If so, he later seems to have become blended and occasionally, to some extent 

confused with certain supernatural personalities, particularly an ancient fertility/rain/wind/creator 

deity, Ehecatl Quetzalcoatl.”11 

 In a 2000 publication, Nicholson discusses the iconography of coiled feathered serpent 

sculptures carved by Nahua artists in the late Postclassic period. The article offers a very useful 

(although brief) survey of the iconography of the sculptures, their current physical condition, and 

their location, but provides only limited insight regarding their symbolism. Nicholson writes: 

“The deity known by this name [Quetzalcoatl] played a major role in the cosmogonic myths, 

particularly in the creation of mankind and human sustenance,” and notes that “creativity is the 

most positive manifestation of fertility, and Quetzalcoatl—particularly in his aspect as Ehecatl 

(‘wind’)—epitomized this fundamental core of the late pre-Hispanic Central Mexican religious 

system, both conceptually and in propitiatory ritual.”12 Regarding the purpose of the stone 

sculptures, on the other hand, Nicholson admits, “The function of these coiled feathered serpents 

is uncertain.”13 
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 Susan Gillespie has advanced one of the most thought-provoking arguments concerning 

the ambiguity surrounding Quetzalcoatl’s figure. In noting that Quetzalcoatl appears “as both a 

mortal, the king of Tollan, and a god, the ‘Feathered Serpent,’ associated with fertility, wind, and 

Venus,” Gillespie points out that in colonial manuscripts such as the Florentine Codex and the 

Codex Ríos, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl as “the king of Tollan is pictured wearing the deity attributes 

of Ehecatl.”14 Gillespie therefore proposes that the story of Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl the historical 

figure as recounted in early colonial sources is a post-conquest fabrication created to fit colonial 

cultural and political needs of both the Europeans and the Nahua.15 

 To date, however, most scholarly discussions have focused on Quetzalcoatl’s associations 

with political history and institutions, including religious ones. Such discussions primarily seek a 

better understanding regarding the ways in which pre-Columbian and early colonial Nahuas 

conceived of and recorded history. The consensus seems to be that Mesoamerican annals, 

including records of the deeds of historical figures, are in great part suffused in myth. For 

example, Michel Graulich has devoted significant attention to the question of whether 

Quetzalcoatl is purely a mythological figure or a historical one. After an extensive comparative 

analysis of the mythological traditions, he concludes that existing Toltec history is constructed 

from Mexica creation myths, which they manipulated to serve their own socio-political goals.16  

 Similarly, David Carrasco has studied Quetzalcoatl’s relationship to the famed city of 

Tollan, which he recognizes as “an actual earthly site,” but one that “was also understood as a 

‘symbolic center.’”17 Carrasco’s contribution has been considered a pioneering endeavor that 

sheds light on the religious thought and political ideology embodied in the figure of 

Quetzalcoatl, guiding the development of the Nahua city. Carrasco focuses on the social and 

symbolic interplay between center and periphery.18 His objective with this approach, as he 
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clearly states is “to present a new understanding of Quetzalcoatl’s significance by emphasizing 

the urban setting of the ancient culture and the ways in which ancient Mexicans regarded their 

society as a cosmo-magical construct.”19 Ultimately, Carrasco argues that the figure of 

Quetzalcoatl is suffused in mythology and magic. 

 Debates pertaining to Quetzalcoatl’s historicity, or lack thereof, have monopolized 

scholarly attention thus facilitating a reconstruction of Nahua sociopolitical development and 

clarifying how Central Mexicans may have conceptualized and recorded history. The intense 

focus on royal successions and the political development of urban centers, however, has 

detracted attention from Quetzalcoatl’s role in the development of agriculture. Even when this is 

considered, it is usually discussed in relation to the establishment of political institutions—e.g., 

the creation of the state—which scholars argue obtained its legitimacy through myths of 

creation.20 Thus Quetzalcoatl’s role in the creation and procreation of maize is considered, at 

most, only a mytho-cosmological construction, and his role in agriculture is relegated to 

discussions pertaining to the realm of mythology. One of the unintended consequences of 

overemphasizing the importance of myth within the Mesoamerican cultural milieu is that it 

causes Mesoamericans to be perceived as being overly concerned with what Westerners consider 

to be magic and superstition, rather than knowledge of real-world facts and science.21 

 A thorough analysis of the images and textual references alluding to Quetzalcoatl as wind 

and the role that the element plays in plant reproduction has yet to be conducted. Only a few 

studies focus on Quetzalcoatl as wind, and these explain the association as having to do with 

religion and myth. Michel Graulich’s brief essay regarding Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s qualities as “a 

life-bringer” offers no in-depth analysis of the evidence that he identifies of Quetzalcoatl’s 
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associations with creative endeavors. Nor does Graulich analyze Nahua conceptions of creation 

in relation to Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl and wind.  

Karl Taube offers a comparative study of what he calls a “wind complex” that he argues 

developed in various societies in Mesoamerica (from the Olmecs to the Aztecs) and in what is 

today the United States southwest. He finds that “the degree of similarity in religious beliefs and 

practices” in these societies is “striking.”22 Although Taube acknowledges that the significance 

of wind is related to flowers, he does not link this to the role that the element plays in pollination. 

Instead, Taube equates wind with breath and its associations with life, arguing: “In Mesoamerica 

and the American Southwest, it is frequently difficult to distinguish between wind and breath . . . 

Both wind and breath are widely identified with the concept of the breath spirit instilled at birth 

and departing at death.”23 Ultimately, Taube concludes regarding the feathered serpent’s 

iconography and symbolism: “Although the feathers of the Mesoamerican version have usually 

been interpreted as alluding to avian flight and preciousness, these feathers may also incorporate 

the concept of breath and the breath soul.”24 Therefore, Taube perceives a link between wind and 

life-giving qualities but does not explore the relationship that exists among wind, the 

dissemination of pollen, and the maize plant.  

 More recently, Enrique Florescano presented a study of the development of the cult of 

Quetzalcoatl in Mesoamerica from the Olmec (ca. 1500–300 BCE) to the Aztec (1335 CE–

1521), in which he analyzes the god’s three main manifestations: Quetzalcoatl, Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl, and Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl. Florescano summarizes Ehecatl’s creative 

attributes as follows: “Ehecatl, the god of wind, to whom the cosmogonies attributed the 

foundation of the Fifth Sun, is one of the major deities of the Mexica. . . . Ehecatl’s creative 

powers reside in his capacity to move the wind through the different paths and levels of the 
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cosmos. He is the force that transports air, the gust that moves the clouds and precipitates the 

rain on earth.”25 In addition, Florescano discusses Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s role in the creation of 

humans and of maize. However, he maintains that each of Quetzalcoatl’s different 

manifestations—whether divine or historical—associate him with the founding of the city of 

Tollan, “the first Nahua kingdom,” and that his cult was therefore associated mostly with “the 

myths that support political legitimacy.”26 

 In sum, scholarly discussions to date have identified and explored Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s 

associations with creative endeavors. These have not, however, examined either the botanic 

reasons for wind’s significance or Quetzalcoatl’s role as personified wind in the dissemination of 

pollen in the reproduction of maize. 

 

Quetzalcoatl’s Role in Creative Endeavors and the Development of Agriculture 

The Nahua conceived of creation as an ongoing and collaborative process, and they associated 

Quetzalcoatl with a series of creative endeavors leading up to the development of agriculture. To 

them it is wind that caused rain, sun, humans, and plants to exist and/or operate in their present 

form. Regarding rain, for example, the Florentine Codex states: “Quetzalcoatl—he was the wind; 

he was the guide, the roadsweeper of the rain gods, of the masters of the water, of those who 

brought rain.”27 As for the sun, it is Quetzalcoatl, as the god of wind, who made the sun move 

across the sky. The Florentine Codex reports, “When yet no sun had shown and no dawn had 

broken . . . the gods gathered themselves together and took counsel among themselves there at 

Teotihuacan,” and asked “Who will carry the burden? Who will take it upon himself to be the 

sun, to bring the dawn?”28 Nanauatzin, by jumping valiantly into the fire, sacrificed himself to 

become the sun, but once it rose, it could not follow its path across the sky. The gods knew that 
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life under those conditions could not exist. Several other gods sacrificed themselves to no avail. 

Ultimately, Quetzalcoatl as the wind “arose and exerted himself fiercely and violently as he 

blew. At once [the sun] could move, who thereupon went on his way.”29 Because he set the sun 

in motion, Quetzalcoatl was credited with establishing the seasons and agricultural cycles, and 

inventing the calendar. As set forth in the Florentine Codex, Quetzalcoatl also established the 

year cycles: “This table . . . is the year count, and is the most ancient thing. They say that 

Quetzalcoatl invented it.”30 

 Quetzalcoatl also takes a leading role in creating human beings. The details in this story 

as well as Quetzalcoatl’s role in it exude sexuality and pollination. In the Leyenda de los Soles, 

Quetzalcoatl goes to the land of the dead to retrieve bones to create humans. He tells the 

stewards of bones: “I’ve come for the precious bones that you are keeping. I’ve come to get 

them.”31 Then: 

The dead land lord replied, “Very well. Blow my conch horn and circle four times 
around my precious realm.” But his conch horn was not hollow. Then he 
summoned worms, who hollowed it out. Then bumblebees and honeybees went 
in. Then he blew on it, and the dead land lord heard him.32 
 

The “dead land lord” initially allows Quetzalcoatl to take the bones, but then changes his mind 

and sends “his messengers, the dead land people” to prevent Quetzalcoatl from taking them. But 

Quetzalcoatl succeeds, and the story continues: “The male bones are in one pile the female bones 

are in another pile. Then Quetzalcoatl takes them, wraps them up, and comes carrying them 

off.”33 Once more, the Lord of the Land of the Dead sends his messengers to stop Quetzalcoatl, 

and dig “a pit” into which he falls, breaking the bones. Fearing the bones “ruined,” Quetzalcoatl 

once again picks them up to take to Tamoanchan, a paradise-like place, where the creator 

goddess Cihuacoatl34 grinds up the bones and places them in a jade bowl. Quetzalcoatl sheds 

blood from his penis into the bowl, and the first humans come to life. That the bowl is of jade 
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(chalchihuitl) is also significant because as explained in Chapter 3, the chalchihuitl and bowls 

symbolize wombs. The bones and the blood are the material from previous generations that make 

possible, with the help of males and females, the creation of new life. 

 The Nahua based their explanation of the world, and consequently their philosophy and 

religious beliefs, on practical observations of nature. They correctly perceived the parallels 

between the sexual system of reproduction in plants and humans. This may explain why the cobs 

and/or the maize plant, the prototype of plant life, are often represented with anthropomorphic 

features in pre-Columbian Central Mexican manuscripts. For example, in the Codex Borgia the 

maize cobs often appear with eyes and mouth (fig. 4.1, left). In the Codex Fejérváry Mayer, the 

maize plant is part human; note how the main stalk emerges from the human’s head and the roots 

from the buttocks (fig. 4.1, right). It is therefore understandable that Quetzalcoatl as wind 

personified, who creates plant life through pollination and seed dispersal, would be also credited 

with creating humans. The “seeds and pollen” that brought humans to life were the ancestors’ 

bones and the blood from Quetzalcoatl’s penis. 

Additional elements in the story in the Leyenda de los Soles allude to sexual reproduction 

and childbirth. Bees—which are pollinators—assist Quetzalcoatl in his task of hollowing out the 

conch shell so he can “blow” on it. According to the glosses in folio 19r of the Codex Telleriano-

Remensis, the Nahua likened conch shells to wombs, declaring: “as a snail comes out of the snail 

shell, so a man comes forth from the womb of his mother.”35 Page 42 of the Codex Borgia 

features the birth of a figure that Seler has identified as the god Xolotl-Nanauatzin, from a 

seashell.36 Moreover, the lord of the dead land is hesitant to let go of the bones and attempts to 

bury Quetzalcoatl by digging a “pit” into which he falls. In Nahuatl, “pit” is tlaxapotlalli, which 

Molina defines as a “thing pierced or hollowed out, or corrupt virgin,” further suffusing this 
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creative event with sexuality.37 Quetzalcoatl recreates life from the remains of ancestors. Here, 

again, we see the analogy between the life cycle of plants and animals, including humans. Maize, 

for example, is an annual plant; it completes its entire life cycle—from birth, to reproduction, to 

death—in one planting season. But new life is created from seeds, which are the offspring of the 

dead plant. 

 In Nahua mythology, Quetzalcoatl is also tied to the development of human agriculture 

through the procurement of maize. The Leyenda de los Soles relates that while the gods wonder 

how to provide humans with a source of sustenance, Quetzalcoatl urges a black ant that gathers 

shelled maize (tlaolli) to reveal where he obtained it. Initially reluctant, the ant guides 

Quetzalcoatl to Food Mountain (tonacatepetl) and, the story continues, “thus introduces him (to 

the corn). They go out together. It is said that the red ant guided Quetzalcoatl . . . then 

Quetzalcoatl carries it on his back to Tamoanchan.”38 After the gods eat, they give the maize to 

humans so that “they [can] become strong.”39 The gods wonder what to do with Food Mountain, 

how to make it accessible to humans, “‘For now it will only wish to remain where it is.’ 

Quetzalcoatl pulls at it, but he cannot move it.”40 

 To the Nahua, creation was a collaborative process. Quetzalcoatl fails in his attempt to 

carry Food Mountain by himself, but Oxomoco and Cipactonal, the first human couple in the last 

creation, and therefore, the ancestors, figure out that other gods can help, particularly the rain 

and the sun gods. The text continues: 

Quetzalcoatl went and tried to carry it [Food Mountain] . . . but he couldn’t lift it. 
. . . Then Oxomoco and Cipactonal said, ‘Nanahuatl [the sun] will strike Food 
Mountain . . . Then all the tlalocs [the rain gods] are summoned . . . and the foods 
are stolen by the tlalocs. The white, black, and yellow, the red corn, the beans, the 
amaranth, the chia . . . all the foods were stolen.41 
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Thus, Quetzalcoatl (wind) was fundamental in obtaining maize and developing agriculture, but 

only, as the text emphasizes, with the help of humans, sun, rain, and other elements in nature. 

Although a Nahua myth, this story reflects scientific history: human agency, aided by the 

elements (wind, sun, and rain), led to the development of agriculture and the maize plant. 

 

Quetzalcoatl’s Associations with Birds and Feathers as Reflecting Themes of Fertility, 

Reproduction, and Pollination 

In numerous pages of the Codex Borgia, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl wears a bird’s beak buccal mask, 

one of his most characteristic features.42 As his name suggests, Quetzalcoatl was part bird, which 

is a pollinator—reinforcing thus the associations among Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, wind, pollination, 

and birds. According to the early colonial manuscript Codex Tudela (ca. 1540),43 folio 42r, 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl blew wind from his beak. The accompanying gloss describes him as a: 

Demon called Quetzalcoatl, which means feathered serpent, whom the Indians 
took for the god of wind, and the Indians painted half his face from the nose down 
with a wooden snout from where he blew wind.44 
 

The gloss in folio 60v of the Codex Magliabechiano (which was, along with the Codex Tudela 

made from a common prototype manuscript thought to date to ca. 1528, now lost), reiterates that 

Quetzalcoatl had a beak “below his nose like a trumpet, through which he blew the wind, the god 

of which they said he was.”45 

Another prominent related feature of Quetzalcoatl’s iconography is his headdress, which 

includes bones (discussed in a later section of this chapter), feathers, flowers, and pollinating 

birds. For example, the Spanish gloss in the same folio of the Codex Tudela indicates that 

Quetzalcoatl’s headdress features “a bone from which hung much duck plumage . . . and attached 

at the end is a bird called huitzitzitl,” probably a hummingbird.46 In the accompanying image, we 
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see a bird precisely in the act of pollinating the flower in his headdress (fig. 4.2). Other costume 

elements and accouterments that Quetzalcoatl wears and holds are not even mentioned in the 

gloss, suggesting that the primary message conveyed is plant reproduction. 

 In other early colonial depictions, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl also appears wearing the buccal 

mask and the headdress featuring a bird pollinating a flower. For example, in the Selden Roll, a 

sixteenth century document from the Coixtlahuaca Valley, Oaxaca, a bone tipped with a flower 

protrudes out of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress. A bird again appears with its beak inside the 

flower, showing the process of pollination (fig. 4.3). Similarly, in folio 60v of the Codex 

Magliabechiano the image of Quetzalcoatl is (not surprisingly) almost identical to its cognate in 

the Codex Tudela.47 In the Codex Magliabechiano, the bone ends in a flower from which hangs a 

string of feather balls ending in another flower that is being pollinated by a bird (fig. 4.4). The 

gloss explains that Quetzalcoatl wears a headdress from which “issued as a panache a bone from 

which hung many feathers of native ducks that they called xomotl.”48 Images of Quetzalcoatl 

therefore emphasize the associations of birds and feathers with wind and flowers, all of which 

allude to pollination. 

Page 30 of the pre-Columbian Central Mexican Codex Laud features a bird “pollinating” 

a human,49 suggesting that the Nahuas likened human reproduction with pollination. The page 

shows a bird with outstretched wings descending to place its beak in the mouth of the figure that 

Pete Sigal identifies as “a naked pregnant woman.”50 The naked figure does not have breasts, but 

because there are no explicit references indicating maleness (e.g., a penis or male clothing), it 

appears that a female is intended. Her enlarged abdomen is what suggests pregnancy, and this 

was presumably caused from her interaction with the pollinating bird (fig. 4.5). Moreover, she 

appears with her head tilted upward as if to enable and summon the bird’s visit. All of the 
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elements on the page, therefore, allude to sexual reproduction through iconographic references 

connoting pollination. 

 The addition of feathers in Quetzalcoatl’s headdress in the Codex Tudela and the Codex 

Magliabechiano images is especially significant. The Nahua generally associated birds, flying, 

and particularly feathers, with reproduction and the creation of new life. For example, the 

Florentine Codex, Book 6, titled “Rhetoric and Moral Philosophy,” explains a number of 

“figures of speech called metaphors (machiotlatolli).”51 The first one pertains to feathers, which 

is said to be a metaphor for offspring. When a recently wedded woman became pregnant, the 

sages in the community credited Quetzalcoatl, whom they addressed as “in tlacatl in tlopiltzin in 

Quetzalcoatl in teiocoani, in techioani” (the Lord, Our Prince, Quetzalcoatl, the Creator, the 

Author), with having caused the pregnancy, telling the woman: “Within thee he wisheth to place 

a life . . . he wisheth to provide thee with a precious feather.”52 Midwives addressed the woman’s 

kin as follows: “Ye who are possessors of precious feathers, ye who have offspring.”53 

 Book 6 of the Florentine Codex presents one of the best examples of this association of 

Quetzalcoatl with sexual reproduction. Regarding a woman’s pregnancy, the Florentine Codex 

reports that it is Quetzalcoatl, whom the text describes as “Our Lord, whose name is also Yaolli 

Ehecatl, which means darkness and wind,” who should be credited with placing the baby inside 

the womb. The assertion is reiterated several times throughout the passage discussing marriage 

rites and pregnancy: “our Lord wishes to place inside her a precious stone and a rich feather, 

because the young woman is already pregnant; and it seems as if our Lord has placed offspring 

inside her.”54 Later, when the pregnancy was certain, the family declared: “we have received 

from our Lord god . . . riches . . . which is the offspring that is in the womb of the young 

woman.”55 
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The association of feathers with impregnation is a central theme in one of the most 

important Nahua stories involving the goddess Coatlicue, the mother of Huitzilopochtli, 

“Hummingbird on the Left,” the tutelary god of the Aztecs.56 The story explains how Coatlicue, 

while sweeping at Mount Coatepetl, collects a flying feather ball, which she places in her belly, 

causing her to become pregnant with Huitzilopochtli. Book 3 of the Florentine Codex relates that 

Once, when Coatlicue was sweeping, feathers descended upon her—what was 
like a ball of feathers. Then Coatlicue snatched them up; she placed them at her 
waist. And when she had swept, then she would have taken the feathers, which 
she had put at her waist. . . . Thereupon by means of them Coatlicue conceived.57 
 

The Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas corroborates the story that Coatlicue conceives 

Huitzilopochtli because “she took a few white feathers and placed them in her bosom.”58 In the 

accompanying image in the Florentine Codex, Coatlicue’s hair is adorned with feather balls (fig. 

4.6). As discussed in Chapter 3, hair is associated with the silks of the maize plant, which contain 

the female sex cells where, after pollination, the kernels begin to form on the cobs. Thus, the 

feathers that impregnate Coatlicue directly lead to reproduction. 

Nahuas also associated flying, or the state of floating in the air, with sexuality and 

reproduction. Book 10 of the Florentine Codex, devoted to the identification and discussion of 

animals, plants, and minerals known and used by the Nahua, includes a discussion of turkeys. 

Although the text specifies that in spite of their feathers, these birds cannot fly, the 

accompanying image depicts a male and female turkey copulating in midair. The pair hover 

above two female turkeys firmly planted on the ground, one laying eggs and the other sitting on a 

nest warming her eggs (fig. 4.7).59 In this image, the air or sky is associated with coupling, 

sexual reproduction, and procreation. The sexual act of these birds that reportedly “do not fly” is 

depicted in midair just as, in pollination, male sex cells fly through the air to unite with females. 
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The association between flying and reproduction appears again in Book 10 of the 

Florentine Codex when it reports that “when babies were conceived they were dropped [i.e., they 

fell in droplets] [from the heaven] their souls came from there; they entered into their [mother’s] 

wombs.”60 Therefore, women figuratively became pregnant from things “dropping” from the 

sky, a further allusion to pollination and the parallel between sexual reproduction in plants and 

animals (here humans). On page 11 of the Codex Borbonicus, a baby “drops” onto the head of 

Tlazolteotl, literally “Goddess of Filth,” who appears wearing her characteristic headdress of 

unspun cotton (fig. 4.8).61 Footprints indicate the trajectory that the baby (in the upper-right 

corner) she is about to conceive will take, leading directly towards her head. Therefore, 

Tlazolteotl and the maize plant conceive in exactly the same manner. But by no means did the 

Nahua think of this as an “immaculate” conception. According to the Florentine Codex, 

Tlazolteotl was identified with “filth” because she was very much given to sexual promiscuity, 

and correspondingly ruled over “lust and debauchery.”62 On a subsequent page, Borbonicus 30, 

which depicts the autumnal feast Ochpaniztli when the birth of maize is reenacted (discussed in 

Chapter 5), a retinue of men whose overextended erections indicate unequivocally that the scene 

is intended as sexual, march towards Tlazolteotl (fig. 4.9). To the Nahua, Tlazolteotl 

simultaneously represented sexuality and childbearing. A Nahua song celebrated her maternal 

qualities as follows:  

Our mother has arrived, 
The goddess has arrived, Tlazolteotl . . . 
The maize god is born, 
In the house of birth . . . 
At the place of the rain and the mist, 
Where the children of men are made, 
At the place where they fish for jewel fish.63 
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On Borbonicus 11, Tlazolteotl appears squatting with her legs wide open (assuming what 

scholars unanimously accept is a parturient position),64 with a baby’s head emerging from her 

womb. Tlazolteotl is therefore depicted as simultaneously conceiving and giving birth, thus 

referencing her role as a prodigious creator (see fig. 4.8). 

Page 39 of the pre-Columbian Codex Laud features Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl linked to 

Tlazolteotl, thus explicitly associating Quetzalcoatl in his guise as wind with sexual 

reproduction. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl is rendered as a personified body of water65 (note the 

similarity with the water day sign depiction in the upper right corner, as well as the fish 

swimming in it), and he points to Tlazolteotl who stands before him dressed but with her breasts 

fully exposed (fig. 4.10). The goddess is depicted with spindles of unspun cotton, one in her right 

hand and one on her headdress. Spools of unspun cotton are one of Tlazolteotl’s most 

recognizable costume elements. To the Nahua, spindles connoted pregnancy, which explains 

why these were ornaments for the goddess of sex. A Nahua riddle asks, “What is that which 

becomes pregnant in only one day? The spindle.”66 Tlazolteotl is depicted as well (note that the 

two females on page 39 appear with the exact same headband, nose ring, and earrings) below 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, where she appears naked and with her legs wide open in a parturient 

position (fig. 4.10). Her breasts and vulva are clearly visible, indicative of sexuality and 

reproduction.67 To the Nahua, Tlazolteotl simultaneously represented a sexually promiscuous 

and maternal figure. 

 Clearly, the Nahua associated wind, and therefore Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, with creating 

life. Recall that in the Codex Telleriano-Remensis, folio 8v, the creator god Tonacatecuhtli, who 

himself reportedly lived in the “heavens” or air, engendered Quetzalcoatl through the act of 

blowing. The text explains: “This Quetzalcoatl was the one they say made the world. And thus 
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they call him lord of the wind, because they say that this Tonacatecuhtli, when it seemed right to 

him, blew and engendered this Quetzalcoatl.”68 Therefore, Quetzalcoatl was created from wind, 

and as wind personified he created human and plant life.  

Furthermore, Quetzalcoatl was part bird but also part serpent, and certain types of 

serpents in Nahua thought and iconography had associations with flying and wind. Book 11 of 

the Florentine Codex, titled “Earthly Things,” discusses more than thirty species of serpents 

native to Mesoamerica as well as information on their habitat, eating habits, and whether they are 

poisonous. The text describes the movements of a type of serpent known as the tleuacoatl, as 

follows: “It is a slitherer; wherever it slithers, it flies over the grass, it goes erect, it just goes 

erect on its tail. It blows much.”69 For “blows much” the Florentine Codex uses the word 

iehecaio, which Molina defines as “something airy or full of wind, or rainfall that comes with 

wind.”70 Interestingly, the Florentine Codex also includes in its discussion a serpent called 

quetzalcoatl, a species that is more abundant in the hot lands of Totonacapan. This serpent and 

its “flying” properties are described as follows: 

It is given the name quetzalcoatl because the flesh on its back is just like precious 
feathers. Also the base [of the feather] is blackish, and that which forms its shaft 
is just like the shaft of a quetzal feather, blackish. These protrude along its spine. 
And what forms the quill is quite green. It lies already along its side as if heaped 
up or colored. And on its neck they are like Mexican trogon feathers, and its tail, 
its rattles, are like lovely cotinga feathers; and on its belly they are quite chili-red . 
. . in order to bite one, first it flies, quite high up; well up it goes . . . And when it 
flies or descends, a great wind blows. Wherever it goes, it flies.71 
 

The image features a huge serpent that instead of slithering on the ground, appears suspended in 

the air, perhaps by means of the green feathers all along its back (fig. 4.11).  

The analogy that the Nahua drew between plant and avian reproduction is also seen in 

their description of the emergence of maize cobs as “hatching.” In the Florentine Codex the 

Nahua express the emergence of maize cobs as “the hatching of the green maize ear.”72 
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According to Molina, both tlapana and cueponi mean “to hatch” and are used to explain the 

appearance of cobs in the maize plant.73 The Codex Magliabechiano, folio 46v, explains that 

during Xochilhuitl, the Feast of Flowers in honor of the goddess Chicomexochitl (Seven 

Flowers), people saved the eggshell remains after chicks had hatched to scatter “on the roads and 

streets in memory of the mercy of their god in having given them chickens.”74 In the 

accompanying image a man wearing a bird headdress sits before a flowering plant (fig. 4.12).75 

Eggshells appear scattered near the plant. Here, again, new plant life is associated with new 

animal life. 

 The association of birds with reproduction appears in the numerous portrayals of birds 

pollinating plants in Book 11 of the Florentine Codex. For example, folio 201r describes the 

tziuactli as “a small maguey . . . that has silks . . . Its silk is sweet,” and the accompanying image 

shows a bird pollinating the plant’s flower (fig. 4.13a).76 Folio 24r depicts hummingbirds 

pollinating flowers, and the gloss explains, “Its [the hummingbird’s] food is flower honey, 

flower nectar” just like bees (fig. 4.13b).77 Other types of plants are also depicted with 

pollinators; for example, the cacauaxochitl, folio 188v (fig. 4.14a), and the uitztecolxochitl, folio 

190r (fig. 4.14b) both include birds and butterflies in their blooms. The text also describes their 

respective fragrances and bloom shapes.78 Folio 197v features the quiiosuchitl flower with birds 

pollinating it, which the text explains: “is the blossom of the maguey. It is like a cluster, yellow, 

fuzzy-centered. It is honey-like; it exudes. The different birds suck it” (fig. 4.15).79 

 In sum, the key to understanding the diverse associations of Quetzalcoatl with birds, 

flying, serpents, creation, and agriculture rests with the role that he plays as wind personified in 

the pollination of maize and other plants. The unifying principle is pollination. Wind and birds 

are agents of pollination, and whether carried by animals or wind, the pollen flies through the air 
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as part of the process by which plants reproduce and new life is created. The Nahua understood 

the parallel between plant and animal reproduction, and therefore associated Quetzalcoatl and his 

feathers with pregnancy and fertility. 

 

Quetzalcoatl and Pollination in pages 29 through 46 of the Codex Borgia 

Numerous scholars have analyzed the eighteen-page section spanning pages 29 through 46 of the 

Codex Borgia, proposing varying interpretations.80 The section is unique in terms of length, 

organizational structure, and the preponderance of a single character, Quetzalcoatl, moving from 

page to page. The orientation of the section is perpendicular to the rest of the manuscript, which 

should be turned ninety degrees to be viewed. Whereas the rest of the manuscript is read right-to-

left, this section reads from top-to-bottom. Absent are the dividing red lines that 

compartmentalize the images in most of the other pages of the manuscript.81 Some of the pages, 

however, feature imagery set within quadrilateral frames formed by the elongated torsos of 

skeletonized supernaturals. Elongated torsos of goddesses with skeletal jaws also create 

horizontal “strips” that occupy the whole width of the top and/or bottom of some pages.82 The 

quadrilateral and “strip gods,” however, have openings in the center of their torsos, which allow 

unrestricted passage from page to page.83 

Attempts to interpret this section of the manuscript have been ongoing for well over a 

century. In the 1790s, José Lino Fábrega suggested that it features astronomical cycles pertaining 

to zodiac signs.84 In 1904–9, Eduard Seler proposed a detailed astronomical interpretation, 

arguing that Quetzalcoatl represents Venus on its journey through the sky and the underworld.85 

Karl Anton Nowotny disagreed with Seler’s interpretation, arguing instead that the section 

depicts instructions for cult rituals that took place in real temple precincts.86 He concludes that 
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the personages featured in the eighteen-page section do not represent celestial bodies or gods, but 

priests conducting rituals.  

In 1993, Ferdinand Anders, Maarten Jansen, and Luis Reyes García concurred with 

Nowotny’s interpretation, adding that the main actors are impersonators who reenact rituals 

under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs.87 In 1994, Bruce Byland and John Pohl argued that 

the scenes depicted in this section of the Codex Borgia resemble investiture rituals in Mixtec 

manuscripts.88 They stressed the similarities in ideology and investiture rituals that existed 

between the Mixtec and Central Mexican nobility during the Postclassic period. 

In 2004, William Ringle, following Byland and Pohl, argued that pages 29 through 46 

record investiture rituals corresponding to those he claims to have detected in the architecture 

and iconography of Chichén Itzá, a Maya site that thrived during the late Classic to early 

Postclassic periods in the Yucatán Peninsula. As Ringle explains it, an ideology rooted in 

Quetzalcoatl and Tollan, the fabled city of primordial emergence, which dates back to 

Teotihuacán if not earlier (ca. 100 CE), spread throughout Mesoamerica, encompassing Central 

Mexican (including the Nahua and the Mixtec), and Maya areas. Ringle contends that investiture 

rituals were held in ceremonial centers in the various “Tollans” throughout Mesoamerica as part 

of a network intended to forge alliances facilitated by the spread of the “cult of Quetzalcoatl.” 

Noting Byland and Pohl’s contention that pages 29–32 depict the Underworld and pages 33–46 

the Earth, Ringle interpreted the section as “death and rebirth” of a ruler represented as 

Quetzalcoatl. He concludes: “On one level, this section of the Codex Borgia is a paradigmatic 

explanation of the mystery of divine kingship, reconciling human mortality with the persistence 

of that office through the reincarnation of the spirit of kingship in successive rulers.”89  
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In 2006, Elizabeth Hill Boone contended that this section of the Codex Borgia represents 

a creation narrative, a “cosmogony,” adding that it “generally parallels but does not coincide 

with creation stories that have survived for the Aztecs, Mixtecs, and Maya.”90 She argues that the 

section features numerous birth and emergence scenes, which, along with “the nearly constant 

actions of Quetzalcoatl, who is supremely a creator god for both the Aztecs and the Mixtecs,” 

follows the structure and iconography of Central Mexican and Maya creation narratives.91 

Juan José Batalla Rosado argued in his 2008 commentary on the Codex Borgia that the 

eighteen-page section records events taking place in the underworld, basing his contention on the 

numerous skeletal figures that he sees as either Mictlantecuhtli, “Lord of the Underworld,” or 

Cihuacoatl, “Woman Snake.” Following Anders et al., Batalla Rosado further theorized that the 

section portrays the sun’s journey through the underworld from the perspective of a “spirited 

priest,” who conceived these scenes while under the influence of psychotropic drugs. According 

to Batalla Rosado, the imagery portrays “hallucinations that the author(s) [of the manuscript] had 

to reach in their exercise of priestly duties.”92 So committed was Batalla Rosado to his 

interpretation of the eighteen-page section in the Codex Borgia that it inspired the title that he 

gave his commentary, “A guide to a hallucinogenic trip through the underworld.”93 

More recently, in 2014, in an effort to extract historical information pertaining to 

astronomy and other natural phenomena from the Codex Borgia, Susan Milbrath has proposed 

“Borgia 29–46 is an astronomical narrative structured according to a sequence of eighteen 

veintena festivals.”94 The veintena festivals were celebrated throughout the solar year (the 365-

day cycle), and were held every twenty days, hence the name “veintena” (Spanish for twenty 

units). Milbrath argues that the “imagery on Borgia 29–46 involves not only the ‘big three’ of 
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Central Mexican astronomy (the Sun, the Moon, and Venus), but also the planet Mercury,” 

contending that Quetzalcoatl represents Venus.95 

My purpose in this chapter is not to attempt to resolve this debate but to call for a 

reevaluation of this section of the Codex Borgia based on Quetzalcoatl’s associations with plants 

and flying. In my approach, I build on Boone’s interpretation that the central message in the 

section pertains to creation. Other interpretations proposed to date—that the section portrays a 

Venus passage through the underworld, a “supernatural journey” that nevertheless underlies real 

events pertaining to the investiture of a ruler, the death and resurrection (in the successor) of a 

ruler, and even a “hallucinogenic trip” caused by the use of psychotic drugs—do not address the 

significance of the plants or their emphasis on flying.96 

Most of the pages in this section feature passages or openings through which figures fly 

in or out to enter or exit a new page or scene (fig. 4.16). Ringle argues, following Seler, that all 

of these figures “can be shown to be versions of Quetzalcoatl,” and that “rather than being 

distinct actors, they probably represent various stages in the death and regeneration of that 

deity.”97 On page 43, for example, Quetzalcoatl flies out of the page with a bundle of maize on 

his back (fig. 4.17).98 I agree with Boone, Ringle, and others who see the eighteen-page section 

of the Codex Borgia as representing a journey. 

 Quetzalcoatl appears in every single page of the eighteen-page section of the Codex 

Borgia. In more than half of the pages, he specifically appears as wind. The section opens on 

page 29 with numerous Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl figures—twenty-eight in all, some of which are 

serpents from whose wide-open beaks emerges an additional Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl with an 

anthropomorphic body (fig. 4.18). Seven emerge from a foamy substance overflowing the 

anthropomorphic pot in the center of the page. The foam is dark gray with black semicircles, 
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black spirals made with two concentric semicircles, and “stars” or “eyes” that are small white 

and red circles. This foamy substance, which appears in twelve pages of the section as Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl’s serpent body, probably represents wind. 

 That the section opens with personified wind emerging from a pot is significant. Diego 

Durán reports that pots represent the idea that food, namely plants, particularly maize and beans, 

would be widely available in the coming year. Every year at the beginning of June, which he 

says is when the rains began and “corn and other plants were growing and were beginning to 

bear fruit,” the Nahua celebrated a feast they called Etzalcualiztli the “Day of Eating Cooked 

Corn and Beans.”99 Durán explains that his image representing this feast shows 

[A] hand holding a cornstalk in the water . . . [while] another hand held a small 
pot, which meant that the people could eat without fear of that food of beans and 
corn. There was to be no hunger, since the year was proceeding in a satisfactory 
way. It also meant that there was a general permission to eat corn and beans in the 
same plate as one dish. This is considered costly, and not all can afford it (fig. 
4.19).100 
 

In light of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s association with maize pollination—a process that, quite 

literally, fed the Nahua—it is not surprising that he would be tied to notions of sustenance, 

plenty, and riches. For example, in Book 3 of the Florentine Codex, abundance and variety in 

agricultural production are both attributed to Quetzalcoatl, who is described as being “very rich” 

and as providing all that was necessary to eat and drink: 

This Quetzalcoatl they considered as a god. . . . he was prayed to in olden times 
there at Tula. . . . And the Tolteca, his vassals, were highly skilled. . . . Indeed 
these [crafts] started, indeed these proceeded from Quetzalcoatl—all the craft 
work, the learning. . . . It is said that the gourds were exceedingly huge; some 
were quite round. And the ears of maize were each indeed like hand grinding 
stones, very long. They could only be embraced in one’s arms. And the palm-tree-
like amaranth plants: they could climb them . . . And also the varicolored cotton 
grew: chili-red, yellow, pink, brown, green, blue, verdigris color, dark brown, 
ripening brown, dark blue, fine yellow, coyote-colored cotton, this. All of these 
came forth exactly so; they did not dye them. . . . And these Tolteca were very 
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rich; they were wealthy. Never were they poor. They lacked nothing in their 
homes. Never was there famine.101 
 

 Throughout the eighteen-page section spanning pages 29 through 46, Quetzalcoatl is 

linked to wind, plants, and flying. On page 29, a blooming plant with anthropomorphic features 

emerges from his beak (fig. 4.20). On page 30, four Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl figures appear in the 

center of the page while four others fly off to the next page. Further alluding to wind, the figures 

in the center of page 30 are depicted within a large red circle with an outer fringe of the quetzalli, 

which in the Codex Borgia represent the feathers that adorn Quetzalcoatl’s headdress (fig. 4.21). 

Outside the circle, and completely surrounding its circumference, are the twenty day signs of the 

Mesoamerican calendar in sequential order, beginning in the lower right with Cipactli 

(Crocodile) and following a counterclockwise direction to end with Xochitl (Flower). In each of 

the four corners of the page stands a male figure with Tlaloc-like dentition and claws (instead of 

hands and feet) with which he holds a white pouch and a bone awl used to point to the day sign 

immediately in front of him.102 Each of the male figures bears on his back a plant. Boone 

speculates that these plants are “a (probable) copal, maguey, ceiba (pochote), and a calabash 

tree.”103 Therefore, the two pages opening the section invoke wind, plants, and the calendar. 

 Quetzalcoatl personified as wind and appearing amid plants connotes the process of 

pollination and seed dispersal. The Primeros Memoriales, folio 282v, states that Quetzalcoatl 

was the wind and depicts him wearing the avian buccal mask and holding a digging stick 

alluding to plant cultivation (fig. 4.22, right).104 Quetzalcoatl appears amid tiny black dots that I 

argue likely represent wind dispersing pollen. The Codex Telleriano-Remensis, folio 43r, which 

discusses historic events about the Mexica conquering Tototepec, features a maize plant 

surrounded by the same tiny dots as surround Ehecatl in the Primeros Memoriales (fig. 4.22, 

left). The plant includes a tassel, two cobs, and a pot on its leaves, and the gloss alludes to birds: 
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“The ancient ones say that at that time there were so many birds flying from east to west that 

they obscured the sun.”105 The allusion to birds flying, the pot symbolizing food (as reported by 

Durán), and the image of the plant with cobs connotes pollination. That the plant is depicted with 

cobs with silks and a tassel that appears to sway in the wind further supports my interpretation. 

Seler first noted that in extant Late Postclassic Maya manuscripts, birds are depicted with 

“a small circle surrounded by dots on the side of the bill about in the middle,” which he explains 

indicate a hummingbird.106 For example, pages 34 and 57 of the Codex Madrid and page 6 of the 

Codex Dresden show hummingbirds with these dots around their respective beaks (fig. 4.23). 

Moreover, the one on Madrid 57 is pollinating a flower. A Maya vase with polychrome painting, 

dating from the Classic period (ca. 250–1000 CE) features a hummingbird with these dots 

around its beak, indicating that by the Late Postclassic period this was a standard artistic 

convention (fig. 4.24). Karl Taube points out that the bird in this vase also has “serpent wings,” 

and suspects that “the serpent wing is a phonetic device providing a reading for ‘sky.’”107 Taube 

adds: “It is well known that the words for ‘sky’ and ‘serpent’ are generally homophonous in 

Mayan languages, and there are frequent substitutions between their respective signs in Classic 

Maya hieroglyphic texts.”108 

 Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s associations with plant reproduction can be seen vividly on Codex 

Borgia 36–38. The substance on page 29 reappears in the center of page 36 in the shape of a ball 

that produces another plethora of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl figures and small birds (fig. 4.25). Maize 

and maguey emerge from the beaks of two of the Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatls (fig. 4.26). The maguey 

was an important plant for which the Nahua found many important uses, including the making of 

a fermented drink, octli (also known as pulque).109 Like maize, maguey features prominently in 

stories relating the origin of plants. For example, in the Historia de los mexicanos por sus 
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pinturas, the gods wish to produce something to make humans joyous and desirous of dancing 

and venerating the gods. The story relates that upon hearing this, Ehecatl thinks of a virgin 

named Mayahuel, and goes out to tell her: “I have come to take you to the world.” To this she 

immediately agrees, and thus they both descend, with Ehecatl carrying her on his back. As soon 

as they arrive on earth they become a double-branched tree.”110 After their branches fall, 

“Ehecatl . . . gathers the virgin’s bones, which he buries and from them emerges a tree called 

metl [maguey]”111 

 On pages 36 through 38 wind—personified as Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl—is a serpent 

represented as a path transporting symbols alluding to pollination and sustenance, including 

flowers, birds, butterflies, vessels, and Quetzalcoatl figures (see fig. 4.25).112 The “path” begins 

its trajectory around the perimeter in a counterclockwise direction on page 36, traveling through 

the left margin on page 37, and ending on page 38, where from its beak emerges an additional 

Quetzalcoatl figure. A fragment of an Aztec sculpture features a serpent whose body carries 

maize cobs, which are carved with their husks and silks (fig. 4.27). This sculpture was excavated 

in Mexico City near the site of the so-called Templo Mayor, the most important public precinct 

of the Aztec nation. It is not possible to determine whether the sculpture represents Ehecatl-

Quetzalcoatl, or any other elements its body may have transported because only the tail remains. 

Nevertheless, the sculpture indicates that the Nahua conceptualized serpents as mediums that 

transported maize and plant elements like the serpent featured on pages 36 through 38 of the 

Codex Borgia.  

 On page 36 of the Codex Borgia, a bundle sits wrapped in white cloth with black 

diagonal lines forming a crisscross pattern (fig. 4.28). Tonacatecuhtli’s vessel is superimposed 

on the bundle. Fire curls, white paper banners, and fifteen feather balls adorn its surface. In 
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Nahuatl, the concept of burning was linked to notions of flowers blooming. Book 11 of the 

Florentine Codex describes blooming as follows: “nima chipini, niman totomolivi, niman 

cueponi, tlatzini; nima xotla” (first they drip, then they burst, then they hatch, then they burn), 

and this process allows them to “open” and “produce a pleasing odor, a fragrance, an aroma,” at 

which time “they are required, desired.”113 Molina indicates that “xotla” refers to the earth or 

charcoals burning, but also to flowers blooming.114 When ignited, fire emits a plume of smoke 

rising into the air. I think, therefore, that likening smoke to blooming further connotes the 

dispersal of pollen through the air. The plumes of smoke around the bundle on page 36 of the 

Codex Borgia probably refers to pollination, all the more so because the bundle appears amid 

flowers, birds, wind, and other items associated with plants and sustenance. 

 According to the Annals of Cuauhtitlan, when Quetzalcoatl died, his body was cremated 

at Tlatlayan “the Land of Burning,” and he consequently turned into all the birds and “entered 

the sky.” The text states this as follows: 

As he burned, his ashes arose. And what appeared and what they saw were all the 
precious birds, rising into the sky. They saw roseate spoonbills, cotingas, trogons, 
herons, green parrots, scarlet macaws, white-fronted parrots, and all the other 
precious birds . . . And so they knew he had gone to the sky, had entered the sky. 
The old people said he was changed into the star that appears at dawn. Therefore 
they say it came forth when Quetzalcoatl died, and they called him 
[Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli] Lord of the Dawn.115 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the Nahua associated Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli with planting and sowing. 

The Annals of Cuauhtitlan also says that as Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, Quetzalcoatl appears at dawn 

and “shoots” at various people during certain day signs. This “shooting” has generally been 

interpreted as malevolent and Quetzalcoatl as Venus inflicting harm on people. However, the 

text in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan specifies that: “each of these [day signs] was venerated by the 

old men and the old women of former times.”116  
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 In sum, the eighteen-page section of the Codex Borgia supports my thesis that the Nahua 

associated Quetzalcoatl’s power over wind with pollination. In this section, Quetzalcoatl as wind 

personified flies from page to page among plants and other symbols of agriculture and plant 

reproduction. His path through these pages mimics the journey of pollen as the mechanism of 

reproduction in plants. 

 

Bones in Quetzalcoatl’s Headdress Representing Prior Generations 

In the Codex Borgia, pages 19, 23, and 62 feature Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress with a bone 

tipped by a yellow bloom. On page 23, for example, his headdress includes a bone tipped by a 

flower from which emerges a “plume” alluding to either pollen dispersal or new growth (fig. 

4.29). What does the bone represent?117 In this section I argue that Quetzalcoatl’s headdress 

includes bones because these represented for the Nahuas the genetic material from prior 

generations out of which Quetzalcoatl created new ones. Bones evoked rebirth or regeneration. 

 Pages 56 and 73 of the Codex Borgia feature Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl and the death god 

Mictlantecuhtli sitting back-to-back and surrounded by the twenty day signs. Scholars usually 

see these two pages as representing life (Quetzalcoatl) and death (Mictlantecuhtli), and interpret 

the relationship as conveying “the duality of existence, the joining of opposites and the inevitable 

relationship of life and death.”118 But if bones represent not death but a material necessary for the 

creation of life, as they do in the Leyenda de los Soles, these two figures are not “opposites” but 

complements. On page 73 they connote the continuation of life because in Nahua thought bones 

and wind are creative (fig. 4.30). Supporting this idea is Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s wind-shell 

pectoral, which as we have seen, the Nahua likened to a womb giving birth (discussed above). 

On page 56 of the Codex Borgia, Mictlantecutli holds a staff painted with the white with red dots 
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motif also featured in depictions of conch shells, and Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl holds the digging 

stick symbolic of planting (fig. 4.31). As Richard Haly has pointed out, following Jill Furst, in 

Nahua philosophy skeletal figures did not represent the “Grim Reaper,” but connoted creation 

and regeneration.119 Consequently, the association of Quetzalcoatl with bones—whether paired 

with the Lord of the Land of the Dead or located in Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress—further 

alludes to procreation (whether of plants, animals, or humans). 

Scholars including Louise Burkhart, Jill Furst, Richard Haley, Cecelia Klein, Alfredo 

López Austin, Leonardo López Luján, and Debbie Nagao have convincingly argued that the 

Nahua regarded bones as the material that generates life.120 Haly, for example, calls attention to 

the Nahuatl word for marrow omiceyotl, arguing that it derives from the word for semen 

omicetl.121 Klein notes that both omiceyotl (marrow) and omicetl (semen) relate to omitl (bone) 

and omio (skeleton).122 Numerous ethnohistoric sources, among them the Leyenda de los Soles, 

the Florentine Codex, and the Codex Magliabechiano, mention the creative power that bones had 

when combined with Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s semen or blood from his penis. López Austin adds 

that the Nahua “believed that vital force resided in the bones. Not only that, they thought that 

part of the supernatural force of human-gods remained in their bones after death.”123 Klein points 

out that the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas explains that Huitzilopochtli “nació sin 

carne, sino con los huesos” (was born without flesh, but with the bones).124 This is significant. 

That Huitzilopochtli is born “with the bones” further indicates that bones hold the material that 

makes life possible. 

The Maya in the Postclassic period had similar conceptions regarding the nature of bones 

and their life-giving properties. In the Popol Vuh, the K’iché-Maya sacred book of creation 

compiled in alphabetic text in the mid sixteenth century, Hun Hunahpu is sacrificed and his head 
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placed on a tree, which as a consequence begins to bear fruit for the first time.125 The story 

relates that the maiden Xquic, “Maiden Lady Blood,” approached the tree and had the following 

interaction with Hun Hunahpu’s skull: 

Ah! What is the fruit of this tree? Is not the fruit borne by this tree delicious? . . . 
Then spoke the skull there in the midst of the tree: ‘What is it that you desire of 
this? It is merely a skull, a round thing placed in the branches of trees’ . . . ’You 
do not desire it’ . . . ’But I do desire it,’ said the maiden. 
 

After their physical interaction, which consisted of the maiden receiving saliva from Hun 

Hunahpu, the skull impregnates the maiden, and she carries twins.126 

 The Codex Magliabechiano, folio 61v, and its later cognate, the Codex Ixtlilxochitl, folio 

103v, associate mictlan, the Nahua land of the dead—the place containing ancestral bones—with 

the reproduction of flowers. A story in these manuscripts relates how Quetzalcoatl “while 

washing [and] touching with his hands his virile member made semen within, and he let it [the 

semen] drop on top of a rock.”127 A bat is born at that spot. The gods send the bat to take from 

Xochiquetzal, a goddess of flowers, “in one bite what she has inside her feminine member.”128 

This “feminine part” evidently refers to her womb, and therefore, what the bat takes is her 

offspring, which the gods wash, and thus emerge malodorous flowers. But then the bat delivers 

one of Xochiquetzal’s flowers (the text indicates “a rose”), to mictlan, where Mictlantecutli, 

Lord of the Dead washes it, and the water produces fragrant flowers.129 Consequently, the text 

concludes, “they [the Nahua] believe that the fragrant flowers came from the other world, from 

the house of this idol whom they call Mictlantecutli.”130  

 This account presents a number of significant details about Nahua thought concerning 

how Quetzalcoatl (wind), flowers, bats, washing, and bones interrelate. First, from the god of 

wind’s semen comes a bat, which is a pollinator. Second, the gods ordain that the bat should 

interact with Xochiquetzal’s womb, thereby acting out the process of pollination. Third, washing, 
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or the water falling from the washing, creates more flowers.131 In nature, flowers symbolize the 

coming of fruits and seeds, and so here it is the combination of pollination and washing that 

creates more offspring. And fourth, it is the gods of bones, those at mictlan—specifically those 

gods—whose washing creates fragrant flowers. Thus, through the combined efforts of the god of 

wind, pollinators, gods, and bones, life continues with the creation of new and fragrant flowers. 

That bones could have life-giving qualities confounded the friars in the early colonial 

period. Consider Diego Durán’s report about two Nahua feasts celebrated in April. Durán 

explains that Tozoztontli (roughly translated as piercing) was celebrated first, followed by Huey 

Tozoztli (translated as la gran punzada, the great piercing).132 The first feast was “small” and the 

second “great” because the waters, or rains, generally began with Tozoztontli at the start of April 

and increased through Huey Tozoztontli in late April. Durán reports that during these feasts the 

Nahua expressed “reverence” for a bird, “since they paint in the sky a bird with a bone 

transversing its middle” to symbolize these feasts (fig. 4.32).133 Durán admits not being able to 

explain the “barbarity” of depicting these feasts in such manner, imagining that “the sign of 

Taurus” is what the Nahua intended to evoke: 

I confess that I cannot find words to be able to explain it in Spanish, to be sure—
although confusedly—I understood it being some stars that in the sky appeared as 
a bird transversed with a bone. This conception recalls that of poets or astrologers 
who imagined the Taurus sign composed of so many stars, thus these [Indians] 
imagine this sign in the sky and they call it by its diminutive and small 
piercing.134 
 

 But Durán’s ensuing explanation for why the Nahua represented these two feasts with 

bones and birds floating in the sky has nothing to do with stars or constellations. Durán reports 

that during Tozoztontli the Indians offered the gods the first flowers, and adds “you will see in 

the image an Indian sitting making flowers, in their manner.”135 He continues: “there were and 

are now great masters” accomplished in this craft.136 In Durán’s chronicle, the image for 
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Tozoztontli features a bird pierced by a bone in the sky and a man sitting below in an empty field 

holding a blooming branch (fig. 4.32, left). During Huey Tozoztontli the man holds a maize plant 

with a tassel, whose cobs have not yet emerged (fig. 4.32, right). Therefore, the two feasts 

celebrated the reproduction of plants in connection with the beginning of the rainy season in 

April, according to Durán’s report. This would explain why during Tozoztontli a man holds 

flowers, whereas during Huey Tozoztli, a man holds a full-grown maize plant. 

 

Quetzalcoatl as Heresy: Nature and the Elements Versus God as Source of Life and Sustenance 

Nahua beliefs about creation stood in stark contrast to those of Europeans. For the Nahua, the 

continuation of the world could only be guaranteed through reciprocity and bargaining with 

nature and the elements. Indeed, this conviction represented one of the most formidable blocks to 

Catholic officials’ proselytizing efforts. Sahagún lamented that the Nahua who refused 

conversion did not recognize the direct influence that God exerted in the functioning of the 

world, but instead credited nature, the elements, and diablos (“devils”) with such control: 

Vain are all men in whom is not found God’s science; and that the good things 
that are seen, they could not know that which is, nor in considering the oeuvre, 
recognized who was the architect. Instead, they had for governing gods of the 
universe, either fire, or spirit, or stormy wind, or the movement of stars, or 
excessive water, or the sun and the moon. . . . Unhappy are they, and in dead 
things is their hope, who call gods the works of men’s hands, gold and silver, the 
artistic inventions, the likeness of animals, or stone (engravings or monuments) 
that are the work of ancient hands.137 
 

 In the early colonial period, Catholic friars considered ancient Nahua writings and 

teachings to be the root of idolatry. The Nahua of Tenochtitlan, Tlaxcala, and Cholula, and even 

the Tarascans are reprimanded as follows in the Florentine Codex: “Very great was the darkness 

and the confusion, the unbelief, the idolatry in which your fathers, your grandfathers left you, as 

is evident in your ancient picture writings.”138 Again and again in the Florentine Codex and 
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elsewhere, Catholic officials condemned the Nahua for not regarding a single God as sole creator 

and overseer of the world, and for thinking of the elements and of humans as co-creators and 

administrators of an ongoing, continuous process. Sahagún laments: “Because they esteemed and 

know creatures they should have known that He existeth, that He is the Creator, the Creator of 

man—God, Who is not seen . . . Only they were in confusion as to God’s creatures; they 

worshipped as gods the fire, the water, the wind, the sun, the moon, the stars.”139  

 In the Florentine Codex, the Nahua are mocked for professing that the rain gods “make 

trees, grasses, and indeed all our sustenance sprout, bloom, grow . . . thus were the ancients 

greatly in confusion and greatly they offended God.”140 The Catholics tried to remedy this 

“confusion” that the rain causes plants to spout and provides humans with sustenance by 

invoking Leviticus 26, which says: “Our Lord God speaketh; he saith, ‘I shall give you rain, each 

year, in its good time (if you will live by My commandments, if you do nothing idolatrous). And 

at My word the earth will sprout, will bear fruit.’ . . . Your forefathers knew nothing.”141 

 Sahagún tried to clarify for the Nahua that Quetzalcoatl was a mere mortal whose deeds 

were deified: “The ancients worshipped Quetzalcoatl, who was ruler at Tula. And you named 

him Topiltzin. He was a common man; he was mortal. . . . He is no god. . . . What he did which 

was like miracles we know he did only through the command of the devil.”142 And he reasoned 

that Cihuacoatl, “a devil in the guise of a woman” whose countenance “terrified,” gave humans 

“poverty, misery, the digging stick, the tump-line, weeping.”143 The digging stick refers to 

agriculture, and the tump-line or macapalli to the “looped cord,” useful in carrying things, but 

metaphorically alluding to blood ties and genealogy (see Chapter 5).144 

 The differences between the friars and the Nahua with regard to the digging stick—the 

implement of agricultural work—are stark. In the Judeo Christian creation story in the first three 
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chapters of Genesis, humans are placed in a “Garden of Eden,” where God provides all that is 

necessary, including plants, and the first human couple need not work; only after they are forced 

out of paradise, caused by their sin, are they punished with hard work. In contrast, in the Nahua 

tradition hard work is regarded as the blessing that allows humans to attain riches, which are 

associated with Quetzalcoatl and wind. The Florentine Codex reports that the Nahua associated 

Quetzalcoatl with wealth: “it is now said of him who quickly gains goods that he is a son of 

Quetzalcoatl, that he is Quetzalcoatl’s son.”145 In Book 6 of the Florentine Codex, grooms are 

warned against laziness and admonished to be like the wind: “be very diligent, and light, do not 

be lazy, you must be as light as the wind.”146 The Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas 

says that Oxomoco and Cipactonal, the human couple, were instructed to till the land and told 

that “they would engender the macehuales [plebeians, or common people],147 and not to be 

indolent, but to always work.”148 Because the digging stick gave the Nahua agriculture, maize, 

and lineage, it was embraced as a boon, not a curse.  

 Diego Durán echoes the same sentiments as Sahagún does in regard to Nahua attitudes 

towards creation. According to Durán, in dealing with the elements, the Europeans turned to 

God. They “fight the ravages of frost, drought, excessive rainfall, or other catastrophes, trusting 

only in God. They place all their hope in Him,” Durán observes, whereas “these Indians awaited 

a specific date to the exact day and moment, and all at once, first in the mountains and then in 

valleys to plant, they give the impression that they did it for idolatry and superstition, and for 

lack of respect, since in all things they formed some sort of superstition, witchcraft and 

idolatry.”149 Durán criticizes this Nahua penchant for venerating the elements. Regarding their 

respect for the water goddess, he remarks: “The reverence that these Indians had for this element 

was such that it was strange; and they were persuaded and taught by their priests to realize how 
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much they owed water, as we realize how much we owe our Lord God, for having us made, and 

to Jesus Christ, his only Son who redeemed us with his precious blood.”150 Inherent in European 

monotheism is a strong belief in God’s power over nature, but in Nahua thought, the elements 

were to be studied through observation and appeased through a combination of knowledge and 

ritual. The Nahua philosophy of creation was therefore anchored in practical observations of 

nature, forming the basis for their religious beliefs. Nahua philosophy embraced the thought that 

humans and all things in it lived in symbiosis.  

 The Europeans, furthermore, believed that all creation was going to end apocalyptically 

with Armageddon, or judgment day, upon the second coming of Jesus Christ, but the Nahua 

thought of creation as ongoing. The Annals of Cuauhtitlan, originally written in Nahuatl, 

includes a passage that reads: “Auh yn yuh conitotihui yn huehuetque ypan in yn mochihuaz 

tlalloliniz mayanaloz ynic tipolihuizque,” which has traditionally been translated as “And from 

what the old people say, there will be earthquakes in its time [the fifth sun, or current creation], 

and famine, and because of this we will be destroyed.”151 This translation, however, reflects a 

European bias and tells us more about the Catholic belief system than the Nahuas’. For instance, 

the word mochihuaz, which means to do or to make something, to plant, to prepare, or to 

engender another, seems to have been simply left out of the Spanish and English translations.152 

When this word is incorporated, the original text in Nahuatl conveys a different message that is 

less apocalyptic and has more to do with the actions of humans and their care for agricultural 

endeavors. This explains their emphasis on the maize plant. I therefore propose a new 

translation: 

And thus the ancients say that if we do not work (create, engender, or plant) in the 
future, there will be a change on earth and there will be famine and we shall all be 
destroyed or die. 
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 This coincides more closely with the central concerns of Nahua: agricultural endeavors, 

the wellbeing of the maize plant, and the role of sustenance in continuing the cycle of life 

through reproduction. The Nahua concept of creation involves a type of “destruction” that is 

more like fundamental transformation or evolution, not necessarily an apocalyptic ending. As 

explained in Chapter 2, maize is completely dependent on humans for reproduction. Without 

human work (horticulture and agriculture), maize would quite literally cease to exist, and that in 

and of itself would cause a cataclysmic change in the Nahua world—namely famine. Based on 

the Nahua view of creation as an evolutionary process (see Chapter 5), however, a new type of 

plant would have to be created to feed humans and thus usher in a new sun. 

 The friars were therefore correct in perceiving a deep division between their religion and 

that of the Nahua. Catholic officials viewed creation as a single event, and nature, sustenance, 

and all good as the product of God’s work. The Nahua in contrast, viewed creation as a 

continuous process with sustenance the result of the combined efforts of natural forces 

(personified as Quetzalcoatl and other gods) and human effort. 

 

Conclusion 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, the god of wind, controls the life-giving process of pollination, through 

which plants reproduce sexually, create new life, and provide food for humans. Through his role 

as wind god, Quetzalcoatl is associated with creation, agriculture, fertility, sustenance, wealth, 

creative endeavors, and many other related themes. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl imagery captures more 

than mere myth and legend; it encodes botanical concepts pertaining to pollination and, 

consequently to the biology of the maize plant. 
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For decades, scholars have debated the historicity of Quetzalcoatl—whether he was a 

man, a god, or both—and his role in the creation of cities and rulership. I have not set out to 

answer those questions, but I have argued that the historicity debate is missing an equally 

important, and related question. Do images of Quetzalcoatl capture real, historic, scientific 

events regarding the development of agriculture, including the domestication of maize in Central 

Mexico by the Nahuas’ ancestors? The answer, I contend, is unequivocally yes.  

 In sum, the imagery of Quetzalcoatl in the Codex Borgia and other manuscripts 

establishes a close association with birds, feathers, wind, pollination, and reproduction as well as 

themes of creation, sustenance, and plenty. The unifying principle for these apparently disparate 

themes is the role that Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, as the personification of wind, plays in the 

pollination of maize and plants in general. Pollination is the means by which plants reproduce 

and food is created, explaining the broad range of Quetzalcoatl’s associations. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

GRASS AS THE PROGENITOR OF MAIZE IN THE CODEX BORGIA  
 
 

The Nahua held a common grass in great esteem. In this chapter, I turn to two aspects of grass 

imagery in the Codex Borgia that have not yet been examined. First, the twelfth day sign in the 

Nahua calendar was a common grass. In the Codex Borgia and other pre-Columbian and early 

colonial Central Mexican manuscripts, it is represented as a plant (grass), jawbone (or skull), or a 

combination of the two. Many depictions of this day sign consist of grass growing out of a 

jawbone (fig. 5.1). Often, it appears simply as a jawbone with teeth (fig. 5.2). These forms of 

representing grass have puzzled generations of scholars. More than a century ago, Eduard Seler 

himself wondered about the glyph’s peculiar iconography: “The day sign is designated by a gory 

jaw with a row of teeth. . . . How the gory jaw can be a representation for the word malinalli is 

hard to imagine.”1 Seler’s question remains unanswered: what relationship did the Nahuas 

perceive between grass and jawbones? 

 Second, depictions of grass in the Codex Borgia are strikingly similar to those of the 

maize plant. For example, on page 20, grass and maize are rendered with the same botanical 

elements. Particularly salient is the rendition of the tassels, which are even painted with a similar 

palette, with the result that they appear virtually indistinguishable (fig. 5.3). This is also 

puzzling. In nature, the maize (Zea mays L.) plant does not look like grass. The maize plant 

consists of a single stalk with long, graceful leaves growing at regular intervals along the stalk, a 

single tassel, and one or two large cobs enclosed in soft, light-green husks (fig. 5.4). In contrast, 

the strain of grass that scientists have identified as maize’s progenitor, teosinte (Zea mays ssp. 

parviglumis), endemic to Central Mexico, is an unkempt grass consisting of multiple branches 
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with slightly thinner and shorter leaves, each branch with its own tassel and numerous tiny cobs 

with seeds enclosed in a stony case (fig. 5.4). Why, then, in the Codex Borgia do the maize plant 

and malinalli grass look so similar? 

I propose that both sets of questions can be answered by considering the scientific history 

of the maize plant. As explained in Chapter 2, over 8,000 years ago, the indigenous people of 

Central Mexico domesticated a wild grass and transformed it into modern maize. Grass is 

therefore the ancestor of maize. Also, as set forth in Chapter 4, the Nahua associated bones with 

the life-giving qualities of ancestors. That grass is the ancestor of maize explains both the 

association of grass with bones, and maize with grass. This chapter will show that these 

conclusions, although novel, find support in Nahua iconography, ritual, mythology, science, and 

the ethnohistoric record. 

 

The Twelfth Day Sign of the Nahua Calendar and the Relationship Between Grass and Bones 

In Central Mexican manuscripts the twelfth day sign is represented with plant and/or bone 

elements. Page 18 of the Codex Borgia depicts it as a plant with a root system and several tassels 

protruding from thick foliage (fig. 5.5). Similarly, in the Florentine Codex it appears simply as a 

short and leafy grass without tassels or roots (fig. 5.5). In Diego Durán’s chronicle, the day sign 

is a short leafy plant with a number of tassels depicted as yellow blooms adorning the tips of 

each blade (fig. 5.5). 

In contrast, as discussed above, some pre-Columbian manuscripts omit the grass aspects 

of the glyph altogether and depict it simply as a jawbone with teeth (e.g., Codex Féjerváry-

Mayer page 44 and Codex Laud page 2, see fig. 5.2).2 Still other depictions of the day sign 

include a combination of plant and bone elements (see fig. 5.1). On pages 23 and 52 of the 
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Codex Borgia, for example, it consists of grass blades growing out of a skeletal mandible with 

teeth (fig. 5.6). Early colonial manuscripts, for example, the Codex Borbonicus, and the Codex 

Vaticanus A, depict it as a plant growing out of what appears to be a skull with eyes. The grass 

blades resemble hair and end in tear-shaped yellow flowers, which seem to represent tassels (fig. 

5.7). At times, the glyph is depicted with a very conspicuous tassel protruding above the blades 

of grass, implying that the plant is wind pollinated (fig. 5.8). 

The Codex Borgia, like other pre-Columbian Central Mexican manuscripts, does not 

contain any alphabetic text or glosses3 providing the Nahuatl name for the twelfth day sign. We 

know, however, from early colonial chronicles and painted manuscripts—which do include 

glosses—that the twelfth day sign bore the name of a grass (malinalli) or of a product made of 

grass (escoba, broom). Father Toribio de Motolinía, who arrived in Mexico in 1523, was one of 

the first Catholic officials to write about the Nahua calendar. Regarding the symbols for the days 

of the calendar, he reports: “They indicated [the calendrical dates] by the following signs or 

figures, . . . the twelfth [day sign] by twelve broom.”4 Similarly, the Spanish glosses in the Aztec 

Codex Borbonicus, identify the day sign as escoba (broom), but the glyph looks nothing like a 

broom (see fig. 5.7).5 

Book 4 of the Florentine Codex, which discusses the Central Mexican calendar, reports 

that the twelfth day sign is called malinalli, which is translated into Spanish as heno (grass).6 

According to the Diccionario de la Real Academia Española’s definition, heno belongs to a 

family of grasses called Gramineae (or Poaceae) to which both maize and its progenitor, teosinte 

grass, belong.7 Diego Durán also reports that the Nahua called the twelfth day sign malinalli, 

which he translates into Spanish as matorral (uncultivated plant). His explanation: “The twelfth 

day sign that they called matorral . . . means in their tongue malinalli.”8 According to the 
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Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, matorral derives from matorro (plant), which means 

“uncultivated field full of plants and wild grasses.”9  

For some time, scholars have attempted to identify the family of grasses to which the 

plant called malinalli belongs. They have used a number of tools, including pre-Columbian and 

early colonial images, discussions of malinalli grass in the ethnohistoric record, and modern-day 

botanical studies of endemic grasses in Central Mexico. For example, folio 12v of the Codex 

Badianus (ca. 1552) includes the entry of a plant that the Aztec physician Martín de la Cruz 

identifies in Latin as herbae malinalli (malinalli grass). A depiction of the grass with roots, 

dense foliage, and five tall tassels in the process of disseminating pollen accompanies the entry 

(fig. 5.9). The Nahua doctor identifies malinalli as a medicinal plant used in the treatment of eye 

ailments, throat infections, and difficult childbirths. Although he offers no further details 

regarding its botanical identity and significance, scholars have been able to extract some 

botanical information based on the image.10 

 Blas P. Reko, for example, classifies the malinalli grass in the Codex Badianus with the 

genus Epicampes Macroura of the Gramineae (also known as Poaceae) family, to which maize 

also belongs. Reko reports that to this day, the people of Sinaloa call the grass zacate malinalli 

(malinalli grass).11 In her seminal article on malinalli, Jeanette Peterson concurs that the grass 

belongs to the Gramineae family. Nonetheless, in her study of the etymology of the Nahuatl 

word malinalli, she finds that it had a “broad application” among the pre-Columbian Nahua, 

which continues in modern Mexico and Central America.12 She concludes: “The Precolumbian 

taxonomic system labeled several related species of grasses as malinalli much as today in many 

regions of Mexico, they are given the generic name of zacatón” [big grass].13 
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 Putting these elements together, we are presented with a day sign named malinalli; a 

name that refers to one or more species of wild grass; and images of it that sometimes depict a 

grass, a jawbone, or a combination of the two. What, as Peterson asks, explains the “elevated 

status” of a common, wild grass to the point that the Nahua chose it to represent one of the day 

signs of their calendar?14 As Peterson has observed, it remains “one of the most enigmatic” of 

the twenty day signs in the Nahua calendar, and the “linguistic and iconographic variations in the 

malinalli day sign are only one of several problems posed by the glyph.”15  

 Peterson conducted a thorough botanical and iconographic evaluation of the malinalli 

grass, concluding that its importance pertained to the Nahua association of grass with the earth: 

“The Aztecs used malinalli grass as a metaphorical substitute for the skin covering and hair of 

the earth. As such, it appeared in contexts of sacrifice and death and could petition the earth on 

behalf of the suppliant.”16 Peterson also discusses the economic value that the common grass 

represented within Nahua society, where it was the raw material for a wide variety of products 

including rope, roofs, nets, brooms, brushes, and baskets. 

Building on Peterson’s work, I propose a broader—although not necessarily 

contradictory—answer to Seler’s question regarding the association of a wild grass and bones in 

the twelfth day sign, as well as the significance that the Nahua accorded the wild grass. My 

answer is that the Nahua understood that a common grass was the progenitor of maize, and 

consequently grass and bones represented lifegiving and venerated ancestors. Bones represented 

ancestors—those who had come before and died and who also were the basis for future life (see 

Chapter 4). This association with ancestry links wild grass to bones and explains, I contend, why 

the Nahua elevated what to us appears as a common grass to a powerful symbol. 
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In her analysis of skeletal imagery in Mixtec manuscripts, Jill Furst convincingly 

demonstrates that bones represent “not death, but life-giving and life-sustaining qualities.”17 She 

points out that early colonial as well as modern-day associations of bones with death and doom 

generally come from European art and its memento mori (literally, “remember that you must die” 

in Latin) motif that usually consisted of a skull intended to provoke contemplation. Skeletal 

iconography in European art, Furst explains, symbolizes “all that is transient and tragic in man’s 

brief earthly existence.”18 Based on that observation, Furst argues regarding the iconography of 

bones in indigenous artifacts: “Death deities and grim lords of the underworld . . . may not reflect 

indigenous thought so much as the experience of Western culture. . . . Among the Mixtecs . . . 

skeletal figures were the antithesis of death gods. Indeed, they were deities with generative and 

life-sustaining functions.”19 For example, she points out that in the pre-Columbian Mixtec 

screenfold Codex Vindobonensis Mexicanus I (also known as the Codex Vienna), creator gods 

are often depicted with skeletal features. The figures with skeletal jaws on page 51 of the Codex 

Vienna—a male and female couple, each individually identified by the calendrical name 1 

Deer—appear with an abundant progeny, conducting a ritual involving smoke and tobacco (fig. 

5.10). 

Furst also points out that in other pages of the Mixtec Codex Vienna (for example on 

pages 34, 35, 49, and 50), the ritual with smoke and tobacco appears in association with marriage 

and/or birth celebrations. The “couples carrying out this rite are skeletonized, suggesting that the 

fleshless jaw is not an attribute of death deities, but rather is an insignia of life-generating gods 

and goddesses.”20 Furst cites a Mixtec creation story from Cuilapa, in the Oaxaca Valley 

recounted in the Orígen de los indios de el Nuevo Mundo e Indias Occidentales, a chronicle by 

the Dominican Fray Gregoria García (1554–1627), as further evidence that the couple on page 
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51 of the Codex Vienna represents a life-generating pair, and not death gods. Fray García’s 

chronicle identifies a pair of gods with the calendrical name 1 Deer as “Father and Mother of all 

the gods.”21 From her analysis of skeletal imagery in Central Mexican manuscripts, Furst 

concludes: “The Post-Classic period in Mesoamerica might better be characterized as a time 

when the fertility of the earth became an obsession. . . . Thus, the supposed emphasis on death in 

the Post-Classic may well be ours, and not that of the Pre-Hispanic peoples of Mesoamerica.”22 

Interestingly, most of the figures that Furst discusses are specifically depicted as fully 

fleshed, with only their jaws skeletonized. For the Nahua, there was something unique about the 

jawbone—for some reason it was represented without flesh. Furst does not address this point, 

and here I will only suggest that beyond indicating life and ancestry, the skeletal jaw of the 

creator gods links them to the malinalli grass day sign, thus evoking filial ties. 

Although in Western thought there is no immediate link between wild grass, bones, and 

ancestors, this association existed among the Nahua. Folio 71v of the Codex Magliabechiano 

reports that “the Indians remembered their dead in the feast called Tititl” and relates that this 

particular memorial revolved around a deceased noble whose attire includes a “yacaxihuitl, 

which means nose of grass . . . and on the head as a headdress they put some grass that they call 

malinalli.”23 As Amos Megged has observed in his study of Nahua rituals pertaining to the 

remembrance of ancestors, “In Nahua death rites the tying of malinalli grass knots and paper 

knots on the skulls of the dead is a practice intimately connected with acts of commemoration, as 

well as to the journey into the afterlife, with its accompanying fate.”24 

The etymology of the word malinalli, and the ways in which the Nahua used malinalli 

grass, provide further support for the association of grass with ancestry. Although the dictionary 

that Alonso de Molina began compiling in the 1550s does not include the word malinalli, the 
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word is similar, or at least related etymologically, to words that he did include, among them 

malina, “to twist cord above the thigh”; onitlamalin, the past tense of malina; and malinqui, 

“twisted object as a rope.”25 While the rope or cord aspect is understandable because these were 

manufactured from grass, the reference to the thigh is perplexing. Nevertheless, the Nahua 

perceived a close association between thigh, rope, and apparently, plants. Book 10 of the 

Florentine Codex identifies each part of the body and its characteristics, describing the leg 

(icxitl) as “like a cord,” and “twisted,” and the thigh (mêtztli) as “like a plant.”26 It says also that 

“the thigh [is] an old hilled plant.”27 

Cecelia F. Klein has pointed out that “the thigh was associated with military aggression 

in general by the Aztecs.”28 The Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca (ca. 1547), a manuscript from 

Cuauhtinchan (modern-day Puebla) that records with images and text the history of Chichimec 

tribes (ancestors of the Nahuas), their migrations, and eventual settlement in Central Mexico, 

relates plants to military aggression. The manuscript says that when the Chichimecs emerged 

from Chicomoztoc, the cave of primordial emergence, on the date 7 Mazatl (7 Deer), they struck 

trees and plants with their arrows.29 Heinrich Berlin and Silvia Rendon translate the Nahuatl 

glosses corresponding to the imagery on folio 23r as: “Then they cast arrows onto the nopal [a 

type of cactus] and the malinalli. Then they bled, and they pretended that thus they gained 

strength.”30 Folio 23r features a malinalli grass and a nopal that bleed because warriors have shot 

them (fig. 5.11).31 Dana Leibsohn explaines that the image “both depicts their assault [on the 

plants] and makes visible the connection between sacred warfare and Chichimeca military 

prowess.”32 

 

The Ochpaniztli (“Sweeping”) Feast: Reenacting Maize’s Birth From Grass in Ritual 
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I argue that the relationship among the thigh, military aggression, maize, and malinalli grass 

(including rope) can be understood in the context of Ochpaniztli, translated as “Day of 

Sweeping,” an Aztec feast celebrated in September that Diego Durán reports was an “ancient 

rite.”33 The performances reenacted during Ochpaniztli, I contend, allude to grass giving birth to 

maize. According to the Florentine Codex, during Ochpaniztli, the goddess Toci (Our 

Grandmother), also known as Teteo innan (Mother of the Gods), and her attendants, staged a 

mock combat with an opposing force. The skirmish is called “‘They fight with grass’; because it 

was indeed grass, it was indeed straw [brooms] that each of them went carrying in their hands.”34 

Ochpaniztli culminates with the goddess’s death and the birth of her progeny, Cinteotl (maize).35 

Toci was flayed and the skin of her thigh made into a mask for her offspring to wear.36 Masks, 

particularly those made of skin, as Klein observes, served as the “new face” for the wearer.37 

Therefore, maize has grass-like qualities by virtue of wearing a mask made from its mother’s 

thigh skin. 

For the Nahuas, thighbones or femurs symbolized genealogical bonds.38 As discussed in 

Chapter 4, the bones in Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress represent previous generations that 

make new life possible. Thus, the bones in his headdress could very well be femurs.39 According 

to the Florentine Codex, during the Aztec feast of Tlacaxipehualiztli, “Flaying of People,” those 

who had been taken captive in battle were sacrificed, flayed, and their flesh ritually eaten, but the 

captors kept the thighbones. The Florentine Codex explains: captors “wrapped the thigh bone 

thoroughly in paper; he provided it a mask; and this was called the god-captive.”40 During 

Tlacaxipehualiztli, warriors refused to eat the flesh of the sacrificed captive, asking “Shall I 

perchance eat my very self?” because, the Florentine Codex explains that “when he took [the 
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captive] he had said: ‘He is as my beloved son.’”41 This implies a fictive familial tie of father and 

son between captor and captive. 

Furthermore, the Aztecs equated childbearing with fighting in battle and with seizing 

captives. Significantly, Toci’s attendants during Ochpaniztli were the huey ticitl (great 

physicians or midwives), which recalls that the Nahua doctor Martín de la Cruz recommended 

that malinalli be used during difficult labors.42 According to the Florentine Codex, midwives 

“gave war cries” when a woman had successfully delivered a baby to indicate that the new 

mother “had fought a good battle, had become a brave warrior, had taken a captive, had captured 

a baby.”43 Therefore, I contend, grass’s role as the progenitor of maize evoked during 

Ochpaniztli explains why the feast is suffused with, as Johanna Broda has already discussed, 

both martial and agrarian undertones.44 Catherine DiCesare has complained that there is “a 

common assumption” in the literature that “Ochpaniztli was an agrarian rite . . . interpreted as the 

harvest festival,” which she attributes to an unjustifiable reliance on the Codex Borbonicus.45 She 

notes correctly that there are “numerous other representations, pictorial and textual alike, that 

focus consistently on a goddess who is linked with human sexuality, midwifery, parturition, and 

healing and cleansing rites. This deity is identified in the texts as Toci, Teteoinnan, and 

Tlazolteotl.”46 If, however, as I contend, Ochpaniztli is a performance underscoring grass’s filial 

relation to maize, the feast would necessarily and naturally evoke both agrarian and childbearing 

themes. 

Michel Graulich has observed that page 11 of the Codex Borbonicus depicts the 

culminating “result of the ritual”—that is, a performance of the goddess giving birth.47 There, 

Tlazolteotl’s progeny emerges from her womb holding two intertwined ropes (fig. 5.12a). 

Subsequently, on page 30 of the Codex Borbonicus, Cinteotl appears wearing her progenitor’s 
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skin (evident by the lifeless hands that hang from her own) as well as an elaborate headdress 

featuring a maize plant with a yellow tassel rendered to resemble rope (fig. 5.12b).48 In 

Mesoamerica, rope was an important visual symbol of filial ties, similar to our use of a family 

“tree.” The Codex Tudela identifies the twelfth day sign as “malinalli, yerba así llamada” (grass 

thus called), and translates it as torceduras (twistedness).49 This coincides with Molina’s 

definition of malinalli as “twisted object as a rope.”50 Scholars consequently usually translate the 

word malinalli as “twisted grass” and recognize the grass’s close association with rope or cord.51 

Susan Kellogg, in discussing how early colonial laws affected genealogical ties and 

family units, explains the symbolism of rope as follows: 

The use of ropes as an artistic symbol of genealogy is found commonly in early 
colonial genealogical drawings in legal cases and chronicles as well as elsewhere 
in Mesoamerica. . . . The concept of “rope of people” expressed, then, a number 
of linked ideas about birth, consanguineal relationship, and descent.52 
 

Much early colonial legal documentation pertained to land tenure disputes or inheritance rights, 

and rope imagery in these documents indicate kinship ties.53 For example, the Genealogía de 

Quauhtliztactzin features Ocelotzin, a noble from Tlaxcala, linked to his kin with rope (fig. 

5.13).54 Scholars, including Susan Kellogg, Elena Díaz Rubio, Delia A. Cosentino, and Justyna 

Olko, have demonstrated that the Nahua associated both the image and the Nahuatl word for rope 

(and cord) with ancestry or consanguineal ties. They point out that tlacamecayotl (ancestry or 

lineage), formed with the words tlacatl (person) and mecatl (rope), “literally means ‘rope of 

people.’”55 Most recently, Olko has argued that the use of rope to indicate consanguinity as 

illustrated by the concept of tlacamecayotl (which she translates as “human cordage”) in early 

colonial Central Mexican pictorial genealogies is a pre-Columbian convention indicating 

“personal history or family links” as well as “historical and social memory grounded in pre-

Hispanic ancestry”56 Consequently, she contends that the use of ropes to indicate kinship 
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apparently, “surpasses the notion of simple blood bonds to encompass the idea of origin and 

descent expressed graphically by a tied rope.”57 In sum, Olko’s study indicates that rope: 

[N]ot only denotes the memory of personal descent but also bespeaks the 
perdurable remembrance of pre-Hispanic concepts. As various studies clearly 
show, it was not exclusively the Nahua idea of kin being “tied,” both verbally and 
graphically, for we see an ancient Mesoamerican tradition that symbolically 
identified ropes with umbilical cords, and, on a more esoteric level, with links to 
the supernatural world.58 
 

Megged points out that many bereavement songs in the Cantares Mexicanos, a collection of 

Nahua poems and songs compiled in alphabetic text in the early colonial period, express the idea 

of “entwining” or “binding.” Megged interprets these concepts primarily as pertaining to the 

“destiny of the souls of the departed,” although he does not explain the concept of the “soul” as 

the Nahua may have understood it. He cites songs that express the concept of binding, for 

example: “Lords, you are Entwined, Nobles, you are Bound in comradeship” and entwined is 

how “one becomes an ancestor.”59 Megged concluded that these songs express the concept of 

entwining or binding in a manner that is suggestive of “a joining of people with their ancestors, 

their gods, and their sacred lands.”60 

 In sum, I propose that the key to unlocking the association between wild grass and bones 

in the twelfth day sign glyph is to understand that to the Nahua, bones symbolized the life-giving 

aspect of ancestors, and grass was the ancestor of (the “bones of”) maize. This also helps to 

explain why Nahuas, like other Mesoamericans, conceptualized a rope—which the Nahua made 

out of wild grasses—as connecting the living with prior generations. Therefore, based on the 

iconographic and linguistic evidence, the Nahua indicated that grass is the progenitor of maize. 

 

Grass in the Guise of Maize in the Codex Borgia? 
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Although in nature maize does not look like grass, in some Aztec artifacts, including the Codex 

Borgia, it does. No study to date has noted the reasons for this. I contend that the similarities 

reflect the relationship that the Nahua knew existed between the two plants: grass was the 

progenitor of maize. In a pre-Columbian Aztec basalt stone sculpture at the Museo Nacional de 

Antropología e Historia, for example, maize appears next to grass and they are depicted to 

resemble each other; the only differences are that the grass has more leaves and no cobs (fig. 

5.14a).61 The sculpture is in the shape of a cube, and while the top and bottom sides do not 

include any carvings, all four of its lateral sides do: two feature maize next to grass (fig. 5.14a), 

and the other two, the chalchihuitl, symbolic of preciousness and wombs (see Chapter 3) (fig. 

5.14b).62 Significantly, while the maize plant emerges from a pot, a symbol that food would be 

available in the coming year (explained in Chapter 3), the grass emerges from the chalchihuitl.63 

Book 6, of the Florentine Codex, titled Rhetoric and Moral Philosophy, explains how mothers 

described to their daughters their origin: “behold, here is thy mother, thy noble one. From her 

womb, from her breast thou wert chipped, thou wert flaked. It is as if thou wert an herb, a plant 

which hath propagated, sprouted, blossomed.”64 Significantly, in the original Nahuatl, the word 

“herb” is tixiuhtzintli, literally: you are grass maize. Moreover, the mother calls her daughter 

who is old enough to marry “tichalchihuitl, titeuxihuitl,” literally: “you are a chalchihuitl, you 

are godly grass,” suggesting that grass was considered as mother or originator of new lineage. 

 In the Codex Borgia, malinalli grass is depicted as the twelfth day sign or as the insignia 

of creator deities. In both cases the malinalli grass bear a striking resemblance to the maize plant. 

For example, page 20 of the Codex Borgia features malinalli as the twelfth day sign and a maize 

plant growing in a field, both rendered with the same iconographic elements (see fig. 5.3). In 

their vegetative aspects—that is, their roots, leaves, and tassels—these two plants are 
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indistinguishable; each with elements painted in the same color and rendered with the same 

artistic details. This is particularly notable in the tassel. In each case, the tassel’s inflorescence 

appears at the top of a long peduncle (flower-bearing stalk) and consists of a small, round head 

crowned with a crest made up of tiny little partitions rendered with thin black lines. These tiny 

partitions seem to represent the spikelets, the part of the plant that produces pollen. 

 In the Codex Borgia, malinalli grass also appears among the insignia of earth goddesses. 

As Peterson explains, malinalli is an iconographic feature in many stone sculptures of earth 

goddesses, whose hair consists of grass that includes tassels at the end of the blades.65 On page 

34 of the Codex Borgia, malinalli grass is depicted growing on an earth goddess’s lower back 

(fig. 5.15). Here too, the grass looks like maize. Each is sketched in the same manner and painted 

with the same palette; the similarities again, are particularly salient in the rendition of the tassels. 

 Pages 13, 18, 19, 20, and 75 of the Codex Borgia all feature the malinalli day sign glyph 

with the same tassels as those seen on the maize plant. The primary difference is that the maize 

plant appears with large cobs, and the malinalli grass (either as a day sign glyph or as a goddess 

insignia) appears instead with white paper banners. I argue that these white banners, which the 

Nahua widely used to commemorate their ancestors, further identify malinalli as the progenitor 

of maize. White banners were also used to identify sacrificial victims.66 This explains why in the 

Codex Borbonicus, Tlazolteotl, who as explained above was sacrificed during Ochpaniztli, thus 

giving birth to maize, appears with white paper banners resembling those on the malinalli grass 

in the Codex Borgia (see figs. 4.9 and 5.3). As Guilhem Olivier has observed about the 

widespread use of white paper ornaments for sacred bundles: “It is perhaps significant that we 

often find these same foliated paper ornaments (generally white in color) on mortuary bundles. 

In this manner Mictlantechtli, the god of death and the underworld, has the same color folded 
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paper.”67 Folios 55r, 57r, and 60r of the Codex Tudela, for example, depict a funeral in which the 

dead person’s bundle is decorated with white paper banners. Folio 57r of the Codex Tudela 

features the funerary rituals of a “high-ranking official or gentleman” whose bundle is decorated 

with white paper banners (fig. 5.16).68 Several other aspects of the imagery in folio 57r relate to 

grass and ancestry. For instance, the bundle is superimposed on a large grass plant with long 

green blades. The body is featured in the customary Nahua manner, arranged in a sitting position 

and wrapped in cloths secured with rope. 

 

Evolution from Wild Grass to Maize, as Reported in the Nahua Account of Creation 

Knowledge of the origin and subsequent transformation of the maize plant underlies Nahua 

creation stories. These not only recount how the world was created, but also, and perhaps, more 

importantly, reflect Nahua philosophy concerning the primordial creative endeavor. Whereas in 

Western and/or Christian thought creation is the one-time work of a single omnipotent god or 

force, Nahuas thought of creation as an ongoing process, a systematic sequence of cataclysmic 

destructions, each succeeded by new creations. 

 Nahua accounts of creation, compiled in alphabetic text in the early colonial period by 

indigenous scribes and Spanish chroniclers, include: the Historia de los mexicanos por sus 

pinturas; the Histoyre du Mechique; Memoriales by Father Toribio de Benavente; the Legend of 

the Suns; the Annals of Cuauhtitlan; and the Codex Vaticanus A. Only the Codex Vaticanus A, an 

early colonial manuscript (mid-sixteenth century), includes images. 

 Each of the surviving Nahua creation stories relates an identical central message: the 

world was created in five discrete stages or eras, each called a tonatiuh (sun). In descriptions of 

each sun, the focus consistently centers on three main themes: the fate and/or development of 
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human beings, their source of nourishment, and the recording of time based on the sun’s 

movements. Each creation was cataclysmically destroyed, but its three basic elements—sun, 

humans, and plants (the source of nourishment)—were restored, albeit in altered form in the next 

sun. Thus, the central message relates how the world first came to exist as well as how it changed 

over time. A salient characteristic is how terse they are. Perhaps as a consequence, some versions 

appear to be incomplete because they provide only enough details to express the general sense of 

how the Nahua conceptualized creation. 

 In 1960, Selma Anderson pointed out that it was “evident” in Nahua creation stories that 

“the sustenance of each succeeding epoch had evolved more and more toward the corn of today,” 

correctly asserting: 

We are not told the name of the food of the fourth epoch, but we may assume that 
it followed this evolution. And in the fifth Sun, the Sun of 4 Movement, appeared 
corn in its modern form, created by the gods and given to man by Quetzalcóatl.69 
  

Anderson, however, mistakenly dismisses the changes in the plant as “legend,” adding: “how 

their ‘staff of life’ came to be must have been one of the most beloved in the folklore of the 

nahuas. It has come down to us as a delightfully fantastic and colorful little tale.”70  

 In 1967, Roberto Moreno de los Arcos conducted a comparative study of the different 

versions of Nahua accounts of creation, focusing on juxtaposing their various elements—suns, 

humans, animals, colors, directions, and plants—and discussing the slight variations regarding 

their order and/or naming.71 Because each account relates the same basic story, he explained that 

his objective was to organize all of the available information into categories and propose a single 

account—filling in, when necessary, any missing details—that reflected the order and names 

likely intended by the Nahua in the “original” version. His focus, therefore, was not on the 

plants, which he called alimentos (food), and which he discussed only in passing. Nevertheless, 
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he correctly noted that “food evolved little by little until it converted into maize in the Fifth 

Sun.”72 Regrettably, Moreno de los Arcos did not expand upon this insight, commenting only 

that the “central characteristic is the idea of the progression towards maize, and by extension of 

each of the previous ages as something incomplete, not finished.”73 He regarded the changes in 

the food not necessarily as transformations of a plant but as nuevas adquisiciones (new 

acquisitions).74 Consequently, he characterized the plants’ order of appearance in the creation 

stories as “really not of great importance.”75 

 But the name, as well as the order of the plants’ appearance in Nahua creation stories, is 

of great significance. In the Nahua creation stories—and this point has not yet been sufficiently 

emphasized or analyzed in the existing scholarship—a plant explicitly identified as the primary 

source of nourishment for humans of that era underwent a drastic change. The stories report that 

during the first suns, humans ate a type of grass or primitive maize that had by the fifth and 

current sun become the fully domesticated maize plant. For example, in the Histoyre du 

Mechique, in the first age, humans ate “a river grass named aciantli [acicintli],” which the Codex 

Vaticanus A identifies as wild maize.76 In the second age “a grass named centencupi 

[cincocopi],” in the third age “myrrh and resin of pines,” in the fourth age “a fruit from a tree 

called mizquitl,” and in the fifth age, the story declares, “the wheat that they ate was called 

maize.”77 Similarly, in the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas, the plant that humans 

consume during each sun or age progressively changes from a primitive plant or grass to become 

the maize plant consumed in the current age: 

And at that time [the first sun] the macehuales [common folk] ate a type of pine 
cone or pineapples78 and not anything else . . . in which time [the third sun] the 
macehuales that there were did not eat but acicintli, which is a seed similar to 
wheat that grows in the water. . . . And the macehuales ate at this time [the fourth 
sun] of a seed similar to maize, that they called cincocopi.79 
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The Codex Vaticanus A also reports the type of food that humans ate during the first ages: “They 

said that [in the first sun] they ate no bread, except a certain type of wild maize that they call 

atzitziutli [acecintle]. . . . In this age [second sun] they ate no bread, but like in the first age, only 

wild fruit that they call acotzintli. . . . [On the third sun] they ate no bread except a fruit of that 

tzlucoco [cincocopi],” and during the present age, humans cultivated and consumed maize.80 

 In each sun, the plant that sustains humans has maize-like qualities or associations. For 

example, in the Codex Vaticanus A, in the first sun, the plant, “a type of wild maize, atzitzintli 

[acicintli],” which in the image appears as growing out of a water glyph, is short with dense 

green foliage and tassels (fig. 5.17). This rendition and description match those reported in the 

Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas and in the Histoyre du Mechique accounts, both of 

which describe acicintli as a grass that grows in water.81 Molina’s dictionary also reports 

acicintli to be “the same as acecentli,” defined as “the said rough grasses.”82 In the second sun, 

the plant acotzintli is a taller specimen resembling a tree with foliage depicted on its branches 

(fig. 5.17). Although the name acotzintli does not coincide with the names of any of the plants in 

the other creation stories, it does include the suffix -zintli or -centli, which is the Nahuatl word 

for maize. Therefore, the Nahua associated the plant that they consumed during this second sun 

with a version of maize. 

In the third sun, the plant cincoco [cencocopi] even more closely resembles the fully 

domesticated maize plant because it is portrayed as a single branched plant with wavy leaves that 

produces what appear to be cobs (fig. 5.17). The Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas 

describes cincocopi as being similar to maize.83 Also, the Molina dictionary defines cencocopi as 

a “zizania that looks like the plant or the reed of maize, and is not.”84 According to the 

Diccionario de la Real Academia Española, the word zizania (spelled cizaña) is Latin and refers 
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to a plant belonging to a family of grasses, Gramineae (or Poaceae), to which the maize plant 

also belongs.85 In the fourth sun, the plant is not depicted, and the imagery on this folio 

emphasizes instead flower blooms. The goddess Xochiquetzal,86 who is the mother of maize, 

descends toward human beings (male and female) holding flowers and white paper banners (fig. 

5.17). Folio 7v of the Codex Vaticanus A features the modern maize plant in the current age, 

along with Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl (fig. 5.17).87 

Nahua accounts of the creation thus basically recount the evolution of a grass into the 

maize plant. In the earlier eras, humans received nourishment from wild grasses that were maize-

like but not the same as modern maize. In the current era, the process of evolution is complete, 

and humans eat domesticated maize. The pervasive change characterizing creation is not 

surprising, given the Nahua dependence on plants, which they routinely manipulated to suit 

human needs and/or to produce new and different strains with specific traits. As the scientists 

Arnel R. Hallauer, Marcelo J. Carena, and J. B. Miranda Filho have asserted, “Plant breeding is a 

science of evolution.”88 

 In the fifth sun, the evolution has led to the creation of the modern maize plant and also 

to the development of agriculture, which gives humans access to reliable sources of sustenance. 

This is underscored by the fact that the Leyenda de los Soles relates how, during the fifth sun, 

Oxomoco and Cipactonal, the first human couple, upon seeing that Quetzalcoatl alone could not 

carry tonacatepetl (roughly translated as “mountain of sustenance” or “food mountain”), 

recognized that Nanahuatl, the sun, could help in obtaining maize and other plants for humans.89 

Maize is presented here as the prototype of plants in general. Maize is sometimes called 

tonacaiotl (sometimes spelled tonacayotl), which means “human sustenance or fruit of the 

earth.”90  
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 The focus during the fifth sun therefore is on the plants that humans ate, culminating with 

the creation of maize and emphasizing the sun’s role. The sun’s importance in recording time is 

not surprising, given that agricultural endeavors inherently involve close observations of the 

changes of the seasons based on the movements of the sun.91 Creation stories, analyzed in this 

way, help to clarify the nature of the interconnectedness that the Nahua perceived among human 

beings, maize (including grass as well as all other plants), and the sun. 

 

The Ancestor of Maize and Related Grasses in the Ethnohistoric Record 

The ethnohistoric record provides further evidence that the Nahua understood that a family of 

common grasses shared a common ancestry with maize.92 Francisco Hernández and Bernardino 

de Sahagún report that the Nahua identified a number of wild grasses as being maize-like. 

Consequently, the evidence shows that at the time of the conquest, the Nahua recognized a 

specific family of common grasses, now identified by scientists as the teosintes, to be 

undomesticated grasses but closely related to maize. The teosintes,93 as discussed in Chapter 2, is 

the name for the wild grasses native to Central Mexico that scientists have identified as maize’s 

closest genetic relatives. While the word “teosinte” finds its origins in the Nahuatl language—

made up of the words teo (connoting ideas of sacred and divine) and centli (cob of maize cured 

and dried)—it is currently recognized as an English term as well, and widely used in the 

sciences.94 

 Pre-Columbian groups throughout the Americas had a long-standing tradition of 

manipulating grass, maize, and maize-like plants on the order of a few millennia, and they 

obviously understood that their botanical practices had led to an astonishing variation of plants 

that, notwithstanding their different phenotypes (appearances), shared the same genome because 
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of their capacity to interbreed and produce fertile progeny (see Chapter 2). Knowledge of the 

genetic variety of grasses and maize explains the large number of entries for maize, maize-like 

plants, and other maize-related grasses in Hernández and Sahagún’s work. This may also explain 

why the Nahua had so many generic names for maize, for instance tlaolli (also spelled tlaollo 

and tlaulli), centli (also spelled çintli), tonacaiotl (also spelled tonacayotl), toctli, xochi palcentli, 

and yyauh centli.95 It also explains why the Nahua had countless words to describe specific 

varieties of fully domesticated maize plants, including iztac xiuhtoctli, tlapalcintli, iavitl anoço 

iauhçintli, xiuhtoctli, cinvechtli, cincozcatl, and even quamochitl (popcorn).96  

 The Nahuatl language also has several generic terms for grass, such as zacatl (also 

çacatl), quilitl, xihuitl, and of course, malinalli.97 In the Florentine Codex, çacatl and xihuitl are 

both used interchangeably with heno, which, as pointed out earlier in this chapter, is the Spanish 

word Sahagún used to translate malinalli. For example, Book 11 of the Florentine Codex 

identifies the entry for the plant çacatl (grass) as xihuitl (grass), and tequixquizacatl (a type of 

coarse grass—note the suffix “zacatl”) as heno.98 Heno, and consequently malinalli, çacatl, and 

xihuitl, are used interchangeably because each of these words refers to the same common grass 

or family of grasses.99 

 According to the ethnohistoric record, then, the Nahua had a large number of words that 

they used to describe the common wild grasses that they understood are related to the fully 

domesticated maize plant. As noted earlier in this chapter, one of those words, malinalli, was 

likely a generic term for wild grasses but may also have been tied to one or more specific 

species. Other words used by the Nahua for grasses, together with the descriptions provided to 

chroniclers such as Hernández and Sahagún, establish an even closer association between grasses 

and maize. For example, the plant that the Nahua called cocopi, or cencocopi, may be teosinte 
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(its modern-day appellation). Hernández includes an entry of a wild grass that the Nahua called 

cencocopi, identified as a “plant similar to tlaolli [maize]” and described exactly like the 

modern-day teosinte grass: “its seed is triangular. . . . [It] is maize of inferior quality.”100 

 The Florentine Codex provides the variant spelling cocopi and describes it as: 

Similar to maize: just like the maize stalk. The grains of this are parched very 
hard; they are well carbonized. It grows everywhere in the fields. No one sows it. 
Some of it grows first, before the maize plants sprout; some of it grows later, as 
the maize grows.101 
 

In the Florentine Codex, the accompanying image of cocopi at first glance appears to be of 

maize, but a closer examination shows that the artist has depicted slight differences, including 

two branches and two tassels (similar to teosinte) and a smaller cob, although the cob is still 

similar to those of the maize plant (fig. 5.18). This information in the ethnohistoric record—

including the image in the Florentine Codex—has led some scientists to conclude that cencocopi 

was the sixteenth-century Nahuatl name for teosinte. Hugh G. Wilkes, one of the leading 

botanists on teosinte research, for example, asserted, “The standardized Náhuatl name for 

teosinte in the codices is some form of ‘cocopi’: ‘Cincocopi’ (García-Icazbalceta, Historia de los 

Mexicanos por sus pinturas, 1882); ‘Cocopi’ (Sahagún, Florentine Codex); and ‘Cencocopi’ 

(Hernández, Matriti Edition).”102 George Beadle concurred, wondering if “in his earlier, more 

extensive writings, which were destroyed by fire in 1651, Hernández had given a more 

substantial description of teosinte.”103 

 Hernandez also reports that the Nahua used the words tepecentli or tepececentli to 

describe a plant that was a type of maize: seu spicis maizij montani (spikes of maize from the 

highlands).104 The use of the centli root seems to indicate its botanical association with maize, 

but Hernandez’s description of the plant—that it has large purple leaves that resemble those of 

the lemon, grows in cold and rocky places, has roots with medicinal qualities, and fruits that 
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resemble chili peppers and are full of seeds—does not sound like any of the teosinte strains that 

scientists have identified as maize’s progenitor. 

 Hernández reports about another grass that the Nahua identified as the “mother” of 

maize. The çenanan, they told him, was also known as çenantli and çentlinan, and one of 

maize’s progenitors: “çenanan of Texcoco or mother of the maize cob.”105 Although the 

accompanying depiction of the grass in the Obras Completas bears only a slight resemblance to 

teosinte, the accompanying depiction of the fruitcase does bear a more striking similarity to those 

of teosinte (fig. 5.19). Figure 5.19 shows those similarities particularly in the shape of the 

fruitcase, the seeds, and the silks.  

How the word “teosinte” was first adopted in the sciences as a name for a grass related to 

maize is a question that has not received enough attention. To my knowledge, the botanist Hugh 

Wilkes is the only scholar in the United States whose research has shed some light on this issue. 

Wilkes reported that a letter written in 1869 by the Director of Public Gardens and Promenades 

of Guatemala is “the first record” of the word téozinté. According to the letter, addressed to the 

Imperial Society of Acclimatization of Paris, “the plant was known locally as ‘téozinté’ in 

southwestern Guatemala,” but Wilkes added that the “name is not encountered anywhere in 

Mexico.”106 Consequently, Wilkes concluded, based upon his analysis of the evidence that the 

name “teosinte,” used to denote the progenitor of maize, did not seem to have originated in 

Central Mexico and could not be attributed to pre-Columbian Nahua thought or systems of 

botanical nomenclature. 

 Notwithstanding Wilkes’s conclusion, there is some evidence—albeit as of yet 

inconclusive—in the oeuvre of Hernández that the Nahua may have used the word “teosinte” in 

the early colonial period. As is well known, most of Francisco Hernández’s original work on 
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Mexican plants, and more generally on natural history, was reportedly lost in a fire at the 

Monasterio del Escorial on June 17, 1671.107 But the images, and the substantial body of 

information that Hernández collected in Mexico in the 1570s from indigenous botanists, doctors, 

and other sages survives, at least in part, in various copies made from the originals. In 1580, for 

example, King Phillip II commissioned the Italian royal doctor Nardo Antonio Recchi to copy 

Hernández’s work Natural History. That copy, which bears the name De Materia Medica Novae 

Hispaniae Manuscrito de Recchi, is also widely known as the Roman Edition.108 A subsequent 

copy of Hernández’s work, edited by the Spanish scholar Casimiro Gómez Ortega, dean of the 

Royal Botanical Garden in Madrid, bears the name Opera cum edita and is widely known as the 

Madrid Edition; it was published in the 1780s.109 

 The Madrid Edition contains an entry referring to a wild maize-like plant called teocintli, 

which is tantalizingly close to the modern word teosinte.110 But the Roman Edition does not 

contain that entry, nor does it make any reference to the word teocintli (the closest the Roman 

Edition comes is with the plant called tepecentli, described above). José Rojo Navarro, the 

Mexican scholar who began in 1959 to translate the Madrid Edition from Latin to Spanish, 

noted, “It is very likely that Hernández’s ‘teocintli’ does not correspond to the gramineus that 

resembles maiz, which is currently known as teosinte (Euchlaena Mexicana Schrad.),” and he 

attributed his use of teosinte to a copyist’s error.111 More recently, José María López Piñero and 

José Pardo Tomás, whose work has focused on Francisco Hernández and his legacy, have 

acknowledged that some versions of Hernández’s work refer to tlaolli seu maizium (tlaolli or 

maize) and teocintli seu maizium dei (teocintli or maize god),112 but they have reiterated Rojo 

Navarro’s point that Hernández’s entry on teocintli was likely a mistake. Ironically, López 

Piñero and Pardo Tomás based that conclusion in part on the work of Paul Mangelsdorf, who, 
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they said, “demonstrated that teosinte is not, as had been traditionally believed, the ancestor of 

maize, but a hybrid of maize and a species of Tripsacum.”113 As explained in Chapter 2, 

however, cytological tests in the twenty-first century have conclusively rebutted Mangelsdorf’s 

theories to show that teosinte is the progenitor of maize.  

Ultimately, we are left without conclusive proof as to how the word “teosinte” was used 

in the pre-Columbian or early colonial period. Hernández’s declaration that teocintli seu maizium 

dei—if proven to be from Hernández himself and not the result of a scrivener’s error—would 

provide incontrovertible evidence that the Nahua not only understood the close botanical 

relationship between maize and a type of grass that they called teocintli, but also that they knew 

a relative of maize by its modern-day scientific appellation. What the evidence does indicate is 

that without question the Nahua recognized a family of grasses as being related to maize. The 

information compiled by Sahagún and Hernández shows that the Nahua described a number of 

plants as being maize-like, even identifying a few as the ancestors of maize, and actually going 

as far as describing a plant that they identified as “maize of inferior quality” whose “seed is 

triangular,” which, as Beadle noted, virtually describes teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis).114 

 

Antiquarianism in Pre-Columbian Central Mexico 

That the Nahua understood and recorded ancient history should not be surprising. As Emily 

Umberger has pointed out, “according to the literary sources the Mexica and other Central 

Mexicans made ceremonial pilgrimages to ancient sites” and were “familiar with the surface 

remains, and dug for buried objects.”115 Elizabeth Hill Boone has discussed how the Mexica 

recorded history in painted books explaining: “although they also recounted long-gone peoples 

and events in oral stories, songs, and performances, the Mexica relied principally on the painted 
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books to keep the past firm.”116 Various ethnohistoric sources indicate that the Nahua recorded in 

manuscripts and other media information on their early ancestors, including details of their 

history and of their many accomplishments. Diego Durán remarked in the sixteenth century that 

Nahua tlacuiloque (painter scribes) were “very excellent historians who composed extensive 

histories of their ancestors in paintings.”117 In the introduction to the Florentine Codex, Sahagún 

clearly states of the Nahua, 

And all their ancient customs and books they had about them were painted with 
figures and representations in such a way that they knew and had records of the 
things their ancestors had done and had left in their annals more than a thousand 
years ago, before the Spaniards had come to this land.118  
 
The ethnohistoric record indicates that the Nahua had a keen interest in examining their 

early predecessors’ undertakings, some of which could be construed as an archaeological 

knowledge. For example, in the Florentine Codex, the Nahua said of the Teotihuacan 

architectural ruins: “And there, leaders were elected, wherefore it is called Teotiuacan . . . And 

they built the pyramids of the sun and the moon very large, just like mountains. It is unbelievable 

when it is said they are made by hands.”119 Regarding the Toltecs, the Nahua indicated the 

approximate environs of the site they occupied, which is full of architectural ruins and remnants 

of artifacts: 

Those named the Tolteca . . . these first came to live here in the land, called land 
of the Mexica, land of the Chichimeca. And for several four-hundreds of years 
they dwelt in the vicinity of Tollantzinco. . . . In that area they made what was 
their temple; its name was ‘house of beams.’ Today it stands; it exists. . . . Then 
there they went!they went to live, to dwell on the banks of a river at 
Xicocotitlan, now called Tula. Because verily they there resided together, they 
there dwelt, so also many are their traces, which they produced. And they left 
behind that which today is there, which is to be seen, which they did not 
finish!the so-called serpent column, the round stone pillar made into a serpent. 
Its head rests on the ground; its tail, its rattles are above. . . . And Tolteca 
postherds are there to be seen. And Tolteca bowls, Tolteca ollas are taken from 
the earth. . . . And these, the traces of the Tolteca, their pyramids, their mounds, 
etc, not only appear there at the places called Tula [and] Xicocotitlan, but 
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practically everywhere they rest covered; for their postherds, their ollas, their 
pestles, their figurines, their arm bands appear everywhere.120 
 

The Annals of Cuauhtitlan corroborate the above regarding how Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, the ruler 

of the Toltecs, “started and began his temple; he put up the serpent column. But he did not finish 

it, he did not build it to the top.”121 

The Nahua also recorded information on the ancient history of plants. In Book 10 of the 

Florentine Codex, Sahagún’s Nahua informants discuss the botanical and other notable 

accomplishments of various groups—among them the Toltec, Tamime, Otomi, Chichimec, and 

Olmec—that flourished in the Central Mexican valley well before the sixteenth century. For 

example, they say of the Toltec that they were “wise . . . thinkers . . . skilled . . . learned: they 

knew well, they understood well, that which pertained to herbs [xihuitl], to the nature of their 

essence; which ones were good, which esteemed, and which of them were just plants, which ones 

bad, evil, harmful, or really deadly. . . . They invented the art of medicine.”122 Of the Chichimec, 

the Nahua said, “The so-called peyote was their discovery.”123 They also said that the “Otomí 

possessed gardens; they possessed maize bins good [was] their food, good [was] their drink.”124 

The Toltecs, from whom the Nahua descended, are credited in the Florentine Codex with 

producing maize of different varieties: “Their food was that which is now used—maize, grains of 

maize. It was produced in abundance—green, blue, jade, turquoise [colors] with which to make 

purchases.”125 

The early colonial Nahua Quinatzin Map (1542), painted on amatl paper, records—in 

images and with some Nahuatl glosses—aspects of Acolhua history including their early arrival 

in the Mexican Basin.126 The Acolhua were close allies of the Aztecs, and they built their capital 

city of Texcoco, one of the most important cultural centers in the Aztec empire, to the east of 

Tenochtitlan, the Aztec capital.127 The Quinatzin Map’s first page features a scene recounting 
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Texcoco’s early history, which includes the Chichimec migration into the Valley of Mexico with 

scenes evocative of beginning (i.e., emergence from a cave), travel, hunting, plants, and the 

establishment of rulership. Quinatzin, the founder of Texcoco, appears in the lower left corner of 

the page speaking to the leaders of the Tlailotlaque and Chimalpaneca, Toltec groups arriving 

from the Mixteca in Oaxaca. The gloss above Quinatzin reads: “At the time of Quinatzin arrived 

the Tlailotlaque and the Chimalpanecas approximately 272 years ago.”128 Plants featured on this 

page include grasses, trees (the species of this recurrent tree on the page has not been identified), 

cacti, and a maize or maize-like plant with the following inscription: “During Techotlalatzin’s 

time the Colhuaque arrived and brought their chosen maize seed, bean, amaranth, chia, husks 

with their bundle where they placed their chosen seed. From this they made the maize stalk and 

the cob, thus they made the milpa [field cultivated with maize], they cleaned, purified the 

maize.”129 

 

Conclusion 

The foregoing comparative analysis of the representations of malinalli grass and the maize plant 

in the Codex Borgia reveals the close relationship that the Nahua in the Late Postclassic period 

knew to exist between these two plants. As scientists have demonstrated, the Nahua and their 

ancestors routinely manipulated plants. And while maize was only one of these, it, along with its 

progenitor, a common grass, became ubiquitous and indelible symbols of their remarkable 

botanical knowledge and accomplishments. This explains the Nahuas’ high regard for a common 

grass that was comparable to that accorded maize. There is ample iconographic, etymological, 

scientific, mythological, and ethnographic evidence that the Nahua understood that grass and 

maize share a close filial bond. A specific iconography that included not only grass but also 
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bones and banners, when compared to the uses of these symbols in Nahua society, provides clues 

as to why these were essential iconographic elements of grass (malinalli) in the twelfth day sign 

glyph’s renditions. Bones, especially jawbones and femurs, represented ancestors, and grass was 

the ancestor of maize. The banners included in the malinalli day sign in the Codex Borgia also 

point to issues of ancestry. The etymology and meaning of the word malinalli, which in the 

sixteenth century was reported to denote “twisted rope,” offers other avenues to explore the 

common grass’s significance. Various products, including rope, were manufactured from grass, 

and rope was a widely recognized symbol of genealogical ties in Nahua society. The relationship 

between grass and rope revealed in the etymology of the word therefore echoes that between 

grass and maize. 

 Creation stories provide crucial additional evidence that the Nahua understood that the 

maize plant had been created from a wild ancestor that had undergone a series of transformations 

over time. According to the Nahua, the world was not created once, but through a series of 

evolutionary changes. The Nahua account of creation focuses on humans and their sources of 

nourishment. A salient element pertains to a wild plant that undergoes a series of changes, 

demonstrating the evolution of the maize plant, which is complete by the modern era. Nahuas in 

the sixteenth century explained that process in the ethnohistoric record. Both Francisco 

Hernández and Bernardino de Sahagún report that the Nahua explained that the maize plant was 

related to a number of wild species of maize-like plants. Pre-Columbian screenfolds, the early-

colonial chronicles on the Nahuas of the sixteenth century, and the modern-day scientific record 

all convey the same information: that a common grass was the ancestor of maize. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 

 
According to the archaeological record, by the time of the conquest in 1521, the indigenous 

people of Mesoamerica had been domesticating plants for thousands of years. Their 

manipulation of a common grass led to the creation of maize, which is one of their many 

botanical achievements and the most celebrated and studied among scientists. Biologists have 

demonstrated that maize did not evolve in the wild on its own but was created by human agency. 

That is, Central Mexicans manipulated a wild grass known in the scientific literature as teosinte 

(Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) and created maize (Zea mays L.) through selective breeding. 

That the Nahua possessed advanced knowledge in the scientific field of botany cannot 

seriously be questioned. Numerous chronicles and natural histories proliferated in the early years 

after the European so-called “discovery” of a “New World” in 1492. These documents report 

extensively that Europeans learned from Nahua doctors, horticulturists, and other indigenous 

sages how to use and cultivate a vast number of plants that at the time were only known to 

indigenous people. Motivating the Spaniards’ voyages of exploration in the late fifteenth century 

was a desire to join the Spice trade route, and this naturally predisposed them to be interested in 

plants. While the Spaniards did not attain their initial goal, they discovered another truly 

remarkable avenue that supplied them with plants previously unknown in Europe. 

Indigenous peoples’ botanical knowledge was so extensive that the Spaniards, who ruled 

over the most powerful empire in Europe at the time, sought out to obtain information from them 

about the properties and uses of plants, including for food and medicine. What occurred, 

therefore, was essentially a transfer of domesticated plants and finished botanical products—not 

raw materials—from indigenous people to Europeans. As the scientific and ethnohistoric record 
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demonstrates, this botanical information was new only to the Europeans, as Nahua horticulturists 

and other indigenous sages had acquired this knowledge from their ancestors and from their own 

work with plants. 

This dissertation has sought to establish that maize and related images in the Codex 

Borgia reflect scientific information about plants. It has demonstrated this by relating the science 

behind maize’s origin, biology, and mode of reproduction to the analysis of imagery in the 

manuscript. The notion that the Codex Borgia contains scientific and historical information on 

plants is an entirely new approach to Central Mexican manuscript study. Essential to this study 

has been a now well-established fact in the scientific literature: that approximately 8,000 years 

ago, the indigenous people of Central Mexico manipulated a wild grass that produced tiny cobs 

with triangular seeds enclosed in stony fruitcases and, after years of selective breeding, evolved 

into maize. The result was a revolution in the development of agriculture and Mesoamerican 

societies. Maize supported substantial population growth and created an agricultural surplus that 

allowed the people of Central Mexico to build huge cities and develop advanced civilizations 

enabling them to produce monumental architecture, sculpture, polychrome pottery, manuscripts, 

and many other artifacts requiring highly skilled professionals. 

Three sources of information—iconography, science, and ethnohistory—refer to the same 

events pertaining to indigenous people’s sophisticated knowledge regarding the history, biology, 

and manipulation of the maize plant. To date, however, scholars’ conclusions about the messages 

reflected in Central Mexican manuscripts portray the Nahua as being overly preoccupied with 

superstition, fortune telling, stargazing, and divination. Just as superstition and anxiety about the 

future have been and continue to be part of the cultural experience of people in societies 

throughout the world, this may well have been also part of the Nahuas’ experience in the late 
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Postclassic period. I have argued, however, that based on visual, scientific, and ethnohistoric 

evidence, this is, at most, only a small part of the message inscribed in the Codex Borgia and 

other Central Mexican manuscripts. 

I have tried to show that it should come as no surprise that the Nahua thought to record 

their achievements with plants in order to hand them down to posterity. Indeed, the maize plant 

is unique in many respects, particularly in its complete dependence on humans for reproduction. 

It follows that knowledge regarding its cultivation—knowledge that was indispensable for the 

continuation of the plant and consequently of the Nahuas and their society—was of necessity 

passed along from generation to generation. Simply put, this plant would not exist otherwise. 

This alone would suggest that the Nahua would have recorded in their manuscripts and other 

artifacts information on maize that did not center exclusively on the prediction of rain. 

Nahua manuscripts can and, I contended in this dissertation do record scientific 

information on plants. An image from the early colonial Florentine Codex of a Nahua 

horticulturist studying a book provides compelling evidence that plant imagery in the extant 

Central Mexican manuscripts reflect botanical information. That Nahua horticulturists consulted 

books should lead us to reevaluate how scientific information was recorded, communicated, and 

handed down from one generation to another in an advanced civilization that did not have 

alphabetic writing but relied on images and day sign glyphs. 

 Page 28 of the Codex Borgia was the impetus for this dissertation. To date, the literature 

on this page has argued that it records information on divination, astronomy, and farming. As I 

analyzed the maize imagery on this page, however, I thought of the photograph in Michael Coe’s 

book Mexico, which features the archaeologist Richard MacNeish’s hand holding a tiny cob of 

early-domesticated maize (see fig. 2.5). Could there be, I asked, a relationship between the maize 
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imagery in the Codex Borgia and the tiny cobs that MacNeish and other archaeologists recovered 

from caves in the Tehuacán Valley and in other parts of Central Mexico? This dissertation has 

shown that, as it turns out, there is a close relationship between maize imagery in Nahua artifacts 

and the cobs that archaeologists have recovered from caves in Central Mexico. 

Knowledge of the origin and biology of the maize plant explains why the Nahua held a 

common grass in great esteem, venerated a god of wind, and explained the reproduction of the 

maize plant as sexual. This shows that scientific information about the origin and reproduction of 

plants can help answers questions about the iconography in Nahua artifacts that until now have 

been overlooked or deemed inexplicable. Science is an effective resource that provides an 

avenue for probing the information encoded in the Codex Borgia’s imagery, and can help to 

expand our understanding of Nahua thought and religion. I argue that this approach has the 

potential to further our knowledge of maize and other agricultural imagery depicted in 

Mesoamerican manuscripts and in other artifacts as well. Scientific literature on plants can assist 

us in exploring a fuller range of Nahua thought. 

For example, this dissertation argued that biology—namely recognizing that maize has 

male and female parts and therefore reproduces sexually—makes the representations of maize 

plants amid male and female couples on page 28 of the Codex Borgia intelligible. I contended 

that biology is key to decoding the relationship between maize and the rest of the iconography 

that features males floating above females, just as pollen flies through the air before landing on 

the plants’ silks. I concluded that thorough examination of the imagery on page 28 indicates that 

the Nahua understood plant sexuality. The message conveyed in the iconography on page 28 

should not be surprising when considering that in the early colonial period the Nahua explained 
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in Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas and the Histoyre du Mechique that the sexual 

union between a male and a female produced maize. 

Indeed, in their early sixteenth century writings, the Nahua describe the reproductive 

biology of the maize plant as if they were discussing human beings engaging in lustful 

intercourse. Creator gods, they said, seeing that a male had no female to couple with, fashioned 

for him a wife out of the hair of a harlot, a goddess of flowers. The gods descended to observe 

the two copulate and their union created maize. This indicates that the Nahuas understood that 

humans and the maize plant reproduce in a similar manner: through the sexual union between a 

male and a female. That the Nahuas understood the fundamentals of plant sexuality provides 

numerous avenues to for the study of Mesoamerican material culture and philosophy. 

I explained in Chapter 2 that the maize plant is monoecious (it has both male and female 

parts in the same plant, and is therefore bisexual) as well as diclinous (its male and female 

flowers are completely separate). That the maize plant is bisexual has tremendous implications 

for the evaluation of gender in Nahua ideology and how it is represented in art and ritual. 

Because this topic requires careful and extensive examination, I chose not to address it in this 

dissertation, and will do so elsewhere. What I did with the information is demonstrate that the 

Nahua understood plant sexuality, and answer the related question as to why the Nahua thought 

that wind was significant for plant reproduction. Nevertheless, monoecy in maize explains 

the themes of gender ambiguity in Nahua art imagery, as well as the unisexuality manifested in 

various personages that feature prominently in Nahua art and/or participated in official 

celebrations. For example, it explains the tradition of men donning female garbs during the 

month of Tititl, an Aztec festival when the mother creator goddess was celebrated. Therefore, 
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information that I presented in this dissertation raises numerous questions about gender that I 

will continue to probe and also hope further research will examine.  

With this dissertation, I have only begun the task of using science to analyze imagery in 

Central Mexican artifacts. Much more can be accomplished. The rest of the imagery in the 

Codex Borgia and other Nahua artifacts should be reevaluated in the context of the scientific 

literature on plant domestication in Central Mexico. Comparative studies between plant imagery 

in Nahua manuscripts and those painted in the Mixtec and Maya areas may also reveal how 

painter scribes in those societies recorded botanical information. Birds, bees,bats, and other 

pollinators are featured prominently in Mixtec and Maya art. How are these pollinators depicted 

in relation to plants? Can knowledge of the sexual reproduction of plants assisted by wind or 

other pollinators help to decode messages in these images? Building on the arguments set forth 

in this dissertation, does the imagery in mural painting (e.g., Cacaxtla, Teotihuacán, San Bartolo, 

and the Santa Rita Murals) reflect scientific principles pertaining to plants? Does pre-Columbian 

art contain scientific information relating to fields other than botany and other plant-related 

sciences? 

One potential objection to this new approach to manuscript study is that some may ask 

whether the Nahua really included scientific information in their manuscripts. The answer to that 

question, I contend, is emphatically yes. According to numerous early colonial sources, the 

Nahua used pictorial images to record information on numerous subjects including history, 

religion, mythology, law, taxes, military campaigns, geography, and even childrearing (see 

Chapter 1). Given the extraordinary accomplishments of their ancestors in domesticating the 

maize plant, of the Nahua horticulturists in manipulating the plant to produce cobs with different 

characteristics, and the plant’s significance to their sustenance as well as to their religion and 
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culture, it would have been odd if the Nahua had not recorded botanical information about the 

maize plant in their manuscripts. 

I do not mean to suggest that the manuscripts are science textbooks in a modern sense. 

Rather, in a pre-modern society, even one as advanced as the Nahua were, there was no strict 

separation of religion, mythology, and science. To the contrary, these realms were considered 

together as part of a group of related questions into the relationship between humans and the 

natural world. The pre-Columbian and colonial manuscripts of Central Mexico, and many other 

artifacts, reflect these inquiries. There was no more separation of religion and science in 

sixteenth century Central Mexico than there was in Europe at the time, where the Catholic 

Church sanctioned scientific findings. Indeed, as Galileo was to experience a century later, the 

Catholic Church declared what was permissible thought and what was heresy. The mixing of 

religion and science, although seemingly odd to the modern-day observer, was no more unusual 

in Europe at the time of the conquest than it was in the Americas. Accordingly, we should accept 

the notion that Nahua manuscripts include scientific information just as readily as we accept the 

uncontroversial and long-accepted proposition that the manuscripts and other artifacts reflect 

information about Nahua mythology and religion. 

In light of what my dissertation has argued about plant sexuality, pollination, and the role 

of the gods in plant reproduction, should lead us to reconsider Nahua religious thought. Did the 

Nahua concept of “god” differ significantly from how those in other civilizations conceptualized 

it? How does the idea of evolution, or systematic changes in an organism, fit into Nahua 

religious philosophy? Since they understood of the licentious sex life of plants, and they even 

held in high regard goddesses of promiscuity, how did they perceive the institution of marriage 

and human coupling outside science, ritual, and religion? A related line of inquiry would be to 
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probe how religious rituals conveyed scientific information about plants, some of this, I analyzed 

in this dissertation.  

There are to be sure certain limitations and obstacles to pre-Columbian and early colonial 

study of material culture in general and maize and plant imagery in particular. It may seem 

intuitive that one of the most formidable obstacles to accepting the notion that Central Mexican 

artifacts reflect scientific information about plants would be that our own field is not inclined to 

embrace such a radical new hypothesis. Perhaps another related obstacle would be that there is a 

dearth of material and/or supportive evidence given the terrible loss of human life and wholesale 

destruction of Mesoamerican artifacts in the immediate aftermath of the conquest. Nevertheless, 

the greatest challenges, I think, lie elsewhere. Chief among them is the uphill battle in 

challenging the strict categories and definitions of the established paradigm that has determined 

that the West is the recorder and disseminator of scientific knowledge and the rest, particularly 

indigenous civilizations, are mere passive recipients. Such an approach ignores the botanical 

accomplishments of the people of Central Mexico, rejects the possibility that Nahua artifacts 

could reflect scientific knowledge, and negates the likelihood that the artifacts could have any 

significance outside that paradigm. 

Indigenous peoples are autonomous contributors to the history of science, but we discuss 

little of this in the humanities. My dissertation should cue us to reevaluate how the discovery of 

the “New World” contributed to the Scientific Revolution that developed throughout seventeenth 

and eighteenth century Europe. Closer examination of the information in the encyclopedic 

oeuvre of the Spanish doctor Francisco Hernández and the friar Bernardino de Sahagún, which 

they compiled in collaboration with some of the most learned Nahua of the day, can provide 

further information to probe this question. Prior to contact with the Americas, in Europe botany 
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seems to have lagged far behind other fields of scientific inquiry. European herbals before the 

Age of Exploration appear to be suffused in myth, superstition, and misunderstanding about the 

nature of plants. To what extent was this due to religious constraints? Did the absence of such 

constraints allow Nahua botanists to develop knowledge in this area that was far beyond that of 

their European counterparts? In what ways did plant representations in European art change as a 

result of the exploration of the natural world in the Americas? In what ways, or to what extent, 

did plant imagery in European art reflect the vigorous exchange of botanical information that 

occurred in the sixteenth century? 

 The Western gaze—that is, the notion that Nahua artifacts can be evaluated and therefore 

their depth and meaning exists only in relation to European artifacts and accomplishments—has 

been detrimental to the advancement of knowledge and critical thinking. Nevertheless, 

overcoming this bias so that the material culture that the Nahua produced can reveal to us 

information about the extraordinary accomplishments with plants achieved by the indigenous 

people of Central Mexico rests within our hands and power. 
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Figure 1.1. Horticulturist studying a manuscript, Florentine Codex, Book 10, Chapter 12, titled 
“De otra manera de officiales como son labradores y mercaderes” (Of other types of officers 
such as laborers and merchants), detail of folio 29v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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Figure 1.2. Farmers in maize field, Florentine Codex, Book 10, Chapter 12, titled “De otra 
manera de officiales como son labradores y mercaderes” (Of other types of officers such as 
laborers and merchants), detail of folio 29r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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 Figure 1.3. Soothsayer with manuscript, Florentine Codex, Book 6, Chapter 36, titled “De cómo 
los padres de la criatura hacian llamar a los adivinos” (Of how the parents of the newborn 
summoned the soothsayers), detail of folio 168v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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Figure 1.4. Soothsayer, Florentine Codex, Book 4, Chapter 14, titled “De las postreras cuatro 
casas deste signo” (Of the last four houses of this day sign), detail of folio 34v (Sahagún 1979: 
vol. 1). 
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Figure 1.5. Singer with manuscript, Florentine Codex, Book 10, Chapter 8, titled “De otros 
oficiales, como son carpinteros y canteros” (Of other officers, such as carpenters and stone 
cutters), detail of folio 19v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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Figure 1.6. Ruler discussing war strategy using manuscript, Florentine Codex, Book 8, Chapter 
17, titled “De las cosas en que se exercitavan, los señores para regir bien su Reyno” (Of the 
things that the Lords exercised in order to perform well in their rulership), detail of folio 33v 
(Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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Figure 1.7. Judge with manuscript, Florentine Codex, Book 8, Chapter 17, titled “De las cosas en 
que se exercitavan, los señores para regir bien su Reyno” (Of the things that the Lords exercised 
in order to perform well in their rulership), detail of folio 37v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 2). 
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Figure 1.8. Painter-scribe (tlacuilo) using a reed pen, Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 11, 
titled “De los colores, de todas maneras de colores” (Of colors, of all manners of colors), detail 
of folio 219r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 1.9. Painter-scribe using a brush, Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 11, titled “De los 
colores, de todas maneras de colores” (Of colors, of all manners of colors), detail of folio 219r 
(Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 1.10. “Pintor” (male artist), Codex Mendoza, detail of folio 70r (Berdan and Anawalt 
1992: vol. 3, 109). 
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Figure 1.11. “La pintora” (the female artist) Codex Telleriano-Remensis, detail of folio 30v 
(Quiñones Keber 1995). 
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Figure 1.12. Drawing images with precise contour lines (tlilanianitla), Codex Borgia, detail of 
page 23 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
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Figure 1.13. Painting techniques, Codex Borgia, detail of page 56 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes 
García 1993). 
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Figure 2.1. Maize cobs painted in different colors, Codex Borgia, detail of page 24 (Anders, 
Jansen, and Reyes García 1993).  
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Figure 2.2. Maize cobs on male figure, Codex Borgia, detail of page 52 (Anders, Jansen, and 
Reyes García 1993).  
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Figure 2.3. Choosing the best seed to plant (“mopepena in xinachtli; vel mocenquixtia”), 
Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 13, titled “De todos los mantenimientos” (Of all type of 
sustenance), detail of folio 249r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 2.4. Maize (right) compared to teosinte ears (left) (photographs by Hugh Iltis, 2010a, used 
with permission). 
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Figure 2.5. Archaeologist Richard MacNeish holding cob of early domesticated maize (Coe 
1994: fig. 15). 
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Figure 2.6. Cobs recovered from archaeological excavations in the Tehuacán Valley 
(Mangelsdorf, MacNeish, and Galinat 1967a: fig. 122). 
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Figure 2.7. Wind carrying pollen from tassels to silks (adapted from Hayes 1963: fig. 1). 
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Figure 2.8. Comparision of maize and teosinte plants and their respective cobs (image by Nicolle 
Rager Fuller, National Science Foundation, 2009). 
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Figure 2.9. Maize and teosine, their crosses, and backcrosses (cross of hybrid with one parent) 
(photographs by John Doebley 2010a, used with permission). 
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Figure 2.10. Mature stony fruitcases (far left) covering the tesointe grains, which scientists 
discovered was caused by the gene mutant Teosinte glume architecture 1, widely known as Tga 
1 (photograph by Hugh Iltis, 2010b, used with permission). 
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Figure 2.11. “El preguntador” (One who asks questions), El Libro de Chilam Balam de 
Chumayel (Hernández 1959a: vol. 1, 224). 
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Figure 3.1. Males and females with maize, Codex Borgia, page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes 
García 1993). 
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Figure 3.2. Maize plants, Codex Borgia, detail of page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 
1993). 
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Figure 3.3. Headdress of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl (the god of wind), Codex Borgia, detail of page 28 
(Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993).  
 
 
 

!
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Figure 3.4. Calendrical symbols, Codex Borgia, detail of page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes 
García 1993). 
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Figure 3.5. Tlaloc and maize, Codex Borgia, page 27 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
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Figure 3.6. Chac, the Maya god of rain, Codex Dresden, detail of page 37 (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
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Figure 3.7. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress on otherwise naked goddess and Tlaloc, as 
Tezcatlipoca, disseminating flint knives, Codex Borgia, detail (lower-right compartment) of page 
28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
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Figure 3.8. Tonacatecuhtli’s vessel, Codex Borgia, detail of page 61 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes 
García 1993). 
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Figure 3.9. A male-female couple, their bodies intertwined in sexual intercourse (right), Codex 
Vaticanus A, detail of folio 13v (Anders and Jansen 1996).  
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Figure 3.10. Naked goddess as Xochiquetzal and Tlaloc as Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli, disseminating 
“red-spotted stones,” Codex Borgia, detail (upper-right compartment) of page 28 (Anders, 
Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
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Figure 3.11. Naked goddess as Chalchiuhtlicue and Tlaloc as Xiutecuhtli, Codex Borgia, detail 
(upper-left corner) of page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993).  
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Figure. 3.12. Naked Goddess as Chalchiuhtlicue and Tlaloc as Quetzalcoatl, disseminating wind 
serpents, Codex Borgia, detail (lower-left corner) of page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 
1993). 
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Figure 3.13. Naked Goddess as Chalchiuhtlicue and Tlaloc as Xochipilli, Codex Borgia, detail 
(center) of page 28 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993).  
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Figure 3.14. Stone relief of Tlaltecuhtli, the Earth Monster, whose womb is a chalchihuitl from 
where emerges 2 Acatl (2 Reed), Tezcatlipoca, Aztec, Late Postclassic period (1250–1521 CE), 
86 cm (height), Museo Nacional de Antropología e Historia, Mexico City (Klein 1976: fig. 5; 
photographed by author). 
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Figure 4.1. Maize with anthropomorphic features, details of Codex Borgia, page 27 (left), and 
Codex Fejérváry-Mayer, page 34 (right) (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
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Figure 4.2. Bone, feathers, flower, and pollinating bird in Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress, 
Codex Tudela, detail of folio 42r (Tudela de la Órden 1980). 
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Figure 4.3. Bone, flower, and pollinating bird in Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress, detail of 
Selden Roll (Burland 1955). 
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Figure 4.4. Bone, feathers, flowers, and pollinating bird in Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress, 
Codex Magliabechiano, detail of folio 60v (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
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Figure 4.5. Bird impregnating or “pollinating” a human, detail of Codex Laud, page 30 (left) 
(FAMSI n.d.-a). 
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Figure 4.6. Coatlicue (Mother of Huitzilopochtli, the tutelary god of the Aztecs) with feathers on 
her head, Florentine Codex, Book 3, Chapter 1, titled “Del principio que tuvieron los dioses” (Of 
how the gods had their beginning), detail of folio 3v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 1). 
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Figure 4.7. Turkeys copulating, Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 2, titled “De las aves” (Of 
birds), detail of folio 57r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 4.8. Tlazolteotl, Goddess of Sex and Debauchery, simultaneously conceiving (through her 
hair) and childbearing, Codex Borbonicus, detail of page 11 (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
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Figure 4.9. Tlazolteotl or Toci “Great Mother” with “putos” (male whores) marching towards her 
during the autumnal Aztec feast Ochpaniztli, Codex Borbonicus, detail of page 30 (FAMSI n.d.-
a). 
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Figure 4.10. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl and Tlazolteotl, the goddess related to sexual lust and 
childbearing, Codex Laud, detail of page 39 (FAMSI n.d.-a) 
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Figure 4.11. Serpent Quetzalcoatl, Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 5, titled “De las 
serpientes y otros animales de tierra de diversas maneras” (Of serpents and other types of 
animals that live on the ground), detail of folio 89v (Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 4.12. Eggshells scattered on ground during Xochilhuitl (Feast of Flowers), celebrated in 
honor of the goddess Chicomexochitl (Seven Flowers), Codex Magliabecchino, detail of folio 
46v (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
 

Eggshells 
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Figure 4.13. Birds pollinating flowers (right) and small maguey (tziuactli) (left), Florentine 
Codex, Book 11, Chapter 2, titled “De las aves” (Of birds), detail of folio 24r; and Book 11, 
Chapter 7, titled “En que se trata de todas las yerbas” (About all the herbs), detail of folio 201r. 
(Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
 

                         
a) bird pollinating maguey (tziuactli), folio 201r  b) pollinating hummingbirds, folio 24r  
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Figure 4.14. Birds and butterflies pollinating flowers, details from the Florentine Codex, Book 
11, Chapter 7, titled “En que se trata de todas las yerbas” (About all the herbs): a) cacauaxochitl, 
folio 188v; b) uitztecolxochitl, folio 190r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
 

              
a) cacauaxochitl, detail of folio 188v                        b) uitztecolxochitl, detail of folio 190r  
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Figure 4.15. Birds pollinating the maguey’s blossoms (quiiosuchitl), Florentine Codex, Book 11, 
Chapter 7, titled “En que se trata de todas las yerbas” (About all the herbs), detail of folio 197v 
(Sahagún 1979: vol. 3). 
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Figure 4.16. Flying, Codex Borgia, details of pages 29 through 46 (Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 4.17. Male flying out of page carrying maize bundle on his back, Codex Borgia, detail of 
page 43 (Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 4.18. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl figures flying out of a large vessel, Codex Borgia, detail of 
page 29 (Seler 1963). 
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Figure 4.19. “Caña de maíz en la mano, denotando fertilidad, and . . . Olleta, que era decir que 
bien podían comer sin temor . . . que no había que tener hambre” (Maize plant in hand denoting 
fertility, and . . . [The] pot meant that one could they could very well eat without fear . . . that 
there would be no famine), Historia de las Indias de Nueva España e Islas de la tierra firme, 
detail of folio 331v (Durán 2005 [1579]). 
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Figure 4.20. Plant emerging from Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl serpent, Codex Borgia, detail of page 29 
(Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 4.21. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, plants, and the twenty day signs of Central Mexican calendar, 
Codex Borgia, detail of page 30 (Seler 1963). 
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Figure 4.22. Pollen on maize plant, Codex Telleriano-Remensis, detail of folio 43r (left) 
(Quiñones Keber 1995); and on Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, holding a digging stick, Primeros 
Memoriales, detail of folio 282 (right) (Sahagún 1993). 
 

                   
Maize                       Ehecatl-Quetzalcoal
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Figure 4.23. Dots surrounding hummingbirds’ beaks in Late Postclassic Maya manuscripts, 
Codex Madrid, detail of page 34 (from FAMSI n.d.-a); Codex Madrid, detail of page 23 (Seler 
1996a: fig. 394); and Codex Dresden, detail of page 6 (Seler 1996a: fig. 389).  
 

     Codex Madrid, page 34 
 
 
 

      Codex Madrid, page 23 
 
 
 

      Codex Dresden, page 6 
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Figure 4.24. Hummingbird with dots on beak polychrome on Maya vase dating from the Classic 
period (ca. 250–1000 CE) (Taube 1987: fig. 2b). 
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Figure 4.25. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl serpent transporting flowers, birds, butterflies, pots, and 
Quetzalcoatl figures on his body, Codex Borgia, page 36, and details of pages 37, and 38 (Díaz 
and Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 4.26. Maize and metl (maguey) emerging from Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s beak, Codex 
Borgia, detail of page 36 (Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 4.27. Colossal stone sculpture of a rattlesnake with maize cobs emerging from the scales 
on its body, Aztec, Late Postclassic period (1250–1521 CE), 99.8 x 138 x 56 cm, Museo 
Nacional de Antropología e Historia, Mexico City (photographed by author). 
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Figure 4.28. Bundle on Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, Codex Borgia, detail of page 36 (Díaz and Rodgers 
1993). 
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Figure 4.29. Bones and yellow bloom on Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl’s headdress, Codex Borgia, detail 
of page 23 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
 
 

 

Bone tipped by flower 
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Figure 4.30. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl (god of wind) wearing conch-shell pectoral and 
Mictlantecuhtli (Lord of Underworld) back to back, Codex Borgia, detail page 73 (Anders, 
Jansen, and Reyes García 1993). 
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Figure 4.31. Mictlantecutli holding a staff and Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl holding a coa, digging stick, 
symbolic of planting in Nahua society, Codex Borgia, detail of page 56 (left) (Anders, Jansen, 
and Reyes García 1993); and conch shell painted white with red dots, the same motif used in 
painting Mictlantecuhtli’s staff, Codex Borgia, detail of page 45 (right) (Anders, Jansen, and 
Reyes García 1993) 45 (right) (Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
 

             
Page 56                Page 45 
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Figure 4.32. Bone piercing bird in sky during two different Aztec agrarian feasts, Historia de las 
Indias de Nueva España e Islas de la tierra firme, details of folios 328r (left) and 329r (right) 
(Durán 2005 [1579]). 
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Figure 5.1. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs, each depicted as a plant growing out of a skeletal 
jaw, Codex Cospi, detail of page 1; and Codex Borgia, detail of page 15 (from FAMSI n.d.-a).  
 
 

   Codex Cospi, detail of page 1 
 
 
 
 

   Codex Borgia, detail of page 15 
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Figure 5.2. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs, each depicted as a skeletal jaw with teeth (no plant 
elements), Codex Fejérváry Mayer, detail of page 33; and Codex Laud, detail of page 24 (from 
FAMSI n.d.-a).  
 
 

Codex Fejérváry-Mayer, detail, page 33 

Codex Laud, detail, page 24 
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Figure 5.3. Striking resemblance between the malinalli grass (here as day sign glyph) and the 
maize plant depictions, Codex Borgia, details of page 20 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 
1993). 
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   maize 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of maize plants and teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) grass, their 
fruit (cobs), and kernels (photographed, upper right by author, 2012; upper left by Hugh Iltis, 
2010c; and below by Beadle 1978: fig. 1). 
 

                    
  Maize (Zea mays L.) plant        Teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) 
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Figure 5.5. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs depicted as plants (no skeletal features), Codex 
Borgia, detail of page 18 (Díaz and Rodgers 1993); the Florentine Codex, Book 4, Chapter 28, 
titled “De las malas condiciones de las mujeres que nacían en este signo” (Of the bad conditions 
of women born on this day sign), detail of folio 27r (Sahagún 1979: vol. 1); and Historia de las 
Indias de Nueva España e Islas de la tierra firme, folio 340v (Durán 2005 [1579]). 
  

              Codex Borgia, page 18 
 

    Florentine Codex, Bk. 4, Ch. 28, folio 27r 
 

 Historia de las Indias, folio 340v 
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Figure 5.6. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs, each depicted as blades growing out of a skeletal 
mandible with teeth, Codex Borgia, detail of page 23 (Anders, Jansen, and Reyes García 1993), 
and page 52 (Díaz and Rodgers 1993). 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Codex Borgia, detail of page 23  
 

 
 

 Codex Borgia, detail of page 52 
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Figure 5.7. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs, each depicted as a plant growing out of a skeletal 
jaw with grass blades resembling hair, Codex Borbonicus, detail of page 1 (Anders, Jansen, and 
Reyes García 1991); and Codex Vaticanus A (also known as the Codex Rios), detail of folios 14r 
(Anders and Jansen 1993). 
 
 

  Codex Borbonicus, page 1 
 

  Codex Vaticanus A, folio 14r
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Figure 5.8. Grass (malinalli) day sign glyphs with tassels, Codex Laud, detail of page 40; and 
Codex Vaticanus B, detail of page 8 (both from FAMSI n.d.-a). 
 
 

   Codex Laud, page 40 
 
 

           Codex Vaticanus B, page 8 
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Figure 5.9. Malinalli grass, Codex Badianus, detail of folio 12v (De la Cruz 1964 [1552]). 
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Figure 5.10. Skeletal jaws on a male and female figure (a couple), each identified by the 
calendrical name 1 Deer, Codex Vindobonensis, detail of page 51 (Anders, Jansen, Pérez 
Jiménez 1992). 
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Figure 5.11. Shooting malinalli and nopal (cactus), Historia Tolteca Chichimeca, folio 12v 
(Gallica, 2013 [ca. 1549]). 
 
 
 
 

 
 Malinalli   Cactus  
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Figure 5.12. Rope, details from the Codex Borbonicus: a) Tlazolteotl’s offspring holding 
intertwined rope, detail of page 11; and b) maize plant with tassel resembling rope, detail of page 
30 (FAMSI n.d.-a). 
 
  
       Maize plant with tassel resembling rope 
 
 
 

                      
 
 
 
Tlazolteotl’s offspring holding intertwined rope  
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Figure 5.13. Rope representing filial or consanguineal ties; here a Tlaxcallan Lord, Ocelotzin 
with his descendants, Genealogía de Quauhtliztactzin, detail (Boone 2011: fig. 9.16). 
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 Figure 5.14. Sculpture in basalt stone with maize (left) and grass (right) reliefs, Aztec, Late 
Postclassic period (1250–1521 CE), 29.5 x 47 x 41 cm, Museo Nacional de Antropología e 
Historia, Mexico City (photographed by author). 
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Figure 5.15. The malinalli grass on a goddess, Codex Borgia, detail of page 34 (Díaz and 
Rodgers 1993). 
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Figure 5.16. Death Bundle of a high-ranking official or gentleman, Codex Tudela, detail of folio 
57r (Tudela de la Orden 1980).  
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Figure 5.17. Plant as nourishment during each “Sun” or “Age” in Nahua creation stories, Codex 
Vaticanus A, details of folios 4v, 5v, 6r, 7r, and 7v (Anders and Jansen 1996). 
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Figure 5.18. A grass called cocopi, very similar to maize (“Una yerba que se llama cocopi, muy 
semejante al mayz”), Florentine Codex, Book 11, Chapter 7, titled “Itechpa tlatoa, in ixquich in 
nepapan xihuitl” (Which telleth of all the different grasses), detail of folio 177r (Sahagún 1979: 
vol. 3). 
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Figure 5.19. Of the Texcocan çenanam, or the mother of maize. The çenanam of Texcoco that 
others call cenantli and centlinan is a grass with abundant, oblong leaves . . . (“De Çenanam 
Tezcoquensi seu matre spicae maizij. Çenanam Tezcoquensi, quam alij çenantli, alij uero 
centlinan uocant, herba est folia proferens ampla . . .”), in Francisco Hernández, Nova plantarvm, 
animalivm et mineralivm Mexicanorvm (Hernández 1651: 185); and teosinte cob (left) and maize 
cob (right) (Vollbrecht and Sigman 2005: fig. 2). 
 
 

 
 
      Texcocan çenanam   teosinte  maize cob
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